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Abstract 

The Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases became, in 1921, the first mental 

institution in Western Canada to establish a training school for female nursing attendants. 

The founding of this school must be seen primaxily to have served the psychiatric 

wmmunity, and it conveyed minimal advantage upon its graduates. With limited 

opportunities for advancement or future employment, mental nurses at the hospital in the 

1920s evolved a culture of resistance to the long houn, poor working conditions and 

restrictive regulations of the training school. 

By the late 1930s, the Depression had dramatically aitered the labour market in 

Manitoba, and the Hospital was able to exercise a preference for hiring native-bom women 

of higher social class and educationai attainment. Unlike the nurses of the 1920s, many of 

these wornen saw their aniliation as irnpemuuient and their credential to advantage them in 

their friture career advancernent They were consequently more disposed to subscribe to the 

ideology of the training school. 

in response to ongoing marpinaiization by the general nming community, the mental 

nunes of the 1930s differentiated the work that they did fiorn that of general nurses on a 

conceptual level. They developed a hierarchy of carhg that privileged their "caring care" 

over the more prescriptive clinical care of the general hospital nune. In so doing they 

created the intellectual basis for a discrete occupational identity. This identity may have 

played a pivotal role in the creation of the Western Canadian system of fieestanding training 

schools for psychiatric nunes. 



Introduction 

This work is concemed with the occupational culture of the mental nurses at the 

Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases between 19 19 and 1950. It concentrates on the 

changes thai were made at the hospital in these decades, the impact that these changes had 

on the &y to &y lives of the women who worked there, and on the way in which these 

changes altered the perception that these women had of their work. 

The selection of the Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases is at once arbitrary and 

delikrate. Ractical consideraiions Iike the proximity of the cornrnunity of Brandon and the 

existence of an established archives at the institution influenced the selection however. 

Brandon is appropriate on several other counts. The Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases 

was at the time of its construction the largest and most modem mental hospital in Canada. 

It will be argued that it represented the pimacle of nineteenth century asylum design, and 

for this reason was singled out by the Canadian National Cornmittee for Mental Hygiene for 

critical treatment in its highly political suwey of custodiai institutions in 1919. 

On the heels of the CNCMH Report, the Noms govemment resolved to remedy the 

problems of the mental health senice and put in place an institutional structure which set 

the stage for aggressive, doctor-driven refonns to the institutional care for the insane. In 

192 1, the hospital became the first in Western Canada to establish a Schwl of Mental 

Nursing. Although beyond the scope of the present paper, it is argued that the evolution of 

this hospital through the pecuiiar circumstances of the Depression created the context for 

the emergence of the separate system of psychiatnc nurses' training that was to prevail in the 

western provinces fkom the 1950s to the 1990s. 



This work draws on four distinct bodies of historical scholarship. Labour history 

provides a framework for understanding the labour process and the evolution of 

occupational cuitures. It also provides models for understanding the strategies employed by 

mental nurses to alter the conditions of their labour and to contest the way in which power 

and privilege were allocated within the hospital community. From women's history comes 

an understanding of the function of gender in shaping identity and occupational culture. It 

provides a context for understanding the dichotomy that divided the male work of curing 

from the female senice of caring that mental nurses inherited from the general hospitai 

system. From the history of psychiatry comes an understanding of the genesis of change in 

the North Amencan mental health system in the early twentieth century, including an 

understanding of the rise of the therapeutic mental hospital, the emergence of medical 

psychiatry as the dominant clhical paradigm, and of the role of the First World War and the 

emergence of the Mental Hygiene movement in recasting the m e  of the mentally ill. 

The present work owes its greatest debt to the proliferation of scholarly works 

devoted to the fourth approach, the understanding of general nursing. Reacting against the 

whiggish preoccupations with nursing élites and heroic portrayals of nurses which had 

dominated the field before the 1970s, scholan like Barbara Melosh and Swan Reverby in 

the United States and K a t h y  McPherson and J o b  Magda Whittaker in Canada have 

begun to create a theoretical conte* for understanding the iives and work of ordinary nurses. 

Drawing on feminist interpretations of iabour history, they have explored the structural 

lunits to professionalism, the dominant ideologies of inter-war nursing and the role of 

gender in the cultural negotiations of the hospitai workplace. 



The work is divided into five chapters. The £ht provides a brief narrative history 

of the care of the mentally il1 in the Canadian Northwest and the founding of the Brandon 

Asylum for the Insane in 189 1, and it contextualizes the opening of the new asylum with the 

latter nineteenth century emphasis on the moral treatment of the mentally ill. M e r  the 

Brandon Asylum bumed to the p u n d  in 1910, it was reconstructed as the Brandon Hospital 

for the Iasane and rwamed in 19 19 the Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases. These narne 

changes reflected changes in the dominant aetiology of mental illness and the ambitions of 

the psychiatn'sts to integrate themselves into the broder medical community. 

It is argued that this change was driven by two concomitant phenornena The first 

was the Mental Hygiene movement wtiich, drawing on the tactics and ideology of the public 

healtti movement, sought ways to improve society by identifjmg and eliminating moral and 

intellechial defect. The second was a paradigm shift from moral treatment to medical 

intervention, dnven by a new and ambitious corps of psychiatrists whose techniques had 

been validated by the imperative to connont Shell Shock during the First World War. 

The second chapter shifb in emphasis away from Brandon and mental nuning to 

look at the social, political and intellecrual context of general hospital nursing in Canada in 

the first three decades of this centuy. it does so to provide a political context for the 

formation of the School of Mental Nursing. It argues that by the 1920s, the gatekeepen of 

the discipline of nursing were the powerful superintendents of the general hospitals, and it 

explores the ideological and practicd devices that these élites employed to assert their 

hegemony. Similarly, this chapter provides an intellechial hmework for understanding 

nursing work, specifically the interplay of science, skill, ideology and femininity as they 



related to the formation of occupational culture in hospitai nursing. 

The third chapter carries the narrative through the superintendency of Charles 

Baragar in the 1920s. It traces the efforts to establish the Brandon hospitai as a centre for 

the delivery of modem, scientific care for the mentally i11. The linchpin of this new mode1 

was the school of nuning, intended to equip the hospital with a corps of highiy skilled, 

scientificdly trained mental nurses that were equal in training and respectability to those 

found in large urban general hospitals. It is argued, however, that what emerged over the 

course of the decade was a doctor-driven system that was primarily designed to serve the 

needs of the psychiatric comrnmity by creating the outward appearance of a hospital. At 

the end of the 1920s, the hospital remained a fùndamentally custodial institution, and the 

limited technid demands of the work contributeci little to the nurses' sense of the scientific 

nature of their work. 

By the end of the decade, refonn at the hospital had more or less ground to a hait and 

the labour atmosphere was poisoned. While the medical community had been able to 

replicate the form of the general hospital training school, it could not deliver on the 

intangibles. Nurses, not psychiatrists, were the gatekeepen of the general nursing system, 

and at a time when the élites of the general nursing community were consolidating their 

authority by actively excluding marguiai practitioners fiom the discipline of general nursing, 

mental nurses were shut out. Without the promise of future employability and mobility, 

nurses at Brandon evolved a culture of resistance to the long hours, poor working conditions 

and restrictive regulations of the nursing service. 

The fourth chapter takes this chronology into the 1930s. In this decade the school 



of nursing succeeded, where previously it had failed, in cultivating an affiliation in its 

female çtan to the ideology of nursing. This is attributed to two principal factors. First, as 

the decade progressed, new and innovative theiapies were devised for the aggressive medical 

treatment of mental illness, and although custodid modes of care penisted for the vast 

majority of the patients at the hospital, and although domestic chores still codtuted the 

rnajority of their work, mental nurses had a stronger basis for the perception of the skilled, 

scientific nature of their work. The second factor is demographc. Widespread 

unemployment during the Depression had dramatically altered the labour market in 

Manitoba, and the Hospital, which had long been an employer of last resort, was able to 

exercise a preference for hiring native-bom women of higher educational attainment and 

higher social class. Unlike the women of the 1920s, they saw their affiliation with the 

hospital as impemanent. They planned M e r  employment and advancement in careers. 

Many saw their future in general nuning, and they were consequently more disposed to 

subscribe to the ideology of the training school and more inclined to tolerate the poor 

working conditions because they codd perceive fiiture benefit to inhere in so doing. 

The nurses of the 1930s were d l ,  however, marginaiued by the general nursing 

community. One of the ways in wbch they were able to cope with this margxnalization was 

by differentiating on a conceptual level mental fkom general nursing. Extendhg the 

cudcare dichotomy that had long divided nurses and doctoa, mental nurses developed a 

hierarchy of caring where they separated the "caring care" that they delivered fkom the more 

prescnptive clinical care of the generaf hospital nurse. By invoking their superior ability to 

care and their learned capacity to function in the often unpredictable environment of the 

vii 



mental hospital, they elevated the custdiaai care that they gave to a higher echelon than the 

one assigneci to it by the general nuning community. In so doing they created for 

themselves the basis for a distinct occupationai cuiture. 

The f i f b  and final chapter briefly examines the penistence of this culture into the 

1940s. By 1939, the Canadian economy shifted to a wartime footing and the worst of the 

Depression was over. The demographic changes of the 1930s proved impemmnent. Women 

who had worked at the hospital in the 1930s lefi to take their general training, to pursue 

mental nursiag at other institutions, to marry, or to take work in other secton. The hospital 

found itself once more unable to attract sufficient staff to meet its most basic requirements. 

Male wards were W e d  with conscientious objecton on Selective Senice and the female 

wards were filled with volunteers, mostiy mamieci women, with iittle training or experience. 

What was not entirely impernanent was the cultural change that had been effected 

by the trained mental nurses of the 1930s. Some of these women did remain in the service 

of the hospital, M e  otbers retuned as instructresses and administraton following general 

wining. Those who returned brought with them an ethos which combined the ideology of 

general nursing with that of mental nursing. Although M e r  research is required, 

preliminary evidence, some of it testimonials fiom these nursing administnitors themselves, 

suggests that this dual affiliation played a role in the creation of the Western Canadian 

system of freestanding training schools for mental nurses that persisted into the 1990s. 



Chapter 1 - Mental Health Care in Manitoba Before 1919. 

It has become a cliché in Canadian medical history to complain that scholars have 

been too preoccupied with the asylum, and that this preoccupation has impaired the 

development of an histonography of the gened hospital. l The irony of such a staternent is 

that while the asylums of the nineteenth cenhis, have certainiy been given a great deal of 

attention, the corpus of scholarship on the early twentieth century, a period in which the 

social understandings of mental iilness and the paradigms of care changed dramatically, is 

limited. Furthemore, many of the existuig histories have tended to confine themselves to 

debates about the social fùnction of the mental institution. Few historians have attempted 

to understand how the mental institution functioned as a community of patients and worken. 

The social relations of any institution are conditioned by its history, and in the case 

of the Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases, this is particularly evident. Its history, 

location, and very architecture conditioned the experience of the staff throughout the 

twentieth century. These same factors combined to bring it under intense public scmtiny in 

19 19 and forced a ciramatic senes of changes in the operation and administration of the 

Hospital. Any histos, of the hospitai in the inter-war period must begin with this context. 

Before 1880, there was no formai provision for the care of the rnentally il1 in 

Manitoba, and individual cases were dealt with spontaneously and at the discretion of local 

magistrates. While many remained with their families or were left to fend for themselves, 

the more troublesome were often deported to their country of origin or to the established 

'See S.E.D. Shortî, "The Canadian Hospital in the Nineteenth Century: An 
Histonographic Lament," J o d  of Canadian Studies, 18:4 (Winter, 1983), 3-14. 



asylums of Centrai and Maritime Canada.' T'ose who were pmeived to pose an immediate 

penl to themselves or the commuttity were incarcerated in the common jails, and it is 

probably fair to accept the assertion of one history which suggests that some were "disposed 

of in ways reminiscent of the Old West."' Formal, institutional treatrnent of the insane was 

a luxury that the govemment of the underdeveloped province was unwilling to b a r ,  but by 

the late 1870s, as the population of the west began to mature, a provincial asylum became 

both afEordab1e and necessary.' 

Under the British North Amenca Act, the care of the insane was the precinct of the 

provinces. For the fim decade, mentally il1 Manitobans remained in the custody of federal 

officials at provincial expense, first in the makeshift gaol at the Lower Fort, and after 1877 

at the Federal Penitentiary at Stony Mountain. By 1880, however, Stony Momtain was 

desperately overcrowded (being responsible for the federal pnsonen not just of Manitoba, 

but the whole northwest), and the federal govemment began to apply pressure upon the 

Province to constnict an asylum.' In 1883, the Provincial government authorized the 

construction of a fi@-four bed facility at Selkirk, which was uitimately to be the east wing 

2Comelia Johnson, "A Histoq of Mental Health Care in Manitoba: A Local 
Manifestation of an International Social Movement," (Unpublished M.A. Thesis, 
University of Manitoba, 1980.), 4. 

'BMHCA SB1 F3, Peter Adamski, "A History of the Brandon Mental Health Centre," 
(Unpublished History, 1976), 2. 

'Cornelia Johnson notes that the federal fimding to the provinces doubled in 188 1, and 
that after this the federal govemment was increasingly anxious to cast off Manitoba, 
which to that point had k e n  largely a dependent temtory. Cornelia Johnson, "A History 
of Mental Health Care in Manitoba," 30. 



of a multi-part edifice *ch, when completed, would accommodate five times that many. 

The completion of this structure was hastened the following year when the Dominion 

Inspecter of Public Institutions pronounced the basement cells occupied by the insane at 

Stony Mountain "inhumane and unfit for habitation," as they had k e n  contaminated by 

sewage fiom the adjacent cesspool. He demanded the immediate removal of the patients to 

another facility. Al1 but the few who were considered too violent were transferred to a 

modified warehouse a? the Lower Fort where they remained until the following summer, 

when they were ûansferred to the nearlycompteted facility at Selkirk.' Here, for the fint 

tirne, they were under the supe~s ion  and care of a medical d o c t ~ r . ~  

The asylurn at Selkirk was filled to capacity nom the tirne that it opened, and the 

provincial government was forced very soon thereafter to consider the erection of another 

instit~tion.~ The selection of the t o m  of Brandon was infiuenced by several factors. 

Brandon was a rapidly growing prairie metropolis which promised to develop into a major 

'The asylurn at the Lower Fort was superintended by David Young. Dr. Young's 
journal remains to this &y instructive about the ascendent nineteenth century practices of 
moral trament. The Sequency and brevity of the entries, and the eventual 
abandonment of the joumal after six months suggest the extent to which administrative 
responsibilities precluded any real treatment. PAM, P2 1 84-A F 1 1, " 1 8 85 J o d  of 
David Young." 

%seph Worlanan, Superintendent of the Toronto Asylum noted, "No State in the 
Union and no Province in the British Colonies has ever built a new asylum where there 
has not been waiting at l es t  three tùnes as many lunatics as would fit it." The &y 
Selkirk opened, 59 patients were transferred to the 54-bed facility. Cited in Cornelia 
Johnson, "A History of Health Care in Manitoba," 39. 



regional transportation centre. As such, it was an area in which the incumbent provincial 

government wished to strengthen its political presence. Io An asylum at Brandon would 

create a kind of regional balance, situated as it was well distant frorn the other facility at 

Selkirk. " Additionally, the proximity of Brandon to the Territories would facilitate the 

treatment of Dominion wards fiom the Northwest Territones, a s e ~ c e  whic h the provincial 

government anticipated would offset the costs of maintenance. l2 

The principal factor which rnilitated in favour of the selection of Brandon, however, 

was the existence of a suitable structure already owned by the provincial govemment. The 

Brandon Reformatory had k e n  completed in 1890 at a cost of over $30,000. It was 

constwted to accommodate forty-five young offenders of nine and ten years of age, and it 

was superintended by J.W. Sifion, father of Clifford Sifion, who was Attorney General of 

Manitoba, and a plitician of growing influence. l3 The Reformatory, however, had become 

a source of increasing embmsment  for the government as the blatant patronage 

surroimduig its erection became apparent The nurnber of offenders in the narrow age band 

for which the Reformatory was constnicted was small, and the govemment steadfâstly 

refused to broaden the mandate, preferring as was the custom, to confine children in the 

"%MHCA SB1 F3, Joyce Oishi, "An Urban Formation Analysis," (Unpublished 
Paper, 1976),3. 

~ M H C A  SB1 F3, T. A. Pincock, "The Care of the Insane in Manitoba," 
(Unpublished Manuscript, 1933), 2. 

L 3 K ~ a n d  R e m  A History of the Brandon Mental Health Centre, (Brandon: 
Brandon Mental Health Centre Historical Society, 199 1 ), 1. 



cornmon jail after their eleventh birthday. In the end, the Brandon Reformatory for Boys had 

only one occupant nine year old Billy Mulligan who was sentenced to five yean for stealing 

from a mailbox. Mulligan was attended by a staff of 6 who came to be hown  as the 

"Mulligan Guard" The whole operation cost $3000 per annm, and the govenunent was 

soon looking for a way to divest itself of this political white elephant " 

In 1891 (on the eve of the nomination of James Smart, the incumbent Minister of 

Riblic Works to the seat of Brandon South), it was announced that the Reformatory would 

be converted into an Asylum to confine the insane of Manitoba and the Temtories, and later 

that year, the Brandon Asylum, still d e d  pnncipally by members of the old Mulligan 

Guard, received its fint inmates. l 5  Twenty-five patients were m f e r r e d  from the severely 

overcrowded facility at Selkirk, and several othen from jails around the province where they 

had been held awaiting accommodation. '' The Brandon Asylurn was full almost from the 

day it opened, and within a year, the govemment announced that it was commissioning a 

large addition17 Overcrowding, however, wodd continue to be a dominant wncern for most 

of the next cen tq ,  and one which would shape the lives of those who lived and worked 

While the location of the Asylum at Brandon was an accident of political fortune, the 

"BMHCA SBlaF3, Robert McGawa., 'Trom Prison to Community: The Development 
of Care and Treatment at the Brandon Mental Hospital, 19 18 to the late 1 gSOs," 
(Unpublished Paper, 19 86), 7. 

I6comelia Johnson, "A History of Mental Hedth Care in Manitoba," 4 1. 

''Robert McGarva, 'Trom Prison to Community," 13. 



campus on which it was located was not inconsistent with the requirements made by the 

ascendent theories of care for the rnentally ill. The philosophy of William Tuke, who 

founded The York Retreat in 1796, remaine. to the end of the nineteenth centmy a dominant 

construct in the care of the rnentally ill. '' The Retreat was a model Quaker community for 

the insane where, through the application of what Tuke called "moral treatment" it was 

anticipated that the insane would recognize and comect their own deviant behaviour. I9 

Tuke theorized that the insane had in some way lost control of the inhibitions which 

defined their humanity. The barbaric treatment of the insane which often left them 

unclothed and chained in filthy circumstances in no way served to assis them in the 

recovery of this humanity. Instead, he argued that the insane should be immersed in an 

environment which emphasised the self-discipline that they lacked Reduced to its mon 

basic level, his was a pragmatic approach aimed at rninllnizing external physical coercion. 

A combination of authontarian finmess tempered with individual attention and kindness 

delivered in an environment fiee of the stresses and anxieties of daily life would allow the 

'?ukets grandson, Samuel Tuke, recorded many of his fathefs theories in the 18 13 
Description of the Retreat, which became a benchmark for many later treatises on 
insanity and its causes and cures. Many ùisightfùl critiques of the Tuke model and its 
successors have followed Michèl Foucault's 1962 Mahess a d  Civiliiaiion: A History of 
I n s o n i ~  in the Age of Reason, Richard Harvard, translater, (New York: Pantheon Books, 
1965). See for example, David Rothman, Discovery of the A s y I m ,  (Tank: Little Brown 
and Co., 1971) and Andrew Scull, M u s e m  of Mdness, (London: Allen Lane, 1979). 

'% is not the precinct of this paper to evaluate the social meanings which have ken  
ascribed to the interpretations of insanity in the nineteenth cenhuy, except wtiere the 
historicai and sociological debates help to illumine the fundons of the asylum as a 
community. 

'OAndrew Scull, Mme- of Modness, 68. 



insane to corne to temu with their own humanity and impose fiom within the necessary 

restra.int and self-discipline to again become productive rnembers of society." 

The template for this environment was the Quaker family, with its strong emphasis 

on paternal auttiority. Asylurn superistendents were to become father figures, administering 

benevolent discipline to their wards as they would children, until such time as the intenial 

mecbanisms for discipline were recovered or refmed enough for this discipline to spring 

from withiea This environment was to be strictly regdateci, governed by a rigid routine, 

and characterized by the strict separation of the sexes. Within these parameten it was to 

provide opportunities for recreation, muctured interaction, and persona1 attention from 

the medical superintendent. Andrew Scull notes: 

Moral treatment] was not lcindness for kindness' sake.' From its architecture 
to its domestic arrangements, the Retreat was designed to encourage the 
individual's own efforts to reassert his powers of self-control. For instead of 
merely resting content with controlling those who were no longer quite 
human.. mord treatment sought to actively hanrfomz the lunatic, to remodel 
him to somethïng approximating the bourgeois ideal of a rational 
individual? 

In the end, only Tuke's emphasis on taxonomy and discipline was incorporated into 

the system of asylums across Western Europe and North America which provided for the 

2'Daniel Francis, 'The Development of the Lunatic Asylum in the Mantirne 
Provinces," Acadiensis, VI:2 (Spring 1977), 28. 

%chel Foucault observeci that Tuke's principal contribution was the introduction not 
of a science but a personality - the medical personage, "at once father and judge, farnily 
and Iawn - to the care of the insane. Michel Foucault, Madness and Civilizafion, 269. 

"~ndrew Scull, M w e m  of Madness, 69. 



mas custodial care of the insane." Ironicaily, the fervour for moral treatment which spread 

across late nineteenth cenhuy North America, fbelled by the efforts of reformen such as 

Dorothea Dix and Samuel Kirkbride, conûibuted to the construction of massive and 

outwardly irnpressive public edifices which as a function of their scale, were utteriy 

incapable of delivering any but the most basic of custodial  are.^' 

Geography and milieu figured prominentiy in prescriptions for the moral treatment 

of the mentally ill. Tuke and his disciples stressed that it was improbable for an insane 

person to recover while di11 exposed to the stresses of the environment which had 

precipitated the insanity. Asylurns, therefore were to provide shelter especially from the 

pressures of an industrial or urban existence, and they were ideally to be located at some 

distance fiom the metropolis in a secludeci, pastoral, or park-like ~etting.'~ The spatial 

separation of the asylum f?om the metropolis allowed it to serve its fùnction of removing the 

mentally il1 from the community at the sarne time as furthering its curative ends. If, 

furthemore, the asylurn was H> located as to be visible nom the centre of the metropolis, 

it could serve yet another function. It could be a visible reminder of the consequence of 

deviant behaviour. As Daniel Francis observes, this last function was one which was often 

accompanied by a statement of bourgeois righteousness and selfadulation: "As examples 

29This is the central contention of Geraid Grob's Mental Imiturions in America: 
Social Policy CO 1875, (New York: The Free Ress, 1973). 

%lga Maranjian Church, "From Custody to Comrnunity in Psychiatrie Nuning," 
Nwsing Reseorch, 36: 1 (January 1 987), 50. 

26Daniel Francis, "The Development of the Lunatic Asylum in the Maritime 
Provinces," 29. 



of the charitable disposition of the populace, they were trophies to be di~played"~' 

Despite the accidents of its location, the site of the Brandon Asylum satisfied al1 

three of these requirements. While the city of Brandon was located on the south bank of the 

Assiniboine River, the Asylum was situated approximately two miles to the north of town, 

perched on the valley rim overlooking the city. in 1913, Superintendent J. J. McFadden 

ailuded to the advantages of location in his Annuai Report: 

[The Hospital] is situated on the north bank of the Assiniboine River and 
commands a most extensive view of the valley of the river, of the 
surrounding country, and of the City of Brandon The site is well chosen, and 
I doubt that it is equalled by any place between the Great Lakes in the east 
and the Rocky Mountains in the wea." 

The structure remains to the presem a dominant feature of the northem skyline of the city 

of Brandon While the land around it was principally a@culhiral, the Asy lm grounds were 

themselves treed and parklike, creating the kind of pastoral preserve prescribed by moral 

treatment models. 

Geographic sepration nom the community whose name it bore was to be a key 

factor in shaping the lives of those who lived and worked at the Brandon Asylum. Until the 

turn of the century, when space constraints made it necessary to permit some of the male 

staffto live out, ail employees lived at the institution " ~ t  just over two miles from Brandon, 

the asylum was distant enough before the advent of rnotorws so as to make a âaily trek to 

2!PAM, Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases, "Brandon Hospital for the Insane, 
Annual Report for 19 1 3," (manuscript version). 

r?loyce Oishi, "An Urban Formation Analysis," 3. 



and from the institution daunM& and long working days and early curfews limited the 

opportunities for the staff to venture into town. In the winter, the wind funnelled down the 

Assiniboine River Valley, piling up drifts which fiequently left the institution out of contact 

with the broader community for days at a time. Furthemore, both asylum philosophy and 

a limited budget necessitated that the institution be largely self-suficient. Even before it 

opened, the asylum operated a large f m  which met many of its staple needs." The nver- 

bottom soi1 type on the south end of the property facilitated the growing of vegetables, and 

the hospital kept large dauy and swine herds. Linens, uni fonns, and other goods were made 

and laundered in-house, and the asylurn was equipped early in the century with its own 

stem plant, complete with electrical generation and water-pumping ~apacity.'~ This level 

of self-suniciency heightened the sense of isolation and separation from the city of Brandon 

and limited the intercourse between asylum ernployees and the residents of the broader 

CO-*~. 33 

From 1882 to 19 10, daily routines at Brandon Asylum changed M e .  Overcrowding 

and the lack of adequate staffwere persistent problems, and although a senes of additions 

"The fint Annual Report rnakes mention of the success of the asylum farrn, in spite of 
the fact that the asylum was unoccupied during the planting season, and thus provided no 
patient labour. BMHCA SB I F4,  First A m m l  Report of the Brandon Asylwn for the 
Insane, (1 891). Reports of the activities of the farm figured prorninently in this and al1 
other annual reports. 

3%urtland R e m  A History of the B r d o n  Mental HeaZth Centre, 25. 

" B q  Edginton, "Moral Treatment to Monolith: The Institutional Treatment of the 
Insane in Manitoba, 1871-1919," Canadion Bulleth ofMedical Hzstory, 5 2  (Winter, 
1988). 177. 



were built to the original Reformatory, they generally met only immediate needs, and were 

usually overcrowded from the time they were opened." The care offered was of a purely 

custodial nature, and although the annual reports and correspondence are filled with the 

rhetoric of moral treatment, the ratio of medical staff to patients precluded the individual 

aîtention necessq to such practices." Although the asylum was always supenntended by 

a physician, his t h e  was generally so occupied with the care of the physically il1 and with 

administrative matters that little attention was given to the mental health of the patients. 

In essence, it was a purely custodial facility and provided for oniy the barest physical needs 

of its inmates. 

Throughout the period, the asy lum staff possessed lirnited experience and training. 

Moreover, the d m e m b e n  were highly transient. In 1897, for example no single female 

attendant remaineci at the insatution for more than a year. 37 The tenure of the male staff was 

generall y longer, but these individuals were similarly untrained, k i n g  pnncipally f a m  

fa or example, J.J. McFadden complained that the large addition to the original 
Reformatory commissioned in 1903 wodd be insufficient to meet the needs of the 
growing population by the time it was occupied in 1905. "Brandon Asylum for the 
Insane, Annual Report for 1 904. " 

"It was not until 1907 that the Hospital employed a second medicai officer, and there 
was fiequently ody  one doctor on the staff even as late as 19 18. P m  Brandon Asylum 
for the Insane, Annual Reports, passim. 

%K. Clarke and CM. Hincks lamented in the report to the Public Welfare 
Commission on the conditions of the hospitai that the medical superintendent was "too 
busy filling out death certificates" to attend to the most basic needs of the patients. MU 
:"Report of the National Cornmittee on Mental Hygiene," published in the "Second 
Interim Report of the Public Welfan Commission of Manitoba," February, 1919. 

''PAN Brandon Asylum for the Insane. Annul Reportfor 1897. 



labourers, and there are several instances recorded where attendants moved over to the 

employ of the asylum fmn when presented with the ~pportunity.~~ 

After 19 10, a Chef Attendant was hired who had some forrnal training in asylurn 

management in Scotland but with this exception, not a single member of the staff had any 

training d l  the opening of the school of nursing in 192 1. * Although after 19 16 the femaie 

staff wore a nurses' lmiform consisting of a striped dress and a white apron and cap, they 

were provideci with no formal training and they were principally domestics responsible for 

keeping order, cleaning the wards and answenng the telephones." For male staff, the 

principal qualification for employment was political loyalty, and although the work camed 

iittle prestige and paid poorly, most of the appcintments were through political patronage. 

in the fint decade of the century, this patronage was administered by Dr. McInnis, the MLA 

for Brandon South, who selecteû al1 new employees fiom lists supplied by the hospital, and 

on a number of occasions petitioned directly to the hospital for the creation of a new 

'*PAM RG 18 A4, Box 5, File "Correspondence nom the Superintendent [of the 
Brandon Asylum]," pussim. Mick Carpenter observes that in Great Britain geography 
and class considerations prescribed that asylum attendants and fami labourers were often 
seen to corne fiom the same families, and ofien moved between these jobs depending 
upon the strength of the f m  economy. There is evidence that similar patterns operated 
at Brandon, and the Annuai Reports indicate that many attendants resigned "to go to 
m g , "  and a nurnber more were promoted fiom "inside attendants" to "outside 
attendants" or farrn supervisors. Mick Carpenter, "Asylurn Nuning before 19 14: A 
Chapter in the History of Labour," in Celia Davies, ed., Rewriting Nzusing Hzstory, 
(London: Crwm Helm, 1980), 132. 

'%EL, "Second Interim Report of the Public Welfare Commission of Manitoba," 
Febniary, 1919. 

'OBMHCA SB6 FI, Val Graham, "A History of the School of Nursingt' (Unpublished 
Paper, 1 WO), 3. 



position for a constituent in need of a job." 

Patronage seems to have played a lesser role in the employrnent of female staff. 

Evidence gleaned fiom an oral history project conducteci at the asylurn's successor, the 

Brandon Mental Health Centre, in 1973 suggests that the greater part of the femaie staff 

were recent Irish or Scottish immigrants, and that many had k e n  domestic servants prior 

to their engagement by the hospital. The reliance on immigrants signifies the hospital's 

status as an employer of last resort in the community, and indeed the hospital was seldom 

able to fil1 its service with native-bom women. For this reason, it often relied on the ties of 

existing staff to the Old Country for recruitment. Margaret (Halley) Carter, for example, 

recalls that she carne fiom Scotland to a ready job as the third sister to work at the hospital. 42 

November of 19 10 markeû a fundamental tuming point for the Asylum. In 1 909 the 

govenunent had commissioned major renovations to the large addition that had been 

completed in 1905. The institution was desperately overcrowded, with patients sleeping on 

stair-landings and in hallways. By opening the &CS and converthg the superintendent's 

apartment to domitory space, it was hoped to uicrease the capacity of the facility by twenty 

percent." On 4 November 1910, days before the completion of a fully modem fie-fighting 

system, and after the existing system had been disconnected, the Brandon Asylum burned 

"There are numerous examples in the correspondence files of the Deputy Minister of 
h b l i c  Works, 190 1 - 1906. PAM RG 1 8 A4 Box 5. 

BMHCA SB2 F6, Richard Crofton, interview with Valerie Heppner, 26 March 
1973; SB2 F18, Alexander McBain, 9 March 1973; SB2 F26, Mn. Frank Roberts (Miss 
Margaret Pue), 19 Febnias, 1973; and SB2 F3 Margaret (Halley) Carter, 8 March 1973. 

""Brandon Asylum for the Insane, A n n d  Reportfor 1910." 



to the ground. Only two lives were lost (bath patients who escaped and were later found 

h z e n  to death), but the fire left some seven hundred patients and staff homeless. The 

province quickly made arrangements for the patients to be housed at the Brandon Winter 

Fair Grounds. For two years the Brandon Asylum operated there while a new facility was 

completed on the site of the orignal building? 

While the origuial Brandon Asylum made use of an existing structure with a 

miscellany of annexes and additions, its replacement was purpose-built, and it was at the 

time of its completion the largest asylum in Canada. From ths  point on, its architecture 

became one of its defining feat~res.'~ The new structure was built on what is called the 

"linear" or "corridor" model, a corruption of the asylum design advanced in the rniddle of 

the nineteenth cenhiry by the prominent American reformer Samuel Kirkbride, superin- 

tendent of the Pennsylvania Hospital for the [Naw and a founding officer of the Association 

of Medical Superintendents of American Innitutions for the Insane? 

Kirkbride, who published On the Comn~rction, Organization and Generol 

Arrmtgement of Hospitals for the Inrane in 1854, gave the moral treatment models 

developed by William Tuke and his followers architectural expression. For Kirkbride, the 

asylurn was not a neutral structure, but an instrument of therapy. Kirkbride argued that the 

order and discipline of the Victonan family should Uiforrn not just the social organimtion 

*%arry Edginton., "Moral Treatment to Monolith," 179. 

'6~or a discussion of Kirkbride's influence, see Gerald Grob, Menlol Institutions in 
America, 1 43. 



of the asylum, but in physical organization as well. " He designed asy lums which had large 

centre blocks with grand entrantes and foyers. These centre blocks were to contain the 

apartments of the medicai superintendent and were therefore to represent the centralized 

authority and power of the patriarch From this centre block ernanated two wings of dormi- 

tories, clearly interposing the superintendent between the male and the female wards. These 

wings were to be m e r  subdivided to dlow for the ready classification and taxonomy of 

the patients, separating them in such a way as to facilitate care and to prevent the more 

agitated patients fiom corning into contact wiîh quieter ones, and separating the recovering 

fkom the chronic and incurable cases. Large, open-pattern dormitories were to keep the 

patients under the easy purview of the superintendent and his aîtendants. 48 

Kirkbride, sensitive to the economics of &ng a state hospital, designed his 

asylums to accommodate no more than 250 ùidividuals, feeling this to be an adequate 

compromise betwwn the need for individual attention that defined moral treatment and the 

plitical economy of the public ins t i t~ t ion.~~ The advantages of the Kirkbnde or 

"Pemsylvania" design soon became apparent to the designers of public asylums. The 

Kirkbride model, with its emphasis on taxonomy and classification, and on large open 

domitories was scaled-up, sometimes to hancile up to a thousand patients. Ultimately the 

same architectural expedients which were intended to maximize the contact of the patients 

"Gerald Grob, Mental Imtitutiom in Amerzca, 1 7 1 .  

'Wancy Tomes, "A Generous Confidence: Thomas Storey Kukbnde's Phitosophy of 
Asylum Design," in Andrew Scull, ed., Madhouses, Mad Doctors and M o h e n ,  (London: 
Allen Laue, 198 l), 147. 



with the staff, were to facilitate the supe~s ion  of the maximum number of patients with a 

minimum of attendants? 

This corruption of the Kirkbnde model satisfied al1 of the irnperatives which faced 

the planners of public asylurns in the latter half of the nineteenth cenhiry. Situated in the 

country, they removed the contagion of mental disease fiom the visible urban context. 

Designed to accommodate a maximum of patients with a minunu. of staff, they satisfied 

the economic requirements of a public institution. That their curative h c t i o n  was utterly 

lost in the process is evidence of the extent to which economic considerations eclipsed al1 

othea in their construction and design. Tom Brown asserts that: 

Nowhere can the vdidity of Grob's perspective on the history of the 
nineteenth century asylum be more readily demonstrated than by examining 
the way in which the architecture of the asylum itself evennially served to 
undermine the therapeutic goals of the institution." 

Patients in these asylums were frequently consigned to a vacuous existence, languishing in 

the comdors and &y rooms, shepherded like livestock and subject to restraint as the 

dominant fom of control and discipline. 

The structure completed at Brandon in 1913 represented the zenith of such 

institutionai architecture. As the largest and newest asylum in North America, it boasted a 

%erald Grob provides an inçightfid critique of the social control models of Scull, 
Rothrnan and Foucault, arguing that they have k e n  largely blinded by the equation of 
outcome and motive, and that the development of the custodial asylum was an economic 
expedient which pushed the Kirkbride model beyond its capacity to provide 
indwidualized and curative care to the patient. See also Gerald Grob, "Rediscovering 
Asylums: The Unhistorical History of the Mental Hospital," in M.J. Vogel and C.E. 
Rosenberg, eds, The Therapeutic Revolution: Essays in the Social Histoty of Amerium 
Medicine, (Phiiadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1979). 

"Thomas Brown, "Architecture as ne~py ,"  Archiuaria, 10, (Summer, l98O), 107. 



nomirial capacity of one thousand The institution incorporateci ail of the latest innovations 

in institutional design, h m  sanitilry temino flooring to forceci air heating and dumb waiten 

for the transport of food fÎom the kitchen to the widely separated dining rooms. It was 

equipped with a M y  modem operating theatre and pathology laboratory, and it offered for 

the fim time a continuous bath and hydrotherapy rwrn for the treatment of excited 

patiend2 

The irony of the construction of this facility is that it was built in utter contradiction 

to the preferences of psychiatnc specialists. By 19 10, a forceful public critique of the large 

custodial asylums had emerged in the United States and was being felt strongly in Canada. 

Custodial care was recognized to be ineffectual and expensive, and the harshness of 

institutional life was becoming a matter of growing public ~oncern.'~ Many of the 

prominent advocates of moral treatment recognized the impossibility of its application in 

the large corridor asylums, and were cdling for asylums built on the "cottage" or "colony" 

rnodel. The cottage system sought to recapture the original intent behind the Kirkbride 

asylum. Its advocates wanted asylums to be constnicted as a senes of discrete, small 

buildings *ch would be selfcontaùied and under the supervision of a trained psychiatnst. 

In this way, the individualized attention pivotai to the success of moral treatment could be 

restored to the system? 

- -- 

""Brandon Hospital for the Insane, Annuaf Report for 19 1 3. " 

S 3 ~ a r r y  Edginton, "Moral Treatment to Monolith," 172. 

%ornas Brown, "Architecture as Therapy," 1 12; Gerald Grob, Menrol INIirutionr in 
Arnerica, 326. 



In his correspondence with the Minister, J. J. McFadden, superintendent at Brandon, 

repeatedly cdled for the institution of the cottage system, as did the prominent and 

politically influentid Winnipeg doctor Gordon Bell, who had been the first medical superin- 

tendent at  rando on" This advice was not heeded, and instead, the govemment, with what 

Joyce Oishi called its "penchant for monumental form" built an asylum that in sale and 

form twk the custodial monolith to new heights. Oishi observes: 

It is a comment on the Manitoba Government and architecture of the time 
that the second building, designed specificaiiy as an asylum by the provincial 
architect, Sam Hooper, was minimal in its response to the [therapeutic] 
function of the institution.. . [but] lent itself to more monumental façades. 16 

McFadden, although he never abandoned the cal1 for the cottage system, recognized the 

political and economic advantages offered by the new structure, and in his Annual Report 

of 19 13, he proudly declared that the Brandon Hospital for the Insane, as it was re-named 

in 1913, was accommodating like numben of patient to those that he had visited in Eastern 

Canada but required less than half the staK '' 
Although the new structure was considered a marvel at the time of its construction, 

and the govemment paraded a nurnber of prominent visitors through its hallways in its fint 

year, its deficiencies M n  became all too apparent '' The heating, laundry and kitchen were 

inadequate, the dumb waiten never worked, and the much vaunted terrazzo Boon proved 

 randon on Asylum for the Insane, Annual Report for 1902." 

'qloyce Oishi, "An Urban Formation Analysis," 8. 

Hospital for the Insane, Annual Report for 19 13. " 

%id The annual nport contains a long list of dignitaries and distinguished visiton. 

18 



much too hard and slippery for the aghg population of the h~spital.'~ Every year several 

patients, principally older women, SuSfained severe nachrres aRer siipping on the floon, and 

''considering the floors" became a common preface for the report on injuries in the Annual 

Reports of the 1920s. 

There were no real recreational oppommities for the patients, and those who were 

unable to work on the f m  (which hcluded dl of the patients in the female service) were 

consigned to a daily routine of passing Mie without diversion in the long, windowless main 

corridors which doubled as &y-rooms, provided only with hard wooden benches (to which 

they were ofien ~hackled).~' The dormitones were too large to allow for the adequate 

classification of patients, and placing so many patients in a single room proved explosive 

and sometime perilous to M. Consequently, on some wards, restraint was applied almost 

continuo~sly.~~ In 1933, T.A. Pincock, superintendent, cornmented with exasperation: 

In view of the report by Dr. McFadden in 1902 in which he recornmended the 
provision for single room care and stressed the comfort, welfare, and 
treatment of the patients, it seerns doubly surprising that ten yean later a 
building project of such magnitude should have been canied out without 
provision for one pnvate room, with excessively large wards, lack of 
facilities for proper classification and segregation, poor Iighting, absence of 
infirmary sections, and many other deplorable defects. 

What in its first year had attracted visitors from al1 over the continent P i n m k  declared 

"A litany of problems are exposed in the Deputy Minister of Public Works' 
Correspondence with the Hospital in the 1920s. See PAM RG 18 B2, Boxes 2 4 .  

@For example see BMHCA SB23a F4 Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases, Annual 
Report. I926. 

"~obert McGarva, Tram Prison to Community," 10. 

62T. A. Pincock, "The Care of the Inwine in Manitoba," 3. 



"obsolete by 19 19. n63 

By 1919, changes in the political and social climate had caused the public criticism 

of the asylum system to build to critical levels. In 1908, Clifford Whithngham Been 

published A M i d  771~1 Found itself Beers was a graduate of Yale University and of a 

prominent New England f d y .  M e r  a psychotic episode, Been spent two years in several 

privaie asylums in Connecticut, and on bis release published an autobiography in which he 

related the abuses that he suffered while incarcerateci? Beers' book becarne a best-seller 

and went through several editions in the first years after its initial publication. His story fed 

the already growing cnticism of the asylurn system, and helped to tltm the attention of social 

refonnen to the plight of the mentally ill. In 1909, he becarne the primary spokesman for 

the newly-fod National Cornmittee on Mental Hygiene. 65 The NCMH came to be at the 

centre of the mental hygiene movement, a movement which shifted the plight of the 

mentally il1 into the spotlight of mainstream politics and played a strong role in ensuring the 

professional hegemony of psychiatrists in the administration of mental health care. 66 

The First World War magnified the concems raised by the mental hygienists. Just 

as the Boer War had raised alanns in Great Britain over the physical fitness of the British 

"T. A. Pincoclc, "The Care of the Insane in Manitoba," 3. 

wClifiord Whittingham Beers, A MNia %t Found Ztself; Fortieth Anniversary 
Edition, (Philadelphia: Doubleday, Doran and Co., 1948). 

"~lbert Deutsch, The Mentolly 112 in Americo, Second Edition (New York, 1949), 
300-302. 

66David MacLennan_ Weyond the Asylum: Professionalization and the Mental 
Hygiene Movement in Canada, 19 14-1 928," canadian Bulletin of Medical History, 4: 1 
(1987), 13. 



soldiery, the Fim World War raised the same questions about its mental fitness. The 

phenomenon of Shell Shock in padcular was a cause for great concem as in addition to 

creatuig a iam about the mental fimess of the soldiers in the trenches, it posed an immediate 

and pressing challenge to the officers prosecuting the War. The inability or refusal to fight, 

and the appearance of a variety of aihents, such as the inability to see, speak, taste or hear; 

which showed no comection to a physical trama, created a dilemma for the militaq jwt 

as the abandonment of the trenches by numben of apparently uninjured soldien created 

significant problems of morale for those who remained. The imperative that they gave to 

the medical men in the field hospital, therefore, was to r e m  the shell-shocked to the Iines 

as expeditiously as p~ssible.~' 

This irnperative Eeed the Royal Army Medical Corps, and with it the Canadian Army 

Medical Corps, to experiment freely with new therapeutic techniques. Traditional methods 

of moral treatment and milieu therapy were time consuming and t w  "soft" to be politically 

acceptable. Necessity legitimated a number of therapeutic practices whch had theretofore 

been regarded with disdain and mistrust. Intrusive therapies, ranging nom the more 

innocuous application of hot and cold compresses to the "quick cure," a euphernistic terni 

used to describe torture with electrostatic shocks, were legitimated in their application to 

Sheil Shock victims and becarne part of the repertoire of the doctors and psychiatrists who 

would assume prominent positions at the civilian mental hospitals after the war." 

67~orn Brown, "Shell Shock and the Canadian Expeditionary Force, 19 14- 19 1 8," in 
Charles G. Roland, ed, Health, Diseare and Canadian Medicine (Toronto: The Hannah 
Institute for the History of Medicine, l984), 3 17. 



Sheli Shock also fuelled public support for the mental hygiene movement. Since it 

was cornmonly interpreted to be a manifestation of a latent moral or mental defect which 

was simply revealed by the stressa of the War, the incidence of Shell Shock became al1 the 

more alarming when extrapolated to suggest an even more disturbing incidence of mental 

defm in the general population." Public sympathies were m o b W  in favour of preventive 

mental heaith care, and together with the message of mental hygiene came the cal1 for 

asylum reform. 

The coalescence of these social forces was felt parhcularly deeply at the Brandon 

Hospital for the Insane. In 191 8, Clarence M. Kincks and C. Kitson Clarke, Rofesson of 

Medicine at the University of Toronto, founded the Canadian National Cornmittee for 

Mental Hygiene on the mode1 of its American counterpart. The CNCMH was founded in 

the belief that: "a group of professional and lay citizens couid materially strengthen the hand 

of [those] agencies [dealing with the mentaliy ilIl by impmally surveying the problems of 

mental abnormality in Canada"70 One of the fust actions of the CNCMH was to undertake 

an audit of public institutions across Canada. ï h e  first stop on this tour, at the request of 

Thomas Johnson, Attorney General and Chief Commissioner of the newly created Public 

Welfare Commission, was Manitoba '' Clarke and Hincks were generally critical of the 

'%lbert Deutsch, The Mentall'y Ill in America, 3 1 3- 1 5. 

'OJohn Heagarty, Fozn Centuries of Medicd Histo~ in Cam&, (Toronto: McMillan, 
1928), 13. 

7'~or a discussion of the broder ramifications of this tour, see David MacLennan, 
"Beyond the Asylum: Professionalization and the Mental Hygiene Movement in Canada, 
1914-1928." 



state of the mentally il1 in Canada, but they singled out the Brandon Mental Hospital for 

particular vitriol. Their report began: 

The hospitals for the insane in Manitoba ... have neither the staff nor the 
equipment to make them any more than custodial institutions ... 

The report went on to describe the patients as arrayed on hard wooden benches, many in 

manacles, lookuig "like caged animals" and showing signs of abuse. They complained of 

the "herd treatment of the insane, and noted that there were no diversions to combat the 

"deadly apathy of a most distressing character" they found throughout. They laid the blarne 

not at the feet of the superintendent, whom they found to be diligent, if preoccupied with 

administrative matten, but squarely at the feet of the province. The report concluded with 

a cal1 for a Royal Commission into the custodial treamient of the insane in ~an i toba . '~  

Hincks and Clark were not alone in this cnticism. The Brandon Hospital for the 

Insane was in 19 19 a very troubled institution. There were numerous accusations of 

mismanagement and comption, and the Inspecter of Pubiic Institutions had reported in 1 9 1 8 

that the institution "was a place of utter futility and idleness with patients looking to death 

for their fieedom? A similar report by the Canadian Militas. had been scathing in its 

assesment of the facility, and the militas, had insisted that al1 Dominion War Veterans be 

h o w d  at the Selkirk facility instead of at Brandon: 

We have the honour to report that as a hospital for the insane, we were very 

'%ILL, C.K. Clark and C.M. Hùicks, "Report of the National Cornmittee on Mental 
Hygiene," published in "Second Interim Report of the Public Welfare Commission of 
Manitoba," February, 1919. 

"Cited in Doug Smith et al.. LNes In the Public Service: A History of the Manitoba 
Govemment Employees Union, (Winnipeg, 1994), 19. 



infavourably [sic] impressed with ic and we are of the opinion that under the 
-nt regime it is not a desirable institution to send militaq patients to.. . . 
p e  have] had considerable experience in asylums, but seldom in one with 
such an internal aîmosphere of medievalism or one filled with such depress- 
ion.74 

Moreover, in 1919, labour problems enrpted at the hospital, and the male attend- fomed 

the Manitoba Provincial Sanatorium Employees Union to protest the poor wages, the 

persistence of blatant political patronage, the poor living conditions, and the govement's 

unwillingness to apply the principle of one days' reg in seven to the Civil  enr ri ce.'* The 

publication of the Hincks report in 19 19 brought all of these troubles into the public eye, and 

Hincks' cal1 for a Royal Commission was repeated in the press." 

The Noms Liberal govemment was sensitive to the volatility of the issue of mental 

health care, and it responded quickly to the Hincks Report. The office of the Provincial 

Psychiatrist wds created, and it was given superintendence over the Winnipeg Psychopathie 

Hospital, a new facility which would specialize in the acute care of curable patients and 

would act as the admitting hospital for the mental hospitals in the eastern half of the 

province ." nie  Provincial Psychiatrist was dso appointed ex oficzo senior non-resident 

officer of the Brandon and Selkirk hospitals, and in addition to k i n g  responsible to the 

Department of Public Works, reported also to the Public Welfare Commissioq which had 

"PAM, RGl8 B2 Box , Major General Guy Fiset to Provincial Secretary (unnamed), 
24 June 1918. 

" ~ o u g  Smith et al., LNes In the Public Senice, 20. 

" ~ a n y  Edginton, "Mord Treatment to Monolith," 18 1. 



been created in 19 18 to a* as ombudsman for al1 wards of the province. New directors were 

appointed at the province's two mental hospitais, and the 1919 "Act Respecthg the Care and 

Treatment of Mentally Diseased Persans," in addition to making long overdue changes to 

the 1877 Lunacy Act, renamed the facilities "Hospitals for Mental Diseases" in an anempt 

to emphasize their new cwative roles and the pathological nature of mental illnes~.~' 

The two new officers at the Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases were mental 

hygienists of note, and both were strongly intluenced by their experiences as military 

psychiatrists. The govemment secured early discharge from the Royal Army Medical Corps 

for Captain Richmond Goulden, who took over fiom J.B. Chambers as acting superintendent 

in 19 19. " Concurrently, Major Charles A. Baragar was appointed permanent Superintend- 

ent, and granteci an irnmediate leave of absence to do pst-graduate work in Mental Hygiene 

and Psychiatry in  ost ton." Baragar, although trained at sanatoria before the war, had acted 

as a psychiatrist in the Canadian A m y  Medical Corps, and had had direct exposure to the 

""Act to Amend the Inwuie Asylums Acî," RSM, 1920, Chapter 30. 

?AM RG 18 B2 BOX 2,O-n to Acting Director of Medical Services, 3 May 19 19. 
Chambers' appointment was very much a temporary one. Chambers was over sixty-five 
years 014 and had just retired as superintendent at Selkirk. His retirement was delayed 
by the creation of a vacancy at Brandon by the resignation of KE. Hicks. Hicks had been 
in place for only a year, and was himself an acting superintendent following the 
resignation of J.J. McFadden. It is presumed that McFadden's resignation was requested. 
A loyal servant of the Roblin Govemment, McFadden was held responsibie for many of 
the failings of the hospital and resigned amid accusations of corruption. Hicks, it seems, 
was merely Uicompetent, and no doubt Chambers was brought out of retirement on the 
understanding that his presence would help to avert scandal while a new director was 
found 

% ~ 1 8  B2 Box 2. Carbon wpy of "Order in Council Appointing Charles A. Baragar 
Superintendent of the Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases" (date illegible, w y  
19191). 



treatment of Shell Shock while in Flmders. 'l The political astuteness of these appointmenu 

is evident. There was no Royal Commission. 

Baragar was to preside over the Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases for ten yean, 

and in this peria  the transformation fiom asylum to hospitai became more than simply 

nominal. Baragar pressed his political supervison for the material trappings of a modem 

hospital: a school of nursing and train& ward nurses, a pathology laboratory, electrotherapy 

and hydrotherapy equipment, an x-ray machine, and most importantly, a fieestanding 

psychopathie hospital entirely separate fiom the chronic service. 

Over the course of this decade, many of these requests were honoured, although the 

Hospital remainecl predominantiy a custodial institution. Baragar wouid Io bby aggressivel y 

for the creation of a trained nursing senrice of equd calibre to that found in any general 

hospital. The creation of such a senice, however, served primarily the ambitions of the 

psychiatrists who felt that the presence of the accounements of the hospital would help to 

validate the medical dimensions of their work in the eyes of the broader community. That 

the gened nursing community under the control of the powerfùl general hospitai 

superintendents was in a period of retrenchment and actively seeking to exclude marginal 

practitionen from nursing ultimately limited the success of this program. 

"BMHCA, Unsortecl rnaterials, Sidney J. C. Pierce, "Obihiary for Charles Baragar," 
carbon copy of original typescript (1937). 



Chapter 2 - Establishing An Histone~l and Theoretical Context 
For Mental and GeneraI Nursing 

This chapter concentrates on a specific sub-category of the practitionen who were 

called nunes. It excludes those with whom the broder study is concerne4 mental nurses. 

It does so in order to establish a base-line or nom againsi which the work and occupational 

identity of mental nurses can be assessed. The emphasis here is on "trained" nunes of the 

first half of this century, that is to Say those who participated in a specific program of 

instruction and apprenticeship at a general hospital. 

Beginning in the last decades of the nineteenth century, hospital trained nunes began 

to distinguish themselves from untrained or informa1 practitioners ("proclaimed nunes in 

the lexicon of the &y), and through their organizations, struggled to establish clear 

guidelines for training and apprenticeship. This process was intended to serve two purposes. 

The first was to enhance the general reputation of nursing as an appropriate pursuit for 

respectable women, and the second was to disqualiQ not only untrained practitioners, but 

also many who had received Iesser training, especially those who had graduated from the 

training schools of smailer, less respected hospitals. Numbered among those so disqualified 

were nurses trained at mental hospitals 

This section uses the tenns "graduate" and "registered" nurse interchangeably. In the 

language of the &y, "graduate" denoted one who had completed a two, and later three, year 

apprenticeship at a recognked hospital training school, and "registered" was used to 

distinguish one who had used this statu to register herseIf with the sanctioned regtonal 

nursing authority. It should be noted that not al1 graduate nurses were "registered." The 



regisby was a venue for announcing one's availability for work, and for some it was the 

source of a credential that substantiated one's ski11 in response to the inquiries of private 

clients. Registration, therefore, confemd specific advantages upon nunes in private 

practice that did not necessarily pertain in other nursing contexts. Not al1 gmduate nurses 

who rernained in the hospital system as staff nurses, supavisors or superintendents or who 

branched out into industnal or public heaith nursing mught registration. Even in pnvate 

practice, in the absence of any legislated requirement to do so, many inter-war graduate 

nurses declined to register themselves. ' 

The importance of an understanding of general nursing in a midy of mental nursing 

is underscored by the cultural associations of the word "nurse". For most of the twentieth 

century, the female attendants in mental hospitals have been called "nunes". This 

appellatioh homer,  has alrnost always been qualified by a preceding "mental" (and more 

recently "psychiatrie"). The value statement implicit in this qualification is at the very heart 

of social and historicd assumptions about the nature of nursing. In the introduction to his 

article "Asylum Nursing Before 1914: A Chapter in the History of Labour," British historian 

Mick Carpenter laments that: ' m e n  we say "nurse", ... everyone knows that general hospital 

'The failure, despite considerable efforts by the nursing dite, to obtain mandatory 
registmtion, and the continuai prevdence of untrained nunes and of nurses trained in 
hospitals whose training schwls did not meet the staadards of the regional registry, rnay 
be seen as a reflection of the subordination of the demmds of the nurses to those of 
hospitals, that required an ongoing source of cheap labour, and to those of the medical 
profession, which may have perceived a threat inherent in the professionalization of 
nursing. See J o b  Magda Whittaker, "A Chronicle of Fai lw:  Gender, Professionaiism 
and the Graduate Nurses' Association of British Columbia, 19 12- 1935," (M4 University 
of Victoria, 1990). 



nuning is signified." This tendency speaks to two trends, one of wiuch reflects practice 

and the other social, political and economic conditions of nursing in the fim half of the 

centrny. W r i c a i  writing has tended to exclude the experiences of the various practitioners 

who were called nurses, or to collapse the diversity of experiences and skills into a single, 

exclusive category. The nurses' context reflects the outcome of a long campaign by the 

élites in the general nming community to define narrow parameten of nursing practice and 

to exclude practitioners who did not fa11 within this circderence. ' 
By the 1920s. the greater portion of the fernale worHorce in many Canadian mental 

institutions consisted of -dents or apprentices at a school of mental nursing. In most 

extemal aspects, these schools differed little fiom their cornterparts in the general hospitals. 

Young women genemlly enroled for two to three years for a course of instruction, and they 

lived on-site for the duration of their apprenticeshi p. During training, nuning apprentices 

received some i m c t i o n  on the theory and practice of nuning, but the greater portion of 

their time was spent on the wards training "on the job." Generally, the students received 

only a nominal stipend and "bartered" their labour at the hospital for their training and their 

hlick Carpenter, "Asylum Nuning Before 19 14: A Chapter in the History of Labour," 
in Celia Davies, ed, Rewriting Nursing History (London: Croom Helm, 1 BO), 124. 

'A third observation might be that the intemalkt tendencies of nuning historiography 
have tended to create a body of scholanhip alienated fiom the broder context of social 
history. This has facilitated the acceptance of the prescriptive literature of the nursing 
dites and the historiographie marginalization of peripheral practitioners. See Charlotte 
Moran, "From Vocation to Profession: the Intellecniai Transformation of English- 
Canadian Nuning Education, 1875-1936,'' (Unpublished MA, University of Calgary, 
1989). 



board.' These mental hospital schools adopted many of the rituals and symbols of the 

general hospitals. Nurses wore uni forms modelled on those of their hospital counterparts, 

and these uniforms ofien provided visible remindea of the nurse's progress in her training 

and her status within the hospital hierarchy. Often, these schools were s u p e ~ s e d  by a 

graduate nurse with hospital training. These similari ties, however, ofien disguised a 

fundamental political tension: throughout the first half of the twentieth century, efforts by 

mental bospitals to emulate their hospital counterparts were met with resistance fkom the 

élites within the gnerai nursing commimity. Indeed, the powemil nuning superintendents, 

through their client organizations, consistently attempted to differentiate the two approaches 

to the discipline, with the aim of ranking "medical" nursing above "mental" nursing. 

Debates withm the nursing community in the first half of the century often focused 

on who was entitled to claim the title of "nurse" and who was not. Numencally weak, 

carrying the stigma of the mentally iU, and often excluded fYom the sanctioned nursing 

organizations, mental nurses were marginal playen in these debates. The necessity of 

qualifjmg their title speaks to the contingency of their claim and underscores the success 

'Charles Rosenberg argues that barter was the basis of the economic relations hip 
between M e n t  and hospital: 

Education, and the credentials that it legitimated, had becorne both 
inducement and part payment for a key segment of the hospitai's labour 
force. 'This was an economic logic too compelling to be ignored. Both 
hospitals and prospective nurses were capital poor, it was only naturai for 
the two parties to barter work for diplornas. 

Charles Rosenberg, The Cme of Sirangers: the Rise of the American Hospital Sysfem, 
(New York: Science History Publications, 1979). Mental hospital stipends were 
generally higher than those offered to generai ninsing apprentices, reflecting in part the 
undesirability of mental hospital work and the uncertain employment outcornes thai 
followed training. 



of the élites in the nufsing community in establishing general hospital nursing as the 

normative standard against which the skills of other practitioners were measured.' It will 

be argued tbat mental nurses' own occupational identity was largely predicated upon their 

relationship to the general nursing community. Therefore, an understanding of the 

occupational culture of mental nurses must begin with an understanding of the emergence 

of general nursing and the occupational culture of general hospital trained nurses. 

Canadian historian Kathryn McPherson employs a generational rnodel to explore 

how social and econornic relations shaped the work and lives of graduate nunes in Canada 

&er 1870. She argues that this provides a basis for assessing the changes in circurnstances 

that influenced the work done by nurses and how these changes influenced the way in whch 

they conceptualized their work. She defines five generations spanning the yean between 

1874, when the first hospital school of nuning was established in Canada, and the present. 

This study accepts the general utility of the generational rnodel and the penodization that 

McPherson maps. It proposes that an examination of the activities and stniggles of the 

nurses of the first and second generations, nurses trained in English Cana& between 1870 

'It may be argued that mental nurses were doubly penalized in this regard. Not only 
were their patients politicaily marginalized and unable to aid them, but so too were the 
psychiatrists. Indeed, the psychiatrie community were often champions of trained 
nursing, perceiving that the presence of hospital nurses would bolster the c l a h  of the 
asylum to hospital status and advance their own sometimes margid position within the 
medical community. See Chapter 3. 

%thryn McPherson, Beakide Matters: The Tramjiormation of Cumdiun Nurszng, 
1900-1990, (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1996). 18-25. The generational analysis 
is the basis for her eariier work on second and third generation nunes in "Skilled Service 
and Wornen's Work: Canadian Nuning, 1920- 1939," (Unpublished Pm, Simon Fraser 
University, 1989). 



and 1900, and between 1900 and 1920, serves as a useful basis for understanding the 

political and social cuntext into which mental nunes were introduced when the Brandon 

Hospital for Mental Diseases School of Nursing was opened in 192 1 .' 

The limitations of a generatiod model are acknowledged, especidly as a measure 

of somethùig so intangible as occupational identity. Individuals do not always fit neatly into 

a generational category, and ceriainly individual practitionen encountered circumstances 

comrnon to different geneniîions. Nonetheless, a generational model does serve as a rough 

guide to the particular set of social, economic and political dynamics that together 

constituted the cultural context in which nurses workeda8 

Contact between the generations created a context in which a self-conscious 

occupational culture was created, sustained, revised, re-interpreted and communicated 

through networks and between generations. In the training school, much of the supe~sion 

and instruction was provided by nurses of the preceduig generation. Outside the hospital, 

'While the term "Canadian" is used throughout the present work, it does not 
accommodate the specific set of circumstances that pertained in Québec. Nuning 
services in Québec have histoncally been dominated by the Catholic Church. Between 
1 850 and 1 950, the steady growth in female religious orden provided a ready supply of 
nurses. The peculiar conditions which prevailed in the hospitals which were owned and 
administered by religious orden created a very diflerent experience for al1 Qubbécois 
nurses, including laywomen. For an introduction to Québec Nursing, see Clio Collective, 
Quebec Women: A History, (Toronto: Women's Press, l987), especiaily 2 1 8-22. 

9~mencm historian Bahara Melosh usefully distinguished " work culture," the 
adaptation to coflstfaints within the workplace, and "occupational culture," the ideology 
which governs workers' identification with their conditions and the collective intellectual 
understanding of the work that is the arbiter of autonomy and control over the means of 
production. Barbara Melosh, "The Physician !s H a 4  " Work, Cdture. and Confict in 
American Nursing (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1 9 82), 7. 



younger nurses fomd mentors and patrons within the orgamzations that nui the registries and - 

the various other nuning organkations. The role of the second generation is particularly 

important. It will be argued that shifts in the aetiology of disease established a discursive 

context which limited the lasring influence of the first generation. The second generation 

secured its dominance h u g h  the creation of a self-conscious élite which was aware of the 

importance of employing its version of nursing history as a mechanism for the -mission 

of values fiom one generation to the next. This self-conscious creation of a legitimizing 

literature served this élite's aspirations for professional recognition and ensured that nurses 

were conscious of the generational context in the development of their occupational 

identity.1° This chapter will explore three aspects of what McPherson identifies as that 

second generation of Canadian nurses. It will look briefly at the apprenticeship system in 

which they were trained, the work they performed, and the Uimtutions and organktions that 

they founded to promote their interests. These three elements together comprise the 

framework on which a distinctive occupational identity depended. 

In the last quarter of the nineteenth century, a new type of nune began to appear on 

the wards of the hospitais in Canada. Unlike the traditional female ward attendants, who 

might have b e n  married women, widows, or even fonner patients of the hospital, these 

wornen were young and unmarried, and they were tituiary students or apprentices. The 

hospital schools of nursing in which these apprentices worked generally called themselves 

"Nighhgaie Schools," and, when fint estadished, were generally put under the wntrol of 

'%thryn McPhenon, Beakide Maners. 19-20; see also Susan Reverôy, Ordered to 
Cure: The Dilemm ofArnericon Nwszng, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
1987), 67. 



a British trained "Nightingale Nune." 

The allusion is to Fiorence Nighbngale, the middle class cnisader and sanitarian who 

was an acclaimed correspondent and nurse during the Crimean War. Nightingale, on her 

rehim to England, situated herself at the head of a hospital refom movernent that sought to 

improve the standard of training and care in England's charity hospitals. She established her 

pro- at London's S t  Thomas' Hospital in the 1860s. Her model called for a training 

school for nurses, independent of the other administrative structures of the hospitai, and it 

became the model on which most North American hospital nursing schools were nominally 

organued Nightingale's phdosophy was founded on the essentiaiist axiom that opened her 

treaîise on nuning Notes on Nursing: "Every woman is a nurse. " ' ' This book, published in 

1859, became required reading for al1 nuning students until &er the Second World War. 

In it, Nightingale expanded a vision of nursing founded on strict moral training emphasising 

punctuality, tnistworthiness, persona1 neatness and cleanliness, and ward management 

delivered in an autonomous, nurse-administered hospital training school. l2 

The success of the Nightingale mode1 can be attributed at least in part to its self- 

cunscious emphasis on its own propagation and reproduction St. Thomas' graduates were 

l 'Florence Nightingale, Notes on Nursing. (Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott, 1929) 1. 

'%or a more recent narrative on Nightingale and her conaibutions, see Monica Baly, 
Florence Nightingale und the Nursing Legacy, (London: Croom Helrn, 1986). For a 
bnef intellechial biography of Nightingale, see Charlotte Mo- 'Rom Vocation to 
Profession: The intellectual Tramfoxmation of English Caoadian Nuning Education: 
1875-1936," (Unpublished MA, University of Calgary, 1989), especiaily Chapter 2; and 
Charles Rosenberg, "Florence Nightingale on Contagion: The Hospital as Moral 
Univene," in Heding and History: Essuysfor George Rosen, Charles Rosenberg, ed. 
(New York: Science History Publications, 1979). 



indentured to their school for three years after graduation. These graduates were often 

"loaned" to other institutions where they played pivotai roles in the founding of training 

schools. In some instances, their salaries were paid out of the "Nightingale Fmd," a 

philanthropie trust administe . 
red by an independent board in London l3 The hospital reserved 

the right to recall these graduates if the newly established schools failed to conform to 

Nightingale's prescriptions for cmiculum, philosophy and discipline. " Given the 

international reputation of Nightingale among laypenons, and the socially precarious 

position of tum of the century hospitals, these sanctions must have carried considerable 

weight. 

The Nightingale mode1 was exported to North Arnerica in 1873 with the opening of 

schools of nuning under the s u p e ~ s i o n  of London graduates in Boston, New Haven and 

New York. One year later, Theliopolis Mack's General and Marine Hospital in St. 

Catharine's became the first Canadian institution to establish a Nightingale School. Other 

schools followed quickly thereafter, and by 1900, there were there were two dozen such 

hospital schools in Canada. The first such school on the prairies was opened at Winnipeg 

I3The "Nightingale Fund" loomed large in many eariy histories of nursing, but 
mentions of it are largely absent from more recent works. See, for example, Lavinia 
Dock, A History of Nwsing: F m  Edzest Times to the Present Day wirh Specfic 
Reference tu the Work ofthe Pmt ïhirty Years, Volume 3, (New York: G.P. Putnam and 
Sons, 1912), 10. 

14Specific discussions of the S t  Thomas' legacy are found in Charlotte Moran, "From 
Vocation to Profession," 38; and in Celia Davies, "A Constant Casuaity: Nurse Education 
in Great Bntain and the United States of America to 1939," in Celia Davies, ed., 
Rewriting Niasing HJS~OIY. (London: Croom H e h ,  1980), 104. 



General Hospital in 1 887. " 

Much has been made in traditional histones of the ùnport of these early training 

schools, but their role in the reform of patient care has probably been exaggerated. The tales 

of the "old style of nurse" a Ieimotzfin histories written by advocates of nune training must 

be taken in that historiographie context. These tales are generally repeated by authors of a 

more liberal tradition who are M y  wedded to the "march of technology " school of medical 

history and have tended to denigrate the contributions of scientifically untrained nurses. 

Since a pluraiity of these histories bas been written by and for nurses, one rnight argue that 

the remembrances of the untrained nurse, while perhaps unreliable for what they tell us 

about these pmctitionen, tell us a great deal about the occupational identity and aspirations 

of the nursing community. 

The literary image ineMtably invoked is that of Sarah Gamp, the drunken chanvoman 

who served as a night attendant in a hospital in Dickens' Martin C h d e w i t .  While the 

Gamp caricature may have been over-played by the early advocates of nurse training, she did 

capture the class affiliation of the nurses of her era. Before the institution of trained nurses, 

with the exception of the middle and upper class "visiton," ward attendants were almost 

exclusively drawn fkom the working classes. Many were older women, often widowed, 

while othen were domestics or charwomen who worked as hospital attendants to 

supplement other wage work or who sought the &orciable lodging that accompanied the 

Magda Whittaker, "A Cbronicle of Failure," 18-19; and Kathryn McPherson, 
Bedside Matfers, 3 1 .  For a detailed narrative on the establishment of training programs, 
see Dorothy Kergin, "Nuning as a Profession" in Mary Q. Innis ed, Nwsing Edzication 
in a Changing Society, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 WO), 46-63. 



work l6 Another category of ward attendants was drawn nom patients who, nearing the end 

of their convalescence, found a ready job on the wards and in some instances a means of 

working off an unpaid account at the hospital. l7 

Characterizations of these "old-style" nurses reflected middle class attitudes towards 

worlcing people. Many scholars have observed that these nurses tended to have values more 

in common with the working-class patients whom they served than the middle class docton, 

hospital administraton and nuning superintendents who were inclined to label them as 

shiftless and dissolute. There is little question that many of these women provided 

competent and conscientious care, although this was at best grudgingly ac knowledged by 

their contemp~raries.'~ It is this moral characterization of the "old-style" nurse which 

reveals most about the first generation of nurses and the movement which created them. 

Nightingale and her allies m u t  be seen as moral reformers as much as they were medical 

16&sessing the demographcs of "old-style" nurses is very difficult due to the paucity 
of records. Susan Reverby provides some demographic information based on the study 
of retired nurses at one Boston Hospital. Susan Reverby, Ordered tu Care. Chapter 1. 

17This last condition may have been more prevalent in the AmeIican system than in 
Canada. It is referred to in a number of U.S. sources, but seldom in the Canadian ones. 
See Susan Reverby, Ordered to Care. 27. 

18Kathryn McPhenon cites a speech to nursing graduates by Sir William Oster 
recalling his intemship at Montréai General in 1868: 

They were generally ward servants who had evolved from the kitchen or 
nom the backstain to the wards... Many of them were of the old type so 
well described by Dickens, and there are some of the senior medical men 
present who remember the misery that was necessary in conneetion with 
that old-fashioned type of nurse. 

but later in the same speech, Oder achowledged that rnany of the "Dickensian" nurses 
"in behaviour and devotion and in capability [were] equal to the best I had ever met." 
Kathryn McPhenon, Bedràde Maners, 28. 



ones, and their goal was to impose a middle class standard of morality and respectability 

upon the hospitals. Most telhg in this regard, Nightingale, a sanitarian, never accepted the 

aetiology of disease that accompanied the scientific revolution of the latter nineteenth 

century- Germ theory was morally neutral, and was thus ineconcilable with her class 

conditioned understandmg of the role of nurses. l9 The embrace of aseptic theory by the 

second generation of trained nurses therefore m t e d  a discursive context which allowed the 

latter to set thernselves apart &om their predecesson, a process that cemented their place as 

the dominant cultural influence on later generations. 

By the 1890s, there was an apparent consensus at hospitais across the continent that 

the new style of nurse was to prevail. Certainly part of that change is rooted in changes in 

the dominant pamdigms of medical are. In the late nineteenth cenhiry, advances in science 

and medicine had equipped docton with a new aetiology of disease and a new range of 

therapeutic techniques. Many of these techniques, especially those involving surgery, 

required very specialized after-care, equipment or facilities that were beyond the rneans of 

the average physician. Physicians therefore hlmed to the hospitals, which represented a 

means of pooling capital resources, giving them access to the tools of these new therapies. 

The success of these therapies demanded a highly competent corps of bedside attendants 

who would ensure the rapid and safe recovery of their patients. In order to attract the class 

of patient who couid a o r d  such capital intensive features. hospitals tumed away fkom the 

char@ cases that had previously been their mainstay. One of the keys to attracting the 

'%everby. Ordered to Care, 23. Reverby's argument is premised in part on that made 
by George Rosenberg in Florence Nightingale on Contagion 
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middluig classes to the hospitals was a reputation for mpectability. Trained nurses, amined 

to middle class mores and sensibilities and possessing specific cornpetence in the delivery 

of patient care were a part of this equation? 

The context for the emergence of the trained nurse was therefore a dramatic shif? in 

the political economy of the hospital. Significant in shaping this change was the seemingly 

incompatible need of the hospital for a highly slulled, yet low-cost, workforce. This 

incompatibility was reconciled through the dmost exclusive employment of apprentices. 

Student nurses represented a flexible, subordinate and respectable worldorce whose work 

patterns could be readily adjusted to meet institutional needs. Furthemore, 

underemployment arnong wornen, especially &er 1930, and the narrow range of non- 

industrial forms of women's paid work ensured an inexpensive labour force which would do 

the work of the hospital uncomplainingly and cheaplyS2' 

' m e  dramatic changes witnessed in North Arnerican hospitals in this period are 
beyond the scope of the present work For a discussion of hospitals in the U.S., see 
David Rosner, A Once Charitable Enterprise, (New York: Science and History 
Publications, 1988); Moms Vogel, The Invention of the Modem Hospital. (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1979); and Charles Rosenberg, ihe Cure of Strangers. The 
Canadian historiography is not as extensive. See David Coburn and C. Lesley Biggs, 
"Limits to Medical Dominance: The Case of Cbiropractic," in Social Science and 
Medicine. 22: 10 (1 986), 1035-1 046; Colin D. Howell, "Reform and the Monopolistic 
Impulse: The Rofessionalization of Medicine in the Maritimes," Acadiensis. XI: 1 
(Auhimq 1981), 51-68; S.E.D. Shortt, "Physicians, Science, and Status: The 
Rofessionalization of Anglo-Amencan Medicine in the Nineteenth Century," Medical 
History. 27: 1 (1983), 5 1-68; and David Gagan, "For Patients of Moderaie Means: the 
Transformation of Ontario's Public Generai Hospital, 1 8 80- 1 950," Canndian Historical 
Review, LXX:2 (June 1989), 15 1-1 79. 

"Sec George M- Tomince, 'Wospitals as Health Factories," in David Coburn, Carl 
D'Arcy, Peter New and George Torrance, eds., Heaith ond Conodion Sociefy: 
Sociological Perspectives, (Don Mills : Fitzhenry and Whiteside, 1 98 1 ); and David 
Wagner, "The Proletariankation of Nursing in the United States, 1932-1946," 



The use of apprentices must be seen foremost to serve the economic needs of the 

hospitai. III inter-war Canada, midents were generally paid nominal stipends, with 

deductions made for unifoms, rwm and board, and "breakage~."~ They were generally 

employed for a period of three yean, after which t h e  they were recommended by the 

hospital to write the registered nurses' exam, after which time it was assumed that they 

would move into private practice. In this respect, North Amencan hospitals difT'ered 

markedly fkom their British countetparu. In Great Britain, nurses tended to remain on the 

staff of their a l m  mater after graduation, whereas in North Amenca, hospitals minirnized 

the presence of staff  nurses and sometimes relied entirely on apprentices to fil1 al1 but the 

most senior positions. The economic position of these hospitals was often marginal, and 

their capacity to employ domestic staff limited? They required not just model nurses, but 

worken prepared to undertake manual labour, and they tended to recmit among the better 

educated working classes.2J Most North Amencan training schools were founded by 

hospital boards, not by social refomers. Thus, the training school model, originally 

Intemationd Journal of Health Services, 10:2 ( 1980). This argument is germane to 
Kathryn McPhenonts Bedside Maners. See especially Chapter 4; and Susan Reverby, 
Ordered ro Cure. 

%etail about the fees, tuition and wages of apprentice nurses across Canada pnor to 
1930 can be formd in George Weir, S w e y  of Nwszng Educatxon ln Cam&, (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1 W2), especidly Chapten IX and XIII. 

"Charles Rosenberg, The Care of Shangers, 22 1. 

acharlotte Moran, "From Vocation to Profession," 42-44. For an account of  the 
collision of the British nursing ideal with the demands of the North American hospital, 
which were conditioned by economic need more than ideology, see Nancy Tomes, 
"2ittle World of our Ownt: The Pennsylvania Hospital Training School for Nunes, 1895- 
1 907," J o m l  of Medicine and Allied Sciences, 3 3 ( 1 W8), 507-530. 



constntcted as a mechanism for middle class evangelisrn, was vitiated; instead, hospital 

administraton and trustees co-opted young trainee nurses as a source of cheap labour.25 

The hieruchical structure and strict discipline of the training school had both 

practical and ideologicai àixnensions. By their intemediate year, apprentice nurses ofien 

f o n d  themselves in charge of a ward by themselves, and in their senior year, they were 

ofien placed in s u p e ~ s o r y  positions. Codes of conduct, enforced by the fear of sanction, 

ensured that the apprentices cornpriseci a workforce capable of working with minimal 

s u p e ~ s i o n  This discipline limited the number of staff nurses that the hospital was 

compelied to hire. Furthemore, hierarchy and discipline ensured an ordered worldorce that 

would not register collective objection to onerou routines, enabhg hospitals to reduce their 

total worloorce? The training school in this period fiinctioned, therefore, as guarantor both 

of employee discipline and of a srnail payroll. This discipline was also justified on medical 

grounds. Before the invention of antibiotics, controlling the spread of disease was a matter 

of observing ritual cleanliness: Nursing "technique" was a highly ritualized form of 

behaviou. which was designed to protect nune and patient alike from disease and which 

secureci the reputation of the hospiral? 

25Barbara Melosb, The Physiczan's H d ,  3; Susan Reverby, "A Caring Dilemma: 
Womanhood and Nursing in Historical Perspective," Nzusing Research, 36: 1 
(January/Febniary, 1987), 7. See also Christopher Maggs, The Origim of Generd 
Nwsing, (London: Croom Helm, 1986), for a perspective on the political economy of the 
British hospitai. 

%kqorie Adams Amuault, "The Historicai Evolution of Nursing Education in a 
Diploma Small School," (Wnpublished MN, Dalhousie, 199 1)6 1. See also Charles 
Rosenberg, The Care of Strangers: me  Rise of the American Hospital System, 22 1. 



Ideologically, the observaace of sûict discipline and rinials of deference contributed 

to the creation of a n w e  who conformed to contemporary expectations of respectable 

fernininity. in this way, the discipline applied to the apprentices helped to secure the 

reputation of the hospitai as a respectable and credible institution. Many scholars have 

observed that specific training in cornportment was particularly important given the class 

background of many of the apprentices. Although contemporary literature emphasised their 

middle class background, many nurses were in fact of niral or working class background, 

and the rituals of the training schwl equipped them with the tools that they required to 

fiinction in bourgeois society both on the wards and later in private practice.'' 

Another ideologicai dimension of the rirual discipline of nursing technique related 

to the need to resolve certain contradictions represented by the work of nuning. Mary 

Poovey argues that this was accomplished at least in part, by the strict observance of the 

dichotomy between the male role of curing and the female task of caring, which represented 

a compromise based on normative female roles in the home. Of Fiorence Nightingale, she 

writes : 

... she was able to take up her calhg withoui arousing religious controveny ... 
[or] antagonin'ng medical men Neither a mother nor a professional, she was 
able to n-e her waràs and to s u p e ~ s e  sanitary conditions; she was in 
short, able to make the hospital a home ..? 

Shared experiences were reinforceci by uniform procedure and uniform dress. 

'For demographic data, see George Weir, S w e y  of Ntaszng E d ~ i o n  in C&; 
and Kathryn McPherson, Bedside Mutters, Chapter 2. For an American conte- see 
B a r k a  Melosh, 7he Physicim !s Ha&. 

%fiiry Pwvey, Uneven Developments: The Ideologiuil Work of Gender in Vicrorian 
England, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, l988), 14. 



Nming d o m  were the most visible outward expression of this quest for respectability. 

Historians of costume have noted that the Qess employed by nurses, much as that employed 

by nuns, was deliberately anachronistic. These unifomis, modelled on the type wom by 

domestic servants, at once distinguished the ûained nurse from her unaained predecesson 

and symbolited her subordhate relationship as servant to the patient, the physician and the 

h ~ s p i t a l . ~  Unifoxms were also used as a means of signifjmg and reinforcing the internal 

hiexarchies of the training school. Changes in imiform, like the presence of a cap, the colour 

of the stochgs or the style of the colla. or c e s  denoted the progress of the ourse through 

her training and her place within the internal hierarchy of the hospital much in the fashion 

of a militw ~nifonn.~ '  

The unifoxm as  privilege was also w d  to reiaforce the relationships of 

subordination. One of the most fiequently cited sanctions that was applied against a nurse 

for inadequate perfoxmance or transgression of hospital d e s  was the loss of the cap, a 

~ i s cus s ions  of uniforms form a part of nearly every nursing history, suggesting the 
place that they occupied in the culture of nursing. Irene Poplin argues for the centraiity 
of uniform to the strategies of hospital refonnen. Irene Poplh, "Nursing Uniforms: 
Romantic Idea, Functional Attire or Inmuments of Social Change?, Nwsing History 
Review, 2 (1994). 

3'Kathryn McPhenon locates the importance of uniform and hierarchy with an 
arnusing anecdote about a physician at Vancouver General Hospital who would not be 
attended by an apprentice: 

At night we didn't have that many Graduates on, you see, they'd be 
d e n t s  on, so our SupeMsor always kept white stockings up there and 
when any of us had to scrub for this man we took off our black stockings 
and shoes and she gave us white stockings, because he dways Iooked 
d o m  to see. If he saw white stockings, that was fine and he'd go and 
scrllb.. . 

Ka- McPhenon, Berlside Maners, 1 W. 



symbolic demotion to probationer status. This punishment reflected a reality of the power 

stnictirre within the hospital. Apprentices were in eff'ezt indentured to the hospital. Ifthey 

were expelled or forced to resign their position, they would be rmable to clairn the right to 

cal1 themselves nurses or to be listed in the regisûy. The loss of the cap was a reminder that 

the hospitai was the final arbiter in ail matten, and that two or three yean of effort would 

be lost if the nurse did not respect her subordinate role. 32 It was also a punishment that only 

marginally disrupted the routines of the hospital and the nurses' training. Historians who 

have tracked dismissals and resigmtions at hospitals have noted that mon occurred early in 

the training process, suggesting that hospital administraton recognized the ski11 and value 

that their senior apprentices represented From that point on, while undoubtedly those who 

were less able or less disposed to handle the routine had been eliminated, hospital 

administraton would have k e n  less willing to terminate an apprentice over a minor 

transgression, and certainly the nuning histories have been filled with the tales of the 

exploits of nurses bending the d e s  while their superintendents chose to look the other 

way." 

The shared experience of apprenticeship relates only paxtially to the experience of 

the wards. One of the l u l h a d s  of the Nightingale mode1 was that nurses were required to 

live in residence. Life in residence was govemed by the same rigour and discipline as life 

3%bq0rie Amirault, "The Histoncal Evolution of Nursing Education in a Small 
Diploma Schwl," 40. 



on the wards. Off the wards nurses were expected to maintain hi& standards of decorum 

and conduct and wen subject to stringent regulations, early curfews, limited access to the 

outside world, and limited pnvacy. This highly structured life approached what Amencan 

sociologist E ~ n g  Go- called the "total institution" where residents worlc, play and 

sleep under a single, penasive authority. Like Gofnnan's asylum, the archetype of the total 

institution, nwsing schools attempted to forge a wiiforrn work culture. '' 
The totaiity of the training school experience and the presence of strict interna1 

hierarchies retarded collective resistance to the often oppressive conditions that prevailed 

within hospital nursing seNices. Training school, however, is seldom recalled by its 

graduates as a negative experience. Oral testimonials have tended to show that apprentices 

recall training as a passage from fear to mastery and pride." The shared experience and 

isolation of the school of nursing may be argued to have strengthened what Carol Smith- 

Rosenberg calls homosocial networks withn a class of nurses based on a common 

identification with gender and work." This shared experience may in tum be seen as 

primary in the constitution of the occupational identity of inter-war nurses that was 

reinforced by nuning organizitions in the private duty world. 

The political economy of the hospital made little allowance for the employment of 

graduate nurses on the wards, especidy in North Amenca It was not until after the Second 

"See EMng Gofiann, Rsylums: Essays on the Social Situations of Mental Hospital 
Patients and l m t e s ,  (New York; Doubleday, 1 96 1 ). 

M~arbara Melosh, The Physician's H a d ,  49. 

37Caroll Smith-Rosenberg, Dîsorderly Conduct: Visions of Gender in Vzctotian 
Americu, (New York: AA. Knopf, 1985). 



World War tbat graduate nurses were weU-represented on the wards of the general hospital. 

Mer graduation, about one in five nurses remained in the hospital system, generally in a 

supervisory capacity. Of the eighty percent of graduates who did not continue in an 

idtutional setting, some found industrial or public health work, but most made their way 

into the fieelance market, w o h g  as private duty nurses. 3~ One of the major preoccupations 

of the fieelance nurse was finding enough work to s~wive. '~  Although second generation 

nurses fard better in this regard than their successors, nurses would sometimes go days or 

even weeks between cases. Money was a perpetual problem Even when living in the home 

of a patient, they were required to keep a residence of some sort, ofien in a rooming house 

populated by other nurses. Cornpetition between nurses was aiways a factor, but early in the 

centirry, before there was a dramatic over-supply of graduate nurses, the greater cornpetition 

came fiom unaauied practitioners. Throughout the first quarter of the centuy, untrained 

and informally trained women continued to claim the title of nune, and there was no clear 

legislative authority or licensing procedure that would distinguish one who had a hospital 

credential from one who did not." It was around this issue that graduate nurses first 

COaleSced to hm regional and provincial nursing organizations to represent their interests. 

These organizations provided collegial relations in an otherwise isolating occupationai 

experience, Mited women behind s h e d  occupational interests, and represented a 

38FFaiy precise details about the composition of the nuniog workforce in the 1920s 
can be found in George Weir, S w e y  of Nursing Education in Cam&. 

3gSee Barbara Keddy, 'Rivate Duty Nursing Days in the 1920s and 1930s in C w "  
C a d i a n  Women 's Studies, 7:3 ( 1 984), 99- 1 02. 

'OJo~nn Magda Whinaker, A Chronicle of Failure, 1 8- 1 9. 



significant means by which this legacy was transmitted to fWre generations. 

Historians of nursing have devoted considerable space to celebrating and assessing 

the efforts of the early nursing organizations to secure professional standing, but have gwen 

comparably little attention to the devices and organizational structures that enabled them to 

mount their carnpaigns. Those who have undertaken such an examination have concluded 

that in order to attract and retain membenhip, nuning orffanizations often adopted 

techniques more familiar to tmde unions tban professional organizations. This included the 

provision of services which refiected the -le economic position of the constituency, such 

as sick benefits and superannuaiion fun&. Through their registq offices these o r g h t i o n s  

became the central clearinghouses through which nurses couid get jobs and publicize their 

availability and credentials. 

Critics of nursing organizations have often observed that they were dominated by a 

narrow élite of the graduate nuning population, and indeed it was to serve the interests of 

this élite that the fint such organizations were formed. Mthough some Canadian hospital 

administrators had affiliated with the American Society for the Superintendents of Training 

Schools for Nurses when it was founded at a conference on public healtb at the Chicago 

World's Fak(l893), the first wholly Canadian organimtion was its outgrowth, the Canadian 

Society for the Superintendents of Training Schools for Nurses, which was fonned in 1 907, 

and was to becorne better known under its later name, the Canadian Association of Nursing 

Education (CANE). The Canadian National Association of Trained Nurses was founded in 

1908 to represent primarily the interests of working nunes. Al1 three of these organizations 

merged in 1920 to mate the Canadian Nursesf Association (CNA), which would endure as 



the most prominent and powerfiil body represenhng the interests of the nursing community. '' 

While the CNA and its predecesson provided a level of affiliation that was national in 

scope, the more active organization was to be found at the local level, either in the 

provincial nuning groups or in the alumnae associations of the various training schools. 

Membenhip in a hospital alurnnae association provided a variety of advantages and 

oppominities for gradate nurses. As a social venue, it mitigated the sense of isolation that 

was often a feature of private practice. Alurnnae associations sponsored lecture senes and 

seminars that allowed nurses to stay abreast of the latest changes in medical and nuning 

practice, and the associations were the locus of charity work and political activity. Many 

of the dumnae and regonal associations also assumed the function of benevolent societies. 

In a time when graduate nurses seldom had the means to provide for their own medical care 

or to buy insurance against other calamity, the associations offered group sick-benefits and 

hospital insurance, and they sold low-cost superannuation hinds, a workïng woman's only 

protection agamst the inevitable poverty of old age." Given the geographic dispersion of 

the nuning community and the nature of the work which fkequently precluded attendance 

at meetings, the nursing associations relied heavily on the mail, and a variety of alumnae 

"Kathryn McPhenon, Bedside Mitters, 63. JoAm Magda Whittaker provides a 
usefid m t i v e  on the formation of the various nursing orgaïizations. John Magda 
Whittaker, "A Chronicle of Failure. " For a more immediate and detailed account of the 
formation of these organizations, see John Gibbon and Mary Mathewson, Three 
Centuries of Canadan ilksing, (Toronto: MacMillan Company of Canada, 1947). 

"On the similarity between trade and fraernal organizations and nursing 
organktions, see Kathryn McPherson, Bedside Maîîers. 68-70. See also Marie 
Campbell, "Sexism in British Columbia Trade Unions," in D. Coôoum et. al. eds., Health 
and Canadian Society Sociologzcol Perspectives, (Don Mills: Fitzhenry and Whiteside, 
1987). 



journals as communication tools. One of these alumnae joumals, the Toronto General 

Hospital Journul grew to such a circulation that in 1907 it was re-cast as the national 

periodical C a d i a n  Nurse, which was to become the primary organ of the national 

communications strategy of the CNA." 

The work rhythm of the fieelance nurse were also reflected in their comparative 

under-representation in the leadenhi p of those organizations. Ai though membenhip was 

generally open to any m e d  nurse, these organktions were generally led by memben of 

nming's own élite. men, executive positions were held by women who were either in 

administrative positions at hospitals or who had left active nursing and were living a 

comfortably middie class married existence? Although married women were generally 

precluded fiom the active practice of nursing they were not excluded from those 

organizations, and married women were frequently active volunteers in the nursing 

organimîions. in this way, some have argue4 the nuning association becarne the dominion 

of the superintendents and middle class reformen, creating a divide between working nurses 

and the élite who were directing and structuring the occupation both in and outside of the 

hospital sch~ols.~' 

"Kath~yn McPherson, Bedrzde Matiers. 64. 

UBarbara Melosh, The Physiciun !s H u d ,  38. See also Kathryn McPherson for 
observations on the connection between "first wave feminism" and nursing organizatiow. 
She observes that their structure and activities reflected that they were bom in the parlour 
rather than the union hall, and that they were infused with the sense of optirnism and 
progress that characterized the pre-war and inter-war feminists. Kathryn McPherson, 
Bedside Matters, 69-7 1. 

*%arbara Melosh asserts that a large number of nurses did register an approval of 
professionalization, but that this was impossible given their gender and given their 



One of the primary activities of these organizations was to secure legislative 

recognition and deht ion  for the nursing "profession." They promoted models of 

p r o f e s s i o ~ t i o n  primanly to address the problem of rnarguially trained nurses who 

graduated f?om the small schools. Nuning leaders pressed for regdation which would 

ensure a uniforni standard for graduate nurses? This was accomplished in some measure 

by the early 1920s, by which tirne al1 nine provinces had established acts which recognized 

the authority of the nming associations. The Manitoba RN. Act which was passed in 19 13, 

gave Manitoba Association of Graduate Nurses the right to set educational standards, 

representing a signifiant gain by the nurses. That the act required that a hospiral have only 

five beds to be recognized as a training institution, however, vitiated the potential efficacy 

of the act in advancing the cause of professionalization. Without mandated standards for 

training schools, small hospitals continued to employ apprentices as the only economical 

source of labour. Many schools simply ignored the legislated requirements for prior 

educational attainrnent and prescn'bed curriculum, and rnany non-certifieci schools continued 

to pump out graduates." 

It should be noted that none of this legislation a W y  closed the dwr on proclaimed 

pmctitioners. In essence* the legislation established the d e s  for membership in the nuning 

subordinate position within the hospital hierarchy. Melosh, The Physician's H M  7. 
For a discussion on the nature of professionalization, see J. Burton Bledstein, The 
C u h e  of ProfessionaIism: The MiMe  Clases  and the Development of Higher 
Education in Amerzca, (New York: W. W. Norton, 1976). 



association, but it did not make membership a compulsory prerequisite for the practice of 

nming. In this way the Iegislation was materially different fkom that which established the 

professional standing of docton and l a y e n  and which gave their organizaîions the 

exclusive power to deterxnine who could and could not practice, backed by punitive 

authonty. In this sense, the effort of the early nursing leadership to secure professional 

status had fallen short4' Though the nurses were supported by some powerfd memben of 

the medical professions, Manitoba's legislative authonties sided with those who believed 

that the authonty of the medicai profession might be diminished by such Iegislation. 

Katherine McPherson cites one such practitioner, who wrote in a 1906 article of the 

Maritime Medical News: 

The whole question is this. Is nursing a subordinate profession to medicine, 
or is it a sepamte and distinct and independent profession which when it gets 
old enough, is going to sever every connection with medicine and set up an 
entirely separate science or art? We will state this proposition less 
classically: 1s the tail going to wag the d~g?" '~  

The third category of experience which contiibuted to the formation of a distinct 

ational identity among inter-war nurses was their relationship to the work itself 

'%s is the central argument in J o h n  Magda Whittaker. "A Chronicle of Failure. " 

49Cited in Kathryn McPherson, '*Nurses and Nuning in early Twentieth Centwy 
Halifw " (Unpubiished Mq Dalhousie University, 1 982), 67. When nursing activists 
sought legislative authority and professional recognition, they were ofien met with 
criticisms that reflected the gender dimensions of the occupation. In attempting to 
control the market in caring for the sick, nurses were forced to confront criticisms of a 
society which saw the work as essentially ferninine, and was critical of any attempt to 
control i t  For this reason, nuning leaders emphasised loyaity, altniism, collegiality and 
discipline and shied away £kom the language of autonomy and credentialisrn. By doing 
so nurses essentialired their work. By d n g  caring their duty, it became a function of 
identity rather than of work In the words of Susan Reverby: "Autonomy was sacrificed: 
altniism was sanctified" Susan Reverby, "A Caring Dilemma," 7. 



Central to an understanding of the occupational culture of nurses is therefore an 

understanding of the practical and theoreticai dimensions of this work. Much of the 

iraditional riursing history has overlooked or ignored the actual work perfomed by nurses. 

While it is to some extent tme that the nature and rhythms of a nurse's work have always 

been detennined by the needs of the primry practitioner, this view is too narrow to explain 

the attachent to "technique" that is so central to nuning culture and the occupational 

identity. t'Technique" is more than the aggregation of procedures undertaken to meet 

medical needs. It must also be seen as a series of precisely defined protocols which 

comprise a nurse's proprietary hwledge base. Technique, in this sense, defines the extent 

of a nurse's ownership and control over her "production" and it is therefore the intellectual 

construct which nurses employed to defme and defend their position within the workplace. 

Traditional interpretations have held that before the widespread use of antibiotics 

revolutionized medical procedures d e r  the Second World War, the fiindamentals of nursing 

technique remained essentially the same. These interpretations have held that only in the 

pst-1945 era have nurses had access to the scientific skills necessary to break their 

connection with domestic senice. This work takes a contrary view, arguing that nursing 

technique was in and of itself founded upon specific scientific understandings that permitted 

the nurses to daim a proprietary skills base. It rejects liberal-progressivist ctaims that, as 

medicine developed new and more technologically-based procedures, nunes participated 

?xe Susan Reverby, "The Search for the Hospital Yardstick: Nursing and the 
Rationaiization of Hospital Work," in Susan Reverby and David Romer, eds., Heulth 
Care in America- E s q s  in Social Histmy. (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 
1979). 



in ever more complex and scientific procedures. Such histories underestimate the work of 

earlier gendons  of nurses. True, by cumnt standards, the work of the inter-war nunes 

appears to con& principally of domestic chores, but such a conclusion ignores the scientific 

basis of understanding that infomied the work In brief, it confiises technology with science. 

There is ample evidence that even in a context where the technological apparatus was 

limited, scientific pnnciples were king applied. Even many of the mundane housekeeping 

chores that were a part of the nurse's daily routine such as bed-making, maintenance of 

hospital equipment, and preparation of trays were structured by rituals that grew out of a 

contemporary scientific understanding of asepsis. '' 
The actual nature of the work perforrned depended on the hospital rotation and upon 

the seniority of the nune. Probationen and juniors were often relied upon to provide the 

basic personal services to patients and to perfomi tasks related to the upkeep of the wards. 

These tasks reflected not only the lesser skill of the probationer, but the prevailing 

philosophy that by forcing junion to do the most menial of task, they would find the 

"romance" of nursing was supplanted by discipline and practicalityS3 As they acquired 

seniority, nunes were given more administrative responsibility and were more likely to be 

found attendhg a physician Matemity and operating m m  work was generally reserved for 

the most senior students. The fûst half of the cenhlry did witness significant change in 

''Celia Davies tackles the liberal-progressive mode1 of progress in "The 
Contemporary Challenge in Nursing History , " Celia Davies, ed , Rewriting Nursing 
History, 12. 

%arbara Melosh, The Physic~an's Hu&, 3 1 



therapeutics, which necessitated dramatic changes in the nature of nursing and how it was 

applied The story here is more one of continuity than of change. Late nineteenth century 

@ce emphasised what Florence Nightingale had d e d  "environrnent." Adherents to this 

school of nursing emphasised order, discipline and morality as the deflning wmponents of 

good nursing c m .  These were expressed in strict d e s  and ritual cleanliness, and reflected 

in part the role that the nurse was expected to play in maintaining the respectability and 

decorum of the public wards. By the end of the first decade of the century, these ideas of 

order and discipline had been supplanted by a new paradigm anchored in a scientific 

rmderstanding of germ theory and the transmission of disease. By the end of the Fint World 

War, ths latter foundation was clearly ascendant, and was reflected not only in hospitai 

procedures but in the increasing scientific and theoretical content in nuning cunicula. Y 

It is important, however, not to exaggerate the degree to which nurses exercised 

intellechial control over their work. While rihial fomed the basis for a proprietary 

knowledge and skills base, it hctioned at the same time to place limits on the potential 

ownenhip over the means of production that a scientific understanding of the work may 

have provided The steps involved in most nursing procedures were carefully delineated in 

a manual of routine, generally written by a physician, sometimes in consultation with a 

senior nurse. Such prescription of technique alienated the working nurse from the 

knowledge that underlay her work. In these cases, new procedures and rihials could be used 

to wrest control over the "means of production" away &an the nurse. Making the 

Y~usan Reverby, "The Search for the Hospital Yardmck"; and Charles Rosenberg, 
"Florence Nightingaie on Contagion " 



observation that: "...nurses were &ed But they were not educated," Susan Reverby 

observes that the emphasis on the efficient discharge of duty and rote leaming met the 

prirnary requirement of the hospital - that the patient was minimally endangerd - but 

resulted in nurses, for al1 intents and purposes, king minimally educated? This level of 

prescription of technique also demonstrated the influence of Taylorism and scientific 

management, which set M e r  limits on the occupational autonomy of nurses. 

Scientific management served to enhance managerial control over production by 

breaking tasks into their constituent parts and prescribing specific rnethods for each task. 

This essentially de-skilled the tasks by removing elements of craft or discretion on the part 

of the penon perfonning the work. The adoption of Taylorite practices by hospital 

managers set Iirnits on the intellectual control that nurses exercised over the work that they 

perfomecls6 Whether the nurse understood the scientific basis for the procedures she was 

performing became irrelevant: ritual replaced understanding. Carefully prescribing each 

step of a therapy alienated the executon of nuning tasks from the concephialization of their 

work. Ritual, in this way, subverted crafl and placed the greater measure of conceptual 

conml over the work, and thus ownership over the means of production, in the han& of the 

managerid class of physicians, hospital administraton and to a lesser degree, nuning 

"Susan Reverby, "A Caring Dilemma," 7 

"Barbara Melosh makes reference to the prevalence of extemal consultants, lay 
managers, tirne management specialists and motion experts in the employ of hospitais, 
especially in the late 1920s and in the 1930s. Barbara Melosh, The Physzcian's H u d ,  
163. 



Nurses fàced the active ojqxxition of the medical community in their quest to define 

a professional skills base. In many hospitals, nurses were not permitted to view patients' 

cbarts, for example." T O illustrate the efforts of the medical community to reduce the 

intellectual content of the nursing curricula, JoAnn Whittaker cites the case of the Draft 

1916 Nurses Act fiom British Columbia. Under pressure fiom the medical community, a 

List of reqrured subj ects including "bactenology , materia medica, anatom y and phy siology , 

medical nursing (including contagious disease), surgical nuning (uicluding gynaecologv), 

obstetric nursing and children's diseases," was arnended removing bactenology, appending 

"elementary" before "mteria medica," adding first aid and substituting "sick room cookery" 

for dietetics. '' 

" Both Melosh in The Physician 's Hund and McPhenon in Berlside Matters tackle 
worker control and scientific management in the nuning context. For more on worker 
conîrol and the effects of scientific management, see Harry Braverman, Lobour and 
Monopdy Capital: The Degrudation of Work in the Twentieth Centwy, (New York: 
Monthly Review Press, 1984); and Susan Porter Benson, Counter Culture: Saieswomen, 
Mumgers, and Cmturners in A merican Deparment Stores. 1890-1 940. (Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 1986). The latter is especially germane to the nursing 
context for its emphasis on the co-option of third parties as  agents of resistance by 
subordhate employees. 

"See Thomas Olson, "Apprenticeship and Exploitation: An Analysis of the Work 
Pattern of Nurses in Training, 1897-1937,'' Social Science Xl;rory 17,4 (Winter 1993). 

5 9 ~ 0 ~  Magna Whittaker, "A Chronicle of Failure," 64. At the same tirne, physicians 
were generaily supportive of nurse training, recognizing its value in enhancing their own 
status, entrenching their authority and facilitating the practice of technological medicine. 
Many historians acknowledge the support of the medicd community as expressed in 
George Weir's Nursing in C a d a  as being critical to the introduction of nursing refom. 
Weir's personal role as a professor of medicine at the University of Toronto and Iater as a 
Member of the Legislative Assembly in British Columbia and a Member of Parliament 
were also central to reform, as Weir publicized the economic realities of ntusing and 



Reliance on scientific management techniques extended to include al1 aspects of 

nming practice, not just those procedures ordered by the physician. Every task, including 

personai bedside care and housekeeping duties such as the making of beds, was clearly 

delineated in the manual of routine. These routines were practiced in a rote fashion and 

subject to constant scnrtiny within the training hospital. In this way, even the most mundane 

of tasks were subject to almost industriai "standardization. "" Modelling every aspect of 

hospital routine on industrial production served the hospital in several ways. It made good 

economic sense. Standardization pennitted the care of large numbers of patients by a 

comparatively small staff which, once accommodated to the routine, could work with 

minimal direct supervision. At the same time, standardization ensured that standards of 

therapeutic care and deconim essential to the institution's reputational health were 

maintained Finally, such techniques served the needs of the managerial élites within the 

nming service itself 61 CeIia Davies has argued that this reflects a substitution of scientific 

understandmg with ideology, which was an eqiially powerfùi and far more malleable source 

of occupational identity. Nursing superintendents and other nuning leaders adopted 

scientific management techniques as a means of legitimizing their position within the 

hospital hierarchy, and by creating a culture of nursing management, bolstered their oun 

daim to professionai statu by creating for themselves a legitimating body of professional 

exposed the level of exploitation that many suffered. UarJorie Adams Amirault, "The 
Historical Evolution of Nursing Education in a Small Diplorna School," 97. 

'%e Thomas OLson, "Apprenticeship and Exploitation." 

'' Celia Davies, "A Constant Casualty: Nursing Education in Great Britain to 1939," 
in Celia Davies ed., Rovriting Nwsing History, 104. 



Despite these ~ t a t i o n s ,  nursing technique equipped nurses with distinct advantages 

which included self-definition, self-protection and, in the private duty market, protection 

nom exploitation by doctors and patients through their control of the type of work 

p e r f o d  Nonetheles, nurses1 experience convinced them of the bporuuice of science in 

distinguishmg the discourse implicit in their work fiom that of lesser trained practitioaers. 63 

The apprenticeship systern of hospital staffing and nursing education, the network of 

organktions that gradüate nurses created for themselves, and a common understanding of 

the work they perfonned dl contributed to forge a distinctive occupational identity among 

inter-war nurses. Their sense of wmmon purpose was foxmed out of a common experience 

as skilled but subordnate workers within the hierarchies of the health care çystem, where 

they were at once junior to physicians and administrators, but superior to less-skilled 

workers like attendants, aides and dome~tics.~ 

At the same tirne, tensions between the occupations' élite and ordinary practitionen 

placed limts on the homogeneity of their experience and thus occupational identity. While 

some élites focused on establishing the credibility and reputation of nuning as a profession 

62Jo~nn Whittaker, "A Chronicle of Failure," 26; and Mq orie Adams Amirault, "The 
Historical Evolution of Nursing Education in a Small Diploma School," 3. Tom Olson 
has done an analysis of the ianguage of nurçing literaîure and has concluded that the 
language was more manageriai than it was medical, and suggests that this language is 
evidence of the emergence of a managerial class. See Thomas Olson, "Apprenticeship 
and Exploitation: An Analysis of the Work Pattern of Nurses in Training, 1897-1937," 
Social Science History, 17:4 (Winter 1993),559-76. 

63ffithryn McPhersoq Beakide Matters, 1 13. 

MBarûara Melosh, The Physrczan's H& 482 
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throupti credentialism and professional autonomy, workuig nurses placed a higher value on 

the skills they brought to the bedside. These élite and working cultures co-existed within 

the associations formed by graduate nurses of the second generation, as these organizations 

bomwed cultural as- of the women's movement, and M e  unionism to meet the social 

and economic needs of their memben and to create the sense of solidanty that informed the 

occupational culture of the second generation nurses. 

Subsequent generations of nurses saw the steady erosion of this sense of solidarity, 

occasion4 primarily by the steady decline in the private duty market d e r  1920 and its 

eEective collapse with the omet of the Depression Notwithstanding a growing rift between 

dite and the rank and file which strained this sense of common cause, a persistent 

occupational identity rooted in a common identification with skill, s h e d  experience and 

history, prevailed. This sense of common cause, in tum, was at the root of the ongohg 

marginalization of other practitioners within the system, including the mental nurse. 



Chapter 3 - "From Asylum to Hospital" - The Baragar Yean, 19261929 

Following the damning report of the Canadian National Committee for Mental 

Hygiene to the Public Welfare Commission in 1 9 1 9, the Noms Liberal Govemment was 

more or less compelled to address the ills of the province's custodial institutions. The 

general nature of these findings was probably not unanticipated, and likely came as no 

suprise either to the memben of the Riblic Welfare Commission or to its political masten. 

Certainly Commissionen Ethel Johns and AIWi Mathen would have been amply familiar 

with the condition which prevailed in the province's prisons and asylums, and so tw should 

have been the Ministerial S M a t  the Deparmient of Public Works. It is therefore reasonable 

conjechire to suggest that the govemment permitîed the audit in order to create a climate of 

popular opinion favourable to reform at the province's custoâial institutions. ' 
What was surely unanticipated was the deeply critical tone of the report, the extent 

of the public outcry when the content of the repon was disclosed in the popular press, and 

the calls for a Royal Commission of Inqujl into conditions at the province's asylums. 

Whatever machinations led to the invitation fiom the Public Welfare Commission to 

Clarence Hincks in 19 19, the consequences were far reachg. The government stopped 

short of appointing a Royal Commission, but it responded to the swell of popular outrage 

with a series of promises tbat amomted to the cornmitment to bring the province's 

institutions in line with the mon progressive in the Amencas. 

The most sweeping of these changes were to occur at the province's mental hospitals. 

In 1919, the govemment signifiai its interition to irnplement refonns in mental health care 

'The CNCMH Report is discussed in Chapter 1. 
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with a symbolic step: the names of the Hospitals for the insane were changed In 19 10, the 

change in the name fiom "Asylum" to 'Wospital for the Insane" had been regarded as a 

significant statement of the goverment's cornmitment to the mentally i1L2 By 1916, 

ho wever, Superintendent Hicks at Brandon peti tioned to have the "obj ectionable" name 

changed to reflect more progressive ideals and changes in the aetiology of mental illness. 

In 1919, coincident with the passage of the new "Act Respecting the Care and Treatment of 

MentaHy Diseased Persons," which for the first time defined mental disorder as a disease 

and provided for cornmittal through a hospital rather than the courts, the name of the 

institution was changed to "The Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases," a name which it 

wodd bear for the next half cen t~ry .~  

The change of name in 19 19 was symbolic of the desire of the Noms govemment 

to efféct more substantive changes. In the months that followed, the govemment unveiled 

its plans for an expanded facility which would include a fully modem psychopahc 

receiving hospital, new facilities for the study and treatment of mental diseases, and more 

acceptable facilities for the care of chronic or incurable cases. A new Office of the 

Provincial Psychiatrist was created to pmide over the Winnipeg Psychopathic Hospital, 

which was opened as a provincially funded annex to the Winnipeg General Hospital. ' The 

' " ~ c t  to Amend the Insane Asylums Act," RSM, 1920 Chapter 30. 

'BMHCA SB3 F9, Annual Report ofthe Brandon Hospiralfor the h a n e  for 1916. 

'PAM RG18 B2 Box 2, copy of "Act Respecting the Care and Treatment of Mentally 
Diseased Persons." 

'A detailed uarrative of the changes of 19 19, and specificaily the opening of the 
Winnipeg Psychopathic can be found in J. Matas, "The Story of Psychiatry in Manitoba, lt 



first person appointeci to this office was Alvin T. Mathers, who had been a Public Welfare 

Commissioner. Mattiers bore distinguished credentids, having been a staffphysician at both 

the Bloomingdale Hospital in New York and the Boston Psychopathic Hospital, two 

institutions that were hailed as among the most progressive of their &y! Mathers' office 

placed him in the positions of Resident Superintendent of the Winnipeg Psychopathic 

Hospital and NonoResident Superintendent at the Brandon and Seikirk Hospitals, and he was 

to preside over the sweeping reforms that were intended for the province's system of caring 

for the mentally iu. Soon d e r  his appointment, the Brandon and Selkirk Mental Hospitals, 

which had languished for four years under successive Acting Superintendents, both received 

new, permanent medicai O fficers. 

Many of the developments of the 1920s are best understood in tems of penonality. 

A T  Mathen, C.A. Baragar and C.E. Bames, Medical Superintendents at Winnipeg 

Psychopathic and the Brandon and Seikirk Mental Hospitals respectively, represented a new 

kind of institutional psychiatrist, and they embodied many of the ambitions of the psychiatrie 

profession. Baragar and Barnes had militas, backgrounds, and d l  three haù taken post- 

graduate training in psychiaoy in the psychopathic hospitals of Progressive America. They 

imported to Manitoba a belief in scientific psychopathology and the firm conviction that 

through the application of ngorous scientific 

of insanity were ultimately curable. They 

observation and pathological study, ail foms 

also brought with them the insecurities and 

The Manitoba Medical Review. 4 1 ( 196 1 ), 36 1. 

~T.A.  Pincock "A Half Centuxy of Psychiatry in Manitoba." Canada's Mental Heulrh 
(May - 1970). 



ambitions of the new psychopathologists. Hindered by the stitigma attached to mental illness, 

the poverty and Iow social standing of their patients and the absence of a consensus in the 

medical c~mmunity about the aetiology of mental illness, they were outsiders deeply anxious 

to be recognized themselves as members of the medical élite. They sought to be accepted 

as scientists and physicians, and they sought the validation of the medical cornmunity of 

their explanations for the pathology of mental illness. For them, one route to the validation 

of their place in the medical community was for the institutions over which they presided 

to be recogized to be equal in statu and calibre to the general hospital.' The institutional 

history of the Manitoba's mental hospitals in the 1920s is therefore distinguished by the 

efforts of the psychiatrie community to equip their hospitals with the hallmarks of the 

general hospitai, including facilities for the delivery of modem "scientific" therapies, 

diagnostic laboratones staffed by trained pathologists, and, most significantly, training 

schools for nurses equal in calibre to those in general hospitals. 

Mmy of these ambitions were intendeci to be met at the Brandon Hospital for Mental 

Diseases. AAer the War, the Selkirk Hospital for Mental Diseases became largely a veterans' 

hospital.' Winnipeg Psychopathie was conceived to be the locus of acute w e  and 

'For a discussion of the genesis of Canadian psychiaûy, see David MacClennan, 
"Beyond the Asylum: Professionalktion and the Mental Hygiene Movement in Canada, 
19 14-1 928," C a ~ d i a n  Bulletin of Medicd Histoy, 4: 1 (1 987), 7-23. On the role of the 
Fint World War in shaping psychiatry in Canada, see Tom Brown, "Shell Shock and the 
Caoadian Expeditionary Force, 19 14-1 9 1 8," in Charles G. Roland, Ed. Health Diseuse 
ond Canadian Medicine, (Toronto: The Hannah Institute, 1 984). 

'hdeed, this was not the choice of the provincial governrnent, but rather the military. 
In an inspection of the Brandon Hospital for the Insane in 1918, the military found what 
it called "an interna1 atmosphere of medievalism ... filled with depression-" It deemed the 
hospital to be unsuitable for rnilitary patients and insisted that they be removed to Selkirk 



diagnostic work for the eastem part of the province and a base for mental hygiene work and 

out-patient services, and tbere was no need to duplicate these capacities at Selkirk. Brandon, 

in contrast, was to be the regional centre for mental hygiene activities for the western part 

of the province. Not attached to an existing general hospital like Winnipeg Psychopathie, 

BHMD had the potential to become a flagship. in 1920, architecturai drawings were 

commissioned which disclosed the scope of these ambitions. These plans called for the 

Hospital campus to be eniarged to include a fieestandhg psychopathie hospital, a stately 

nursest residence, "cottages" for acute patients, and a "colonyn for chronic, incurable cases 

and senile dements. The psychiatrie establishment sought to create a mental hospital 

campus rival to that anywhere on the continent, and host to a full range of institutional 

services that reflected progressive thuiking on the treatment of the mentally i11. 

If personality is to be a basis for understanding the development of mental health 

care in Manitoba in the 1920s, then the dominant narrative pattern should be the mistration 

of these ambitions. The efforts of the medical superintendents to effect changes in the 

institutional culture were hindered by the pst-war recession and, in 1922, the fa11 of the 

Norris govemment. For the greater part of the next decade, the Bracken govemment 

irnpsed upon the institutions a régime of fiscal austerity. Under-funding and under-staffing 

confounded attempts to provide upto-date therapeutic care. Efforts to develop a trained 

n e  service were fhstmted both by the resistance of the generai nursing community and 

forthwith. PAM RG18 B2 Box 2, Maj. General Guy Fisset to Provincial Secretary [un- 
named], 24 June, 19 1 8. 

?AM GR64 Box 33, File: "Nurses' Home, Brandon, 19 19-23" and BMHCA SBSc 
contain blueprints of proposed buildings and grounds. 



by the conditions which prevailed within the walls of the institution itself In the end, the 

best that could be managed was an in-how training school which issued graduates a 

parchment which was not recognized anywhere in Canada for eligibility to write the 

Reginered Nurse's Exam In general, old paradigms of custodial care persiste& and working 

conditions were such that the Hospital was unable to attract the class of nming attendant 

that the refonnen had envisioned In 1930, the hospital and its workers remaineci on the 

margins of the nuning and medical community. 

By the end of the decade, reform at the Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases had 

more or less ground to a halt and the labour atmosphere was poisoned White the medical 

community had been able to replicate the form of the general hospital training school, it 

could not deliver on the intangibles. Nurses, not psychiatnsts, were the gatekeepen of the 

general nursing system, and in a decade where the dite of the general nuning cornmunity 

were consolidating their authority by actively excluding marginal practitioners h m  the 

discipline of nursing, mental nurses were shut out. Without the promise of fuWe 

employability and mobility, the nurses developed a culture of resistance to the long hours, 

poor working conditions and restrictive regdations of the nunùig service. By 1930, Baragar 

had lost the confidence of his employees and he fled Manitoba to become Alberta's 

provincial psychiatrist 

M e n  the Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases offered the first lectures to its 

female attendants in 1921 and instituted a regular pro- of aainurg one year later, it 

becarne the first mentai hospital in Western Canada to operate a school of mental nursing. 

The idea of a ûaining program for mental nurses was neither new nor without precedent, and 



must be seen within the globai context of the medicalization of psychiatry. David Rothrnan, 

in his work on the mental hospitals of Progressive Amerka, has persuasively argued that the 

ascendent models of asylum care in the nineteenth century, moral treatment, combinai with 

the physical isolation of the asyturn, alienated psychiatrists from the rest of the medical 

comrnunity. Descnbing the early twentieth century embrace of holistic models of mental 

health as "revolutionary," he cites the work of Adolph Meyer and the rise of the mental 

hygiene movernent as critical to psychiatry's entry into mainmeam medicine. 'O This analysis 

is echoed by OIga Maranjian Church, who addresses the links between the emergence of the 

mental hygiene movement and the embrace of general hospitai models of training for mental 

nurses. ' l  By the end of the fk t  decade of the century, such schools were prevalent in Great 

Bntain, and were becoming the n o m  at Ontario Mental Hospitals. l2 The first Canadian 

asylum to implement a compulsory program of training for its attendants in Canada was the 

Rockwood Asylum in Kingston, which, mder the superintendency of C.K. Clarke, began in 

'Qavid Rothrnan, Conscience and Cornenience: The AsyIum und Ifs Altemutives in 
Progressive America, (Boston: Little Brown and Co., 1980); Cbapter 9. 

"01ga Maranjian Church, "From Custody to Cornmutil9 in Psychiatrie Nursing," 
Nwsing Research, 36: 1 (January, 1 987), 5 1. 

%ee Mick Carpenter, "Asylum Nursing before 1914: A Chapter in the History of 
Labour7" in Celia Davies, Ed, Rewriting Nwsing Hisros: (Lundon: Crwm Helm, 
1980) on the development of asylum nming in late nineteenth century Great Britain. 
For a Canadian wntext, see David MacClennan "Beyond the Asyium" and Cynl 
Greenland, "Ongins of the Toronto Psychopathie Hospital," in Edward Shorter, ed. PH: 
History and Mernories of the Toronto Psychiatrzc Hosp ird 1925-1 966, (Toronto: Wall 
and Emerson, 1 996); 1 9-5 8. 



1887 to offer courses based on the Nightingale training mode1 to its female attendants. l3  

The fint recorded mention of the possibility of establishing a training school at 

Brandon came in the Annual Report for 1913, where supe~tendent J.J. McFadden 

recornrnended to the hpector  of Public ùistitutions that such a plan be implemented as a 

means of enhancing the reputation of the hospital. " McFadden in this instance closely 

associated the reputation of the hospitai and the presence of trauied attendants. The 

correspondence between hospital administraton and govemment officiais remained silent 

on the issue of atîendant training and the employment of trained nurses until 1920, when the 

newly appointed permanent Superintendent, Charles A. Baragar, made his fist Annual 

Report. Bamgats appointment as Medical Superintendent of the BHMD and of C.E. Bames 

at the Selkirk Hospital signified a will and opemess on the part of the provincial govemment 

to effect serious changes in the operation of its mental hospitals. It also reflected the Norris 

govemment's cornmitment to professionalize the Civil Service and to purge the mental 

I3Some accounts give 1 886. Margaret L. Gome, 'Wursing," in Edward Shoiter, ed. 
TPH, 195; and Dorothy Jean Sillars, "The Development of Cornmunity Mental Health 
Nursing in Toronto: 19 17-1947, (MScN: University of Toronto, 1983); 15. 

1 4 ~ M H C ~  SB23 F4. Annual Reportfor 1913. Mer the destruction by fire of the 
original Brandon Asylum in 19 1 1, McFadden had been dispatched to New England to 
tour some of the United States' mon progressive mental hospitals. There he encountered 
trained nursing services. It may be suggested that McFaddenls concems were as much 
with politics as therapeutics. When the new Hospital was wmpleted in 19 13, like many 
of the public buildings of the Roblin era, it was controvenially expensive, and McFadden 
had corne under personai attack by Noms for his management of the project. Trained 
nurses would have contributed to the showpiece character of the inSntution, and thus 
vaiidated some of the expense. For a discussion of the politics of the construction of the 
new Asylum, see Barry Edgington. "Moral Treatment to Monolith: The Institutional 
Treatment of the Insane in Manitoba, 187 1 - 19 19," Canadiun Bullelin of Medicd 
Hisroiy, 5 2  (Winter 1988), 167-88. 



hospitals of the taint of patronage that had hitherto influencecl most appointnients. l5 

Baqp's  predecessor, J.J. McPhadden, had been supe~tendent of the hospital for 

nine years between 1900 and 1916, and his resignation coincided with the defeat of the 

Roblin Conservatives, with whom he had had close ties.16 The new Noms Liberals were 

slow to appoint a permanent superintendent, and in the space of less than four years, the 

hospital was under the cont~ol of three different acting superintendents. Within weeks of 

the formation of the new governrnent in 191 6, McFadden resigned to take the position of 

House Surgeon at the Dominion Penitentiary at Stony Mountai~ taking advantage of the fact 

that the Conservatives were still in power federally." He was not replaced, and 

responsibility for the Hospital devolved on Deputy Superintendent R.E. Hicks. Although 

there is no hard evidence to that effect, there is some suggestion that Kicks proved unequal 

to the challenge, and he was replaced a year and a half later by J.B. Chat men. l8 

"Shortly after taking office, the Noms govemment moved to professionalize and de- 
politicize the civil service. The Civil SeMce Commission was created in 19 18 with a 
mandate to recruit to the service by cornpetitive examination. W. L. Morton Manitoba: 
A History, Second Edition (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1961); 350. 

1 6 ~ c ~ a d d e n  was Superintendent between October 1900 and the September of 1903, 
when he resigned, in part to convalesce nom an injury sustained at the han& of a patient, 
but perhaps dso because the hospital was under attack from the Liberal MLA fiom 
Brandon for alleged mistreatment of patients. He was reappointed in 1909 when his 
successor, J.J. Anderson, was pensioned for reasons of infirmity. Brandon Sun, April 
15,2 1, 1903. Biographicai details about the early superintendents can be found in T. J. W. 
Burgess. "Manitoba." in The Institutzo~I Care ofthe Insane in the United States and 
Ca114d0, Henry M. Hard, Ed (Baltimore: John's HopkinsWs Press, 19 16- 17). 

"BMHCA SB2 F1, Emie Bunch, Interview with Valerie Heppner, Brandon, 24 March 
1973. 

"correspondence by Bar<iga, and to a lesser extent Chahers, with the Minister and 
his Deputy b t s  at Hicks' weaknesses. It suggests at very least that Hicks followed 



Chalmers was near retirement at the time of his appointment, having more or less 

completed a distinguished career as the Superintendent of the Selkirk Hospital for the 

Insane. His appointment after he had publicly sought retirement bad the appeanince of 

damage control, and to be sure, the institution was in disarray when he arrived. In 1 9 1 7 

and 1918, the Hospital was badly understaffed To cope with the wariirne shortages, Hicks 

had resorted to the depopulation of the hospital. In 19 17, for example, he discharged dozens 

of patients as "cure&" tripled the number of patients on probationary release and 

ciramatical 1 y reduced the number of admissions.20 In 1 9 1 8, Chalmers used his Annual 

R e p o ~  which showed a modest increase in patient population, to gently criticize Hicks' 

"policy of freely discharging patients, not Mly recovered" as a misguided but "practical 

means of helping out the unusual labour situation created by the Warttz' 

When he was appointed in December of 19 19, Baragar was the fint permanent 

superintendent since the resignation of McFadden in Apnl of 19 16. He was to occupy this 

position for a decade. Major Charles A Baragar of the Canadian Army Medical Corps was 

a late-corner to the study of psychiatry, having developed his interest in the specialty as a 

physician with the Canadian Expeditionary Force, where his experiences with the 

McFadden's tradition of keeping vimially no patient files. PAM RGI 8 B2 Box 4, passim. 

IgCivil s e ~ c e  pensions were not established, but were often granted by Order in 
Council to senior civil servants. The correspondence of the Deputy Minister suggests 
that Chalmers campaigned for such a pension, and that he was more or less coerced into 
staying on the basis of the promise of supermuafion PAM RG 18 B2 Box 2, passim 

~ M H C A  SB23 F9, A n n d  Report for 191 7. 

"BMHCA SB23 F10, Annuol Report for 1818. 



devastation of shell shock made him a committed mental hygienist? His medical training 

was acquired at the University of Manitoba and at the Manitoba Sanatorium at Ninette, 

where he studied communicable diseases under Dr. David S t e m  who was later to becorne 

a close fnend and a politicai ally in the fight for provincially funded preventive health 

service. In 191 5, he left Ninette for the C.AMC., where he served as a staffdoctor at a base 

hospital. He rehimed to Canada in 19 18, and, still in unifom, he then took pst-graduate 

studies in psychiatry at the Bloomingdale Hospital in White Plains, New York, and at the 

Boston State HospitalY It is not clear from the record, but it is probable that, through one 

of these institutions, he carne to the atîention of Alvin Mathen, who had held staff positions 

at both hospitals prior to his r e m  to Manitoba in 19 1 8.24 

hother  feature that m u t  be considered in Baragais biography is that he was very 

much in sympathy with the ideals of the nuning community, although he resented the 

dominion of the general hospital superintendents in the determination of the qualifications 

of a minhg school. Traditional interpretations have held that this affinity cm be amibuted 

in part to the influence of his wife, and if the governance of the Brandon Hospital for Mental 

Diseases is seen to have been d o m  in the 1920s by the politics of persondity, then one 

-or a discussion of the relationship between shell shock and the rise of psychiatry, 
see Tom Brown, "Shell Shock and the Canadian Expeditionary Force, 19 14-19 18," in 
Charles G. Roland, Ed Healrh Diseuse and C a d i a n  Medicine, (Toronto: The Hannah 
Institute, 1984). 

%MHCA, Unsorteci Materials, Sidney J.S. Pierce, "Obituary for Charles Baragar," 
(carbon copy of original typescript). 

aFor a bnef biography of Aivin Mathen see T. A. Pincock "A Half Century of 
Psychiaby in Manitoba. " 



mut consider not only Charles Barstgar, but also Eugenie Ledoux Baragar. Ledoux was a 

trauied nurse and a graduate of Winnipeg General Hospital. AAer graduation, she served as 

a head nurse at the Manitoba Sanatorium concurrently with her future husband. Both lefi 

Ninette early in the War to join the Canadian Amy Medical Corps, and they married in 19 17 

while serving at the same hospital in Lenham, France.* 

Popdar histories and reminiscences suggest that Mn. Baragar had considerable 

influence on her husband's advocacy of training for mental nurses. There is no sumiving 

evidence of Mrs. Baragar's's formai participation in the flairs of the hospital except records 

of her serving as hostess to events like Christmas dinnen in the Nurses' residence, nor is 

there evidence which shows her to have actively participated in the graduate nurses' 

cornrnunity in Brandon. Nonetheless, the fiequency with whch her name is mentioned in 

connection with the founding of the nursing school suggests an influential, if informal, 

r01e.~~ Some indication of Mrs. Baragar's role is to be fomd in a letter written to the 

Curaton of the Brandon Mental Health Centre Museum in 1989. Prornpted by newspaper 

reports of the Hospital Centenary, Barbara Johnstone, the relative of a patient wnsistently 

refen to Dr. and Mrs. Baragar collectively. She writes in this letter that her uncle, a veteran 

whose breakdown was atkiiuted to wartime stress, and who should properly have been sent 

to S e U  was committed to Brandon because her aunt who was a nurse, was familiar with 

lSSidney J.S. Pierce, "Obinürs, for Charles Baragar." 

%ornas Pincock, who was Assistant Deputy Miniter of Health in the 1920s, for 
example, in his history of psychiaw in Manitoba, puts them on the same plane: "Doctor 
and Mrs. Baragar (the latter a trained nurse) were pioneen in this movement [the 
establishment of training schools]. BMHCA SB 1 Fl a, T. A. Pincock, "The Care of the 
Insane in Manitoba," (unpublished manuscript, 14 November 1933); 6.  



the Baqars' reputatioan She closes the paragraph with the exclamation: "How kind he and 

his wife ~ e r e ! " ~ ~  

P d p s  the mon persuasive evidence of the ~nfluence of Mrs Baragar, however, can 

be found in the words of Dr. Baragar himself, who wrote to his successor Thomas Pincock: 

Mrs Baragar was always so deeply interested in mental nursing and the 
progress of the training school for Mental Diseases at Brandon - In fact had 
it not been for her interest and encouragement we rnight have been much 
slower in getting established than we were - that 1 would like to do 
something, if I may, to perpetuate the memory of that interest. It is not much 
but it may perhaps help to remind the nurses there in what was the fint 
mental hospital training school in Canada West of the Great Lakes. That the 
work was begun in the nrst place with the eamest thought and support of a 
very srnail group of women, not the least among them was Mrs. Bara p... 1 
thought that I wodd like to present a rnedal in gold to the nurse attaining the 
highest aggregate standing in the combined affiliate coune in Mental and 
General Nuning when that materializes." 

Such a course did not materialize for more than a decade, but the first Blanche Eugenie 

Baragar Medal, "presented annuaily to the graduatiog nune who throughout her course has 

manifested those qualities of compassion and efficiency exemplified by Mrs. Baragar," was 

presented to a Diploma of Mental Nursing graduate in 193 1 .M 

Although Baragar was appointed in December of 1 9 1 9, he did not assume his p s t  

''There are penodic references to veterans at Brandon, llke Red Cross Packages that 
were sent to patients at Chrismias, but after 1919, al1 Dominion War Veterans were to be 
housed at the Seikirk Hospital For Mental Diseases. PAM RG 18 B2 Box 4, Baragar to 
McLean, 16 December 1925. 

28BM)I~A, Unsorted materials, Barbara Johnstone to Jessie Little and Doug Smith, 8 
ûctober, 1989. 

% M H C ~  Unsorted materials, T.A. Pincock to Miss B. Pullen, Supt. of Nurses at 
Winnipeg General Hospital, 20 August, 1946. 

%MHCA, Unsorted materials, Blanche Eugenie Baragar Medal parchment. 



at the Hospital until April of 1920. In the intervening months, he toured some of the most 

progressive mental hospitais in the United States, stopping for extended visits at the 

Bloomingdale Hospital, the Manhattan State Hospital, the New York State Psychopathic 

Hospital and the Boston State Psychopathic Hospital. His intention was to garner as much 

information as possible about the operation of these hospitals, and to formulate 

recommendations which would form the basis for reforms in Manitoba3' The Hospital 

remained in this p e r d  under the acting superintendency of Richmond Goulding. Goulding, 

also a rnilitary doctor, was appointed in May of 19 19. He was discharged early fiom the 

RAMC. to relieve acting superintendent Chalmen, whom the Deputy Minister perceived 

"mut be provided with assistance immediately or he would assufdy collapse." 32 

The change that Baragar represented waç evident in the confident tone of the first 

Annual Report which he submitted to the Minister of Public Works early in 192 1. This 

document, as much as any other, captures the optimisrn and ambition he brought to the 

institution. While the reports of his predecessors were almost apologetic about the 

expenditures of the Hospital and often padded with statistics which exaggerated its cure 

rates, Baragar's fïrst report boldly communicated a vision for change. He did not hesitate 

to point out either the inadequacies of the Hospital or those of his predecessors. For 

"BMHCA SB23 F12, "Annual Report for the Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases 
for the Year Ending 1 December 1920 [Annual Report for 19201, Typescript Version. " 
Baragar was appointed in December of 1 9 1 9, being released early from active service 
with the C.AMC. to take the office. Richmond Goulding, also R.A.M.C. was 
wncurrentiy appointed Deputy Superintendent and immediately relieved Chalrners, who 
finally got his pension. 

'+AM RGI 8 B2 Box 2, Oxton to Acting Director of medical services for Winnipeg 
C.A.M.C. [unnamed], 3 May 1919. 



example, he changed the reporting system for discharged patients, eschewing the habit of 

over-reporthg cure rates as had been the practice of his predecessors, and he honenly 

admtted tbat ody 19.7% of those he discharged codd meanuigfûily be considered cured. 

Roper care, he insisteci, was impossible in the existing circumstances, and meaningful cures 

required the administration of scienti fic psyc hopathology in a modem, adequatel y staffed 

To this en4 Baragar showed he was willing to stand his ground with respect to the 

authorities in Winnipeg and Selkirk. He told the Minister flatly that he wodd no longer 

accept the "pernicious policy" of dumping the most unmanageable cases on Brandon. He 

complained that of 349 patient transferred fiom Selkirk in 1920, al1 but 59 were hopeless 

incurables: 

The presence of so large a number of undesirable patients has had a very 
detrimental influence on the whole institution, lowering the general tone, 
increasing the tendency to descent of the other patients with whom they are 
associated, discouraging physicians and attendant staff in their desire to 
achieve results, and increasing the per cupita costs. Only one reason c m  be 
adduced for transfemhg such patients fiom one institution to another, and 
that is for the prrrpose of making the Receiving Inmtution a Chronic Colony, 
and that only." 

Certainly this version of BHMD as a chronic care facility was at odds with Baragar's idea 

of a modem psychopathie hospital. He complained that the resources allocated to him and 

the prevailing conditions in the hospital a s  he found it made proper clinical work nearly 

impossible: 

"BMHCA SB23 F 12. Annual Report for 1920. 
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hinng the year, there has been much uphill work and in many respects it has 
been discouraging. The medical Staff has been so short-handed that it has 
k e n  impossible to do much more than provide each Patient with custodial 
care and the treatment of urgent physical ills. Individual attention so 
necessary in the treatrnent of Mental Diseases has been almon out of the 
question Owmg to the overcrowded conditions of the large wards of the 
Hospital, adquate classification has k e n  impossible. Convalescents have 
perforce been mixed with dements. Acute dishirbed cases have had to be 
grouped with disturbed dements. Daily has the urgent need of a well- 
equipped and weli-organized Occupational Department k e n  felt. Owing to 
the large proportion of Dements [sic] and disturbed cases or untrustworthy 
Patients, it has been difficdt to get enough help to carry-out the various 
Industrial Departments so necessary for the well-king of the Patients 
thernseives, and of such economic importance to the Institution itself The 
absence of a Pathological Department has served to impress the Medical 
Staff with its extreme importance and its daily usefulness to any living 
Institution. 35 

Baragar hailed the govemment's incipient conversion. Citing the direction of the 

Commission of Public Welfare published in 19 1 7, he commended the Minister to act quic kly 

to construct a nurses1 residence and Reception Unit for the diagnosis and treatment of acute 

cases, calling the latter "the Keystone on which the efficiency and success of the whole 

ùistituîion dependsnM Baragar then went on to map out his vision of the ideal organizational 

structure of the hospital. This section was the largest in the Report, and it followed the 

rather 10% sub-heading, "Generai S w e y  of Future Policy." 

Under "Acute Services," Banigar again made the case for a fûlly equipped 

psychopathie hospital capable of facilitating "the most searching investigation of new 

%%id. In fact the Public Welfare Commission was only created in 19 18. It is 
probable that the document to wtiich Banigar refen to is the Report of the Public Welfare 
Commission of 1919, which made such a recommendation. Second Inierzm Report 
of the Public Weyare Commission of Manitoba, (Winnipeg: King's Printer, February 
1919.1 



admissions, containing Laboratory, Operating Room, Departments for Hydrotherapy. 

Electrotherapy and Occupational Therapy." To this section he added a convalescent centre 

built on the cottage model, offering ample grounds and recreational facilities, and a Social 

Services Unit equipped to monitor probationary patients after discharge. Under "Chronic 

Care," he called for "as stable an environment as possible for those patients who have lapsed 

into an incurable state."" He argued that given the especially impaired judgement of these 

individuals, extra care should be taken to safeguard the physical health of the patients. 

Baragar also suggested that industrial work shodd be Iimited to those patients in the cbronic 

wards. Implicit in this comment is the recognition that much of the work perfomed by 

patients in this period was economic more than it was therapeutic, and an inappropriate 

occupation for patients destined for discharge. Finally, under the banner of "Auxi l iq  

Services," he included not only shared departments like the recreation dep-ent, but a 

d, fully equipped general hospital. Clearly Baragar recognized the desirability of such 

a unit fiom the point of view of patient care and the isolation of contagion. He also must 

have recognized the prestige that would accrue to the hospital if it were able to claim the 

presence of mainstream medical seMces. 

The Annual Report for 1920 was more than a laundry list of the deficiencies of the 

institution and its stafT Baragar set the precedent here for reporthg in detail the work of the 

hospitai which MLidated its claims to be a medical facility. Characteristic of ths tendency 

was the habit of reporthg in great detail the work in the Laboratory. This and subsequent 

3 7 ~ M H C ~  SB23 F12, A m d  Report for 1920. 
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reports contained iternized lists of procedures perfomed, and the page space allotted was 

out of ail proportion to the actual role of the lab in the day to &y operations of the hospital. 

In a similar vein, sections on therapies and medical procedures provided a detailed 

enumeration of procedures perfomed, quantitative proof of the institution's hospital stahis. 

This section also shared a feature in common with other reports, and that is Baragar's's use 

of the Report to make petition directly to the Legislature for improvements to the Hospital. 

In 1920, for example, he included a section on 'Zlectrotherapy and Hydrotherapy" which 

simply noted that due to the lack of adequate facilities, no such services were ofiered. 39 

The Annual Report for 1920 also gave some indication of the prevailing labour 

situation, and ~ c u l a r l y  of the tramiency of the female staff and the chronic shortages of 

f d e  attendants. Baragar indicated that in 1920, for the first t h e ,  the male staff was put 

on an eight hour &y, although he made no mention of the labour dispute that occasioned this 

change.40 He noted that at the sarne time there was no possibility of instituting the same 

'DIn 19 19, before Baragar came to the Hospital, male and female attendants both 
fonned a Union to press their grievances, primarily with the conditions and houn of 
work. Although the events of the Winnipeg Generai Strike deraileci the process, the 
attendanis penuaded the Civil SeMce Commission that the eight hour &y shodd be 
institut& As later events revealed, implementation was not entirely successful. Baragar 
in fact never expressed any enthusiasm for the eight hou  day for nurses. In 1923, he 
wrote to Mathers: 

As a result of three years experience 1 am of the opinion that the straight 
eight hour shift is uusatisfacto ry... because in general eight cousecutive 
hours on duty is perhaps not conducive to the best service, also sixteen 
consecutive hours off duty as at present arranged has not been in my 
experience in the interest of good ward administration nor in the interests 
of the nurses themselves;, in fact in my opinion it does anything but 
encourage a nurse to take the desird interest in the work. 

BMHCA SB3b F9, Baragar to Mathers, 25 May 1923. See also BMHCA SB3 F5, File: 



arrangement for the female staff, as "no suficient staff has been available to put this into 

effea though by ananging more time offduty the number of duty hours per week has been 

materially reduced. 

Throughout the Annual Report for 1920, Baragar made reference to raising the 

standards of care and increasing the application of scientific principles to the matter of 

classification and care of the mentally ili. Such changes must have assumed the introduction 

of a type of attendant with much higher skills than had theretofore been employed at the 

hospitai, buî it was not until the final pages of the Report that specific reference was made 

to the non-medical staff. This section revealed, however that hdamental to Baragar's 

vision of the hospital was the creation of a nursing s e ~ c e  closely modelled on the general 

hospitai school of nuning. A trained staff, he argued, was indispensable to the proper care 

and classification of mental cases, and this was to be best achieved through the irnmediate 

establishment of a school of nming and the hiring of bained head nurses who would attend 

to the needs of male and female patients alike.42 

Baragar concluded the Report for 1920 with a statement which conveyed the 

optimism and moral suasion that he hoped would convince the government of the merits of 

his plan: 

The past has been dark. The present leaves much to be desired, but the 

"Hours of Work, 19 19-57" and BMHCA SB3 1 F2 File: "Correspondence Re: The Mental 
Hospital Workea Federal Union," p s i m  

"BMHCA SB23 F 12, Annual Report for 1920. 

421ûid. Baragar does not make the case for fernales in the chronic service, but for 
tnfirmary nurses and nurses on the acute wards. 



future is full of promise. The Province of Manitoba is commencing to 
realize that and acknowledge the just demands made upon it by those who 
are mentally defective or mentally ill." 

Despite the optimisrn conveyed by Baragar in the Report for 1920, changes were not 

In 1920, the Annual Repon for the Winnipeg Psychopathie Hospital stated that "The 

state of overcrowding in the two institutions at Selkirk and Brandon has becorne so acute 

that it has becorne necessary, in some degree at least, to prevent M e r  overcrowding by 

holding patients out of the hospital ..."' Mathers' proposed remedy was, not surprisingly, 

the same as Baragafs. Although the overcrowding at the province's mental hospitals was 

conditioned primarily by bed shortages, Mathers also felt that the capacity of the hospitals 

was diminished by their inability to attract adequate staff. He concluded that the "most 

outstanding difficulty has been the retention of an adequate female nursing service." 

Elsewhere, he noted that "We have been able to keep the staf f  of male attendants well up, 

but at neither of the institutions outside of Wuinipeg has it been possible to provide an 

adequate number of 

Throughout the 1920s, the Annual Report continued to be a politically charged 

document wherein Baragar ernployed, in combination, optimism about the friture, faith in 

science and mental hygiene, and the govemment's obligation to propagate this social vision 

&BMHCA SB2f [Carbon Copy of Typedpt  for Sessional Papers: Introduction to 
Section on Public Institutions], Mathers to Chton, 20 December, 192 1. 



of mental health care. As such, they are usefid documents not only for establishg the 

narrative of the development of the institution, but also for disceming the politics of change 

and the role of individual personality and ambition in duecting it. In 192 1, for example, 

Baragar hvoked mord arguments in his cal1 for capital improvements when he emphasised 

that nearly half of the 40 deaths in the hospital could be attributed to the "mess and 

extiaustion associated with psychotic episodes." He argued that: 

With proper hydrotherapeutic equipment and the constant attention of a full 
staff  of well-trained mental nurses it is possible that some of these deaths 
may have been prevented, and as the psychosis in each case was of a 
recoverable type, the patient, once past the crisis might have retumed again 
to his fiends and a usefid life. These needs should be largely covered with 
the opening of a meIl equipped psychopathic department and the organization 
of a training school.' 

Under-staffmg was to be a chronic problern for the Hospital. Ln 192 1, Baragar 

projected that the hospital needed a minimum complement of six physicians, exclusive of 

the pathologia and the superintendent of the psychopathic hospital, in order to meet the 

minimum needs of the patients. At this t h e ,  there were only two physicians, plus 

occasional sumrner intems and a lab technician." Widi respect to the non-medical staff, the 

hospital seldom suffered from a senous deficiency of male attendants, but Baragar 

complained of "fiequent and numerous" staff changes which rendered the hospital unable 

consistentiy to meet the most basic need of the patient p~pula t ion .~~ While the male 

*BMHCA SB23 Ft3, Annual Reportfor 1921. 

" ~ e t a  McCullough, C. A.M.C., was a graduate nurse, and aithough she was tihilarily 
only the Lab Technician, she in fact performed in the capacity of a pathologist until the 
amival of a physician-pathologist, Mary McKenzie, in 1928. 

%&-ICA SB23 F13, AnnwI Report for 1921. 



anendant staff was considered to be minimdly adequate, institutional correspondence 

reveals the fernale staff to have been wholly d e q u a t e ,  "so much so [in 19211 that it has 

been impossible to properly supeMse patients on the wards, not to mention the organization 

of work and exercise ï h e  implementation of a school of nursing can be seen in 

this context to serve not only the ambitions of the medical superintendent to enhance the 

efficiency and reputation of his hospital, but to address a state of perpetual labour cnsis that 

prevailed on the female wards. 

The fim steps towards the establishment of a school of nursing were taken in 

October of 1920. Although a formal training school was not established until the following 

year, lectures in mental nursing were offered for the first time to those staff who wished to 

take thern.'' The Superintendent recorded in his Annual Report that the medical staff at 

the Hospital proMded about eighty lectures in mental hygiene and related subjects over the 

coune of the year, and that a fûrther three laboratory demonstrations were put on by the Lab 

Technician He reported that the lechires were attended by "a fair number of the attendants, 

both male and female.. [who were] suficiently interested to attend regularly." Baragar 

commended these staff and saw it as a sign that they were "coming to regard their duties 

%id The Annual Report for 1 92 1 was the fint to reserve a special place for the 
Training Schwl, even though a training school would not be in place for another year. in 
this section of the report, Baragar noted that his failure to establish a trainhg school to 
that point could be ateibuted to a variety of factors, iacluding the lack of medical staff 
and trained instnictresses to deliver courses and the absence of proper accommodations 
for apprentice nurses. Primaiy arnong those factors was the chronic staff shortages at the 
hospital. Nursing staff were already working hours that the superintendent 
acknowledged to be undesirably long, and due to persistent staff shortages, it was almost 
impossible to spare the nurses from the wards for lectures during their working day. 



more in the light of nurses than of guards, and to regard the Institution as a Special Hospital 

rather than an ~sylum."" There is no indication of the eligibility requirements to attend 

these lectures, whether male and female attendants attended together, nor of how many of 

these lectures were repeats offered to accommodate the rhythms of shift work?' 

Nthough the first courses were optional and were represented as a means of 

individual career advancement, Baragar signalled as early as his Annual Report for 192 1 his 

intention to make the courses cornpulsory for al1 staff' in direct contact with patients. 

Furthemore he revealed his ambition to implement a proper female nursing service 

throughout the hospital: 

It is funher considered advisable that female nurses should be assigned 
certain of the male wards, especially the Reception and uitirmary 
departments. There is abundant evidence tbat the n a d  aptitude of wornen 
for nursing, their superior tact and intuition in caring for those who are sick, 
is a very valuable asset in mental ~ o r k . ' ~  

Baragar wrote in hts h u a i  Report for 192 1 of his strategy to a-t women of the middle 

classes in to the service of the Hospital: 

No effort should be spared to impress upon the public at large and young 
women in particular the greatness of the work at hand and the need there is 
for the finest type of young women to tmin as nurses in hospitals such as 
these. The nuning of mental patients requires women of finer penonality, 
of wider sympathies, greater self-control and higher intelligence than even 
the nuning of those who are physically ilLY 

J I B M K ~ ~  SB23 F13, A m w I  Report for 1921. 

s 2 ~ o u g h  the language of Baragar's report suggests that each lechire was presented 
twice. BMHCA SB23 F13, Annual Report for 1921. 



Central to the strategy of attracting this "finest type of young woman" was the 

construction of a nurses' home. Available accommodation did not meet the standard of even 

the poorest hospital nursing school. Prior to 1922, fernale attendants slept in four-bed 

donnitory annexes to the wards. This was clearly out of keeping with ambitions for creating 

a nuning senice populated with young women of the respectable middle classes. The 

creation of a respectable school of nuning therefore hinged not only on attracting a staff of 

trained insûuctresses to create the proper culturai context and to impart the non-medical 

elements of nursing education, but also a proper residential environment Aptly, then, 

construction of an elaborate nurses' residence, offering single-roorn accommodation for 

senior d e n t s  and finished in the fashion of a stately home, was commenced even before 

construction of the reception hospital . " 

Some of the Ministerial correspondence regarding the Nurses' Residence is 

iUuIIzinating in that it reveals the conflict between the prevailing culture at the hospital and 

the ambitions of Baragar, Mathers and the psychiatrie community. ln a report to the 

Minister in December of 1921, Deputy Minister S.C. Oxton wrote of the activities of a 

cornmittee involving the architects, Mathers, Baragar, Bames and hunself. The Deputy 

Minister revealed that the plans for the building extendeci beyond the establishment of a 

training school and anticipateci the creation of a pst graduate program: 

A great amount of thought has been given to every detail. It is designed to 
provide a Nitable home and training quarten for seventy-five nurses, whom 
1 am given to understanci, will be Graduate Hospital Nurses taking [a] Post 
Graduate Course in Mental Nming, and will undoubtedly be educated, 

55 To be fair, this decision was conditioned also by the relative economy of the project, 
and also by the need to alleviate the severe overcrowding in the female wards. 



refined young ladies who corne nom good homes." 

The necessity of providing for such a class of nune was not without its controversies, and 

the lavish amenities of the nuning home and high construction costs were challenged by 

W e f  Attendant Charles McRae. Oxton answered the cnticisms with the following: 

The next step in the conversion of the Asylums into Hospitais necessitated 
the Accommodation for housing and training of the right kind of girl in 
mental nursing, viz-  the Hospital Nurse; it being the ultimate objective to 
eliminate what is at present hown as the 'male and female attendants' and 
staff both sides of the Institution with Nurses and Orderlies ... 
This is the first point at which Mr. McRae fdls down fundamentally; he has 
the ide. that the Nurses1 Home is to house the type of female Attendant that 
is at present found in the Asylums and for which he thinks that the crudest 
of accommodation is good enough. Mr. McRae is living in an age long 
past." 

Beguining in 1922, two cornes were offered at the Institution and a forma1 process 

of evaluation was introduced. The first was a Mental Nurses1 Diploma Course. It was a two 

year prograrn and included courses in Anatomy and Physiology, Nervous and Mental 

Diseases, Psychology, Bacteriology, Sanitation and Hygiene, Elementary Pathology, Materia 

Medica and Toxicology, Nursing of Mental Diseases, and General ~ursing.'' Ln its first 

year, this course was compulsory for a i l  female attendants in supervisory positions, and was 

open to al1 members of the female attendant staff. Although the course had no officia1 

%PAM GR 34 Box 33. "Memorandum for the Ministertt [Oxton to McPherson], 7 
December 192 1. That the ambition of the medical community should tend towards the 
creation of a pst-graduate prograrn is consistent with the known affinity of the three 
superintendents to mental hygiene work Al1 uiree were of the belief tbat al1 nurses 
should be compelled to do training in mental work. 

%BMHCA SB3 F1, "Results of the Examination in Order of Standing, May 1923." 
Course names changed fkequently. 



sanction fiom the province, it was approved by the Provincial Psychiatrist and exarns were 

set with the assistance aad advice of the University of Manitoba Medical C~llege.'~ in 

addition to the diploma course, a bief coune which included demonstrations in Anatomy 

and Physiology, Mental Diseases and Practicai Nursing was also offered This latter course 

was compulsory for dl of those who elected not to take the Diploma Coune.@ A male 

attendants' course was also conceived which included instruction in Anatomy and 

Physiology and Mental Diseases. This course was not compulsory, and due to limited 

interest and teaching resources, it did not tun every year6' 

In 1924, a direct relationship was established between completion of the training 

courses and compensation In a letier to the Depuîy Minister in the spnng of 1924, Baragar 

wrote: 

In view of the fact that there is a tendency on the part of some members of 
our nuning naff not to take seriously their oppomuiities to improve 
themselves in the ski11 and knowledge of nuning mental cases without 
something of a monetary reward, 1 wouid rewmmend that the automatic 
increase in salary fiom a45 to $50 a month hitherto taken [sic] place at the 
termination of three months' service be changed to take place after the 
successful passing of the first year examination of the Diploma Course. 

'%id. and "Examination Resdts, Senior Class, 1925." Course names changed often. 
The lack of official sanction was to become an issue in 1926, when the authority of the 
Superintendent to unilaterally exclude nurses fkom lectures was challenged PAM RG18 
B2 Box 3, "Rem to the House," 26 March, 1927. 

~ ~ B M H C A  SB23a F2, Annual Reportfor 1924. 

61~actors cited for the course not king offered every year included a lack of available 
physician t h e  to provide lecture, lack of interesf and the lack of new candidates due to 
the relative continuity in the male inside service. In 1927, the male course was 
mceIled mid-terni owing to a shortage of medical staff. BMHCA SB23a F6, Amui 
Reportfor 1927, and BMHCA SB6 F2, " R e m  to the House #3OW Copy of letter, 
Baragar to Ail Male Attendants, 1 May 1928. 



As an incentive to the male attendants to take the voluntary course he recommended that the 

same principle @y to the granting of salary increments to them. This wodd have had the 

effect of d e f m g  planned iocrements to some staff members by as much as one year, and 

he promoted this to the Deputy Minister as an "economic e~pedient."~ 

The fim class graduated from the Diploma Course in 1925 to much public acclaim. 

The Hospitai published the names of the graduates in the Brandon and Winnipeg 

newspapen, and C.M. Hincks, Dean of Medicine at the University of Toronto and the 

primary author of the damning 19 19 repon of the Canadian National Cornmittee on Mental 

Hygiene, was on hand to make the address to the grad~mtes.~~ This fim class saw seven 

women receive diplornasy and in the following year, ten more women completed the 

program and a M e r  six male attendants completed the attendants' c o u r ~ e . ~  To outward 

appearances the program had the desired effect. Baragar reported in his submission to the 

Minister for 1924 that for the first time in his tenure at BHMD that, "A sufficient nwnber 

of satisfactory applications for training have been received to meet our ne&, and we are 

able to maintain a fairly high educational  tand dard."^' 

From the outset, the designers of the program of instruction on Mental Nursing, who 

included Baragar, Mathers and Barnes, recognized that in order for the program to attract 

suitable candidates, it wodd be necessary to be able to offer the possibility of continuing 

?AM RG18 B2 Box 3, Baragar to McLean, 2 Apd 1924. 

6)Brandon Stm, 19 and 2 1 June 1923. 

@BMHCA SB23a FI, Annual Report for 192-1. 
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into a general nursing career. They proposed that this need would be best met by creating 

a three year affiliate program in general and mental nursing. Such a program was imagined 

to consist of a two year coune of instruction at the mental hospitai followed by a year of 

training at a general hospital. Graduates of this program would be recognized to have 

standing suficient to qualie for registration with any of the provincial registries, and they 

would have specialty a g  in the care of mental patients that would make them especiaily 

suitable as administraton, supervisors and staff nunes at a mental hospital. These goals 

were frustrated by the absence of any hospital willing to strike an filiate relationship. 

Baragar larnented the "lack of knowledge about what has been accomplished in mental 

nursing" and "the feeling on the part of Registered Nurses that the training of nurses should 

be the prerogative of the Gened Hospital and f d l y  the fear that the profession of nuning 

may becorne ~vercrowded"~ Even before the "crisis" in private duty nuning wbch closed 

the ranks of registered nurses even M e r ,  the élites within the nuning community were 

reluctant to propose affiliation and to recognize the legitimacy of a mental hospital based 

nursing school. 

in 1925, there was a small advance in this respect. In that year, Baragar secured an 

agreement with the Sister Superior of the S t  Boniface General Hospital in Winnipeg to do 

a two year triai of such an affiliate course. Under the plans laid down for the trial, BHMD 

students who had passed their second year exams would be eligible to take an eighteen 

month course of trainhg at the general hospital, after which t h e  they would be 

recomended to write the Registered Nurses1 examination The course would thus be three 

66BMHC~ SB23a F2, A n n d  Report for 1925. 
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and one half yean in duration, and it not oniy would lead to eligibility to become a 

Registered Nurse, but also wodd include a special Cemficate in Mental and General 

Nursing issued by the Rovincial Psychiatrist6' To al1 accounts, this was the fint program 

of its sort in Canada. In 1927, the fh two women completed this course, and in the 

following year, four more graduated Five of these women returned to the employ of the 

Hospital as supeMsors and naff nurses *. This second class was also to be the last, and the 

program was terminated d e r  three years. It is not clear fiom the archival record what the 

reasons for this termination were, but it was concurrent both with changes in the Registered 

Nurses' Act, which reflected a concerted effort to exclude mental nurses fiom eligibility for 

registration, and with labour problems at Brandon which damaged both the Hospital's 

reputation and its capacity to deliver adequate nursing instnicti~n.~~ 

Although the affiliate program was to collapse in 1927, representing a significant 

setback in the efforts to bring respectability to the School of Nursing, that year also 

witnessed a significant step forward, and that was the establishment of a pst-graduate 

program. In its first year, the course attracted four students for 

lectures and practical ward experience. The course was open 

a three month course 

to Registered Nurses 

67BMHC~ SB23a F 1, Annual Report for 1924 

a P ~ M  RG18 B2 Box 4, "Data Re: Staff, Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases, 3 1 
October 1927. " and BMHCA SB6 F2, " R e m  to the House 40.1 and 402: Staff Lists. " 
nd [ca. 19281. 

*An unpublished history in the BMHC Archives also inàicated that in 1927, two 
Brandon Nurses were accepted into the University of Manitoba Registered Nurses 
Program as Affiliates, but no other reference to these two nurses has been found. SB 6 
F 1. [Lloyd Henderson] "History of the School of Nursing," ad Ica. 19601. 



graduates of a recognized training school and at its completion, the graduate was presented 

with a pst-graduate certïficate in mental n~rsing.'~ This program fulfilled many of the 

hospital's needs, dthough it had occasional problerns of recruitment in those first years, 

attributable perhaps to the reputational damage associated with the labour troubles of the 

1926-8 p e n d  Especially after 1929. when unemployment forced many nurses into 

institutional senice, the hospital was able to attract and retain graduate nurses in greater 

nurnben. The presence of hospital trained nurses on the wards increased the standards of 

medical care and facilitated the irnplementation of new therapeutic techniques. Many of 

these graduate nurses remained at the hospital, and the establishment of a pst-graduate 

program provided a ready pool of staffnurses and supenisors whch facilitated many of the 

changes in the seMce in the 1930s. 

The establishment of a school of nursing was the keystone of a broader strategy to 

implement a progressive therapeutic régime at BHMD. Evidence of this agenda can be 

discerned in other developments at the Hospital. Most significant among these was the 

construction of a freestanding psychopathic hospital. Referred to officially either as  the 

Reception Hospital or the Receiving Unit, this facility was known simply as The Unit. It 

was at once the locus of many of the most significant changes in the rhythm of Hospital life 

and the most obvious outward manifestation of the changing philoçophy of psychiatrie care. 

Before the opening of the Unit, another area of visible change in the early 1920s was 

in the area of pathological work. A lab technician was hired in 1921 to operate the 

'VAM RG 18 B2 Box 3, Mathers to McLcan, 18 November, 1927. 
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laborato~y.'~ Notwithstanding that the position of pathologist was not filled until 1928, a 

considerable body of pathological work was done at the Hospital under the charge of 

technician Reta McCullough and with the assistance of medical intems nom the University 

of ~ a n i t o b a . ~  In 1929, the Superintendent was able to report that the lab was sufficientiy 

advanced that it was able to "unoficiaily" perfom work for the Province and for the City 

of Brandon, and he requested that this capacity be oficiaily recognized." The laboratory 

became one of the heralded successes of the hospital, and it figures prominently in the 

institutional correspondence, where Baragar carefully quantified the work of the "scientific 

centre of the hospital." The Superintendent's emphasis on the laboratory may be seen to 

have severai origins. The was penonal. Prior to his entry into psychiarry, Baragar had 

trained and worked as a pathologist." Beyond his penonal affinity for pathological work 

and pathological explanations for the cause of mental illness, the Hospital's emphasis on its 

"RGl8 B2 Box 4, Copy of text of Order in Council Appointhg Reta McCullough to 
the position of Laboratory Technician, 1 May , 1920. 

n ~ t  first the Laboratory was rather rudimentary, and it was only able to perform the 
most basic tasks like blood counts and urinalysis. In 1925, the lab benefitted fiom the 
installation of basal metabolkm apparatus. In the same year, it was taken over by Mary 
McKenzie, a medical intem (and aiso a graduate mental nurse), while McCullough 
obtained M e r  trainhg and credentials. In 1927, the hospital hired an assistant lab 
technician, and in 1929, M c K e ~ e  renirned to the hospital as a physician-pathologist. 
PAM RG18 B2 Box 3c, Baragar to McLean, 2 August 1927; PAM RG18 B2 Box 3b, 
Baragar to Bowman, 11 August 1924; and PAM RG18 B2 Box 3, Baragar to Mathers, 1 
December 1924. 

nBMHC~ SB23a F7, A n n d  Report for 1929. 

"~aragar's work as a pathologist took place at the Ninette Sanatorium, where he 
researched communicable diseases. As a medical student, he was remembered a s  an 
accomplished laboratory researcher and for the senes of paraffin tissue sections he 
donated to the teaching laboratory. Sidney J.S. Pierce, "Obituary for Charles Baragar." 



laboratory reflected his desire to be seen to be doing active medical work. The Lab, despite 

its deficiencies, Like the school of nming, was one of the few areas of real and demonstrable 

advance for the Hospital. 

Baragds ambitions to recast BHMD as a psychopathie hospital were early fkitmted 

by the pst-war econornic slump and changes in the province's plitical culture. In 1922, the 

Liberal govemment was defeated at the polls and was succeeded by a United Fannen 

govemment under John Bracken The Noms govemment's ambitious public works projects, 

includùig the reorgankation of the mental health system, had been the cause of several 

unpopular govemment deficits. The Bracken govemment tended towards fiscal 

retrenchrnenf and began their term with the sharp curtaiiment of building projects and other 

public work~.'~ As a consequence, construction on the Nurses Residence and the Receiving 

Hospital, which had commenced in 1920, stalled. The nurses' home was evennially ïeady 

to be occupied in 1923, but the Receiving Hospital was not opened until 1925. 

The failure to complete the latter structure as planned created a cnsis of 

overcrowding in the facility. Congestion in the main building was partially alleviated in 

1921 wiîh the opening of The Colony. This was a sprawling, single story structure that was 

built a mile north of the main building. It was intended to house seventy chronic male 

patients, especially those suffering fkom senile dementia This relief was short-lived, 

however, and by the end of the year, The Colony had seventy-seven residents and the 

crowded conditions of the main male wards persisted 76 In 1922, Baragar, in an urgent plea 

"Sec W. L. Morton, Manitoba: A Hzstory, Chapter 1 5. 

'%MHCA SB23 F 13, Annual Reportfor 1921. 
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to the government to complete the Receiving Hospital and to put an addition on the Colony, 

noted that the congestion on the institution was such that the cubic air space per patient was 

only 60% of that prescn'bed by the building codes for a hospital, and indeed it was less than 

75% of that ailowed for a militaq barracks facility." Similar pleas were made for the 

construction of rnanied doctonf quarters in the form of fieestandhg cottages. The goal was 

to improve the retention of physicians and to fke-up space for more staff accommodation 

in the main building." 

Even after the completion of the nurses' home, overcrowdmg and the lack of 

adequate staff accommodation undermined efforts to attract and retain female staff 

Congestion on the male side was alleviated by the construction of the Colony, by boarding 

male attendants in the Power House and f m  out-buildings, and by pedtt ing some male 

attendants to live out? None of these options was available for the female senice, where 

congestion, deteriorating working conditions and unfavourable patient to staff ratios 

contributed to a very high turnover. In 1920, the Hospital tried to remedy its staff shortages 

by recmiting in England and Scotland. That fail, Superintendent Annie Comolly took her 

first vacation since 19 15. As she was escorting a patient who was king deported, her 

'QG1 8 B2 Box 4, Mathen to Oxton, 14 January, 192 1, and 17 December 1920. In 
1920, Baragar had warned of the pending resignation of a Dr. Whittaker, who was forced 
to sleep in a dressing roorn backstage of the auditorium with no ninning water or toilet. 
RGI 8 B2 Box 4, Baragar to MacNamara, 16 October, 1920. 

'% 192 1, a monthly Living-out dlowance was instituted for married male attendants. 
This allowance was rescinded in May of 1923. PAM RG18 A4 Box 12, File: "Papen 
Related to Brandon Mental Hospital, 1920-28," p s z m  



passage was paid to Scotland, and she was granted two months paid leave, some of which 

was to be used for the recruitrnent of nurses. Several suitable candidates were found, and 

the hospital propos& to them a contract whereby recruits would have their passage paid by 

the provincial goveniment. Such employees would be indentured to the service of the 

Hospital for one year, during *ch the cost of the passage was to be repaid through payroll 

deduction." The institutional correspondence reveals that this was a highly unusual 

arrangement, and reflected a resort to unconventional recruitment to meet pressing staff 

needs. 

Staff shortages were not confineci to the nursing service. In the early 1920s, the 

Hospital had a clinical staff of four or five, and no hospital-trained nurses to assist. Early 

in his tenue Baragar made every effort to enlarge his clinicai staff, largely through the 

summer employment of intem nom the University of Manitoba Medical Col lege. In 1 923, 

such an amangement was formalized when the University established a pro- whereby 

W-year students did a three month intemship at one of the Saskatchewan Sanatorium, the 

Municipal Fever Hospital or the Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases. T'lus amgement 

helped the hospital meet its most immediate medical needs, and it served a recruitment 

hmction for the psychiatrie community by jxoviding rudimentary training in mental hygiene 

and psychiatry for twelve physicians per year. * Even with this additional staff, the hospital 

'ORG~ 8 B2 Box 4, Goulden to Mathers, 19 Febniary, 1920; and MacNamara to 
Goulden, 4 March, 1920. 

"PAM RG18 B2 Box 4, Baragar to Mathen, 10 September, 1920 and MacNamara to 
Baragar, 23 October, 1920. 

~BMHCA SB23 F14, Anmrol Report for 1922. 



was desperately short of physicians, and in 1924, Baragar complained that there was but one 

physician responsible for 400 chronic patients." 

The much awaited opening of the Reception Hospital in 1925 did signifL a change 

in the operation of the Hospital, dthough due to chronic staff shortages and the general state 

of overpopuiation that prevailed, the changes were far less significant than the "complete 

transformation of the institution from Asyiurn to Hospital" that was claimed by the 

supe~tendent." Cenainly the opening of the "Unit" did improve the oppominities for the 

classification of patients, and acute patients and new admissions were entirely segregated 

fkom the chronic population for the nrst time. Staffing routines were changed to reflect the 

needs of an acute service, and measurable advances were made in the amount of medical 

and diagnostic work done. 

Early efforts were made to make the routines of the Unit resemble those of an acute 

care facility. Weekly natfconferences were initiated, and under the supe~sion of George 

Davidson, plans for medical research at the Unit were lamched In 1925, the fim controlled 

experiments were done, using injections of sodium bromide, a depressant, on agitated 

patients who did not respond to hydr~therapy.'~ After the first year, Davidson claimed 

pmmising prospects, but in his report of 1927, he reveals that while the use of depressants 

continued, the experiments had more or less broken d o m a  In the same year, Davidson 

U ~ ~ C ~  SB23a F2, Annual R e m  for 1924. 

841bid. 

UBMHC~ SB23a F3, Annuol Report of the Reception Hospitaljhr 1925. 

'6BMHCA SB23a F4, A n d  R e m  of the Receptzon Hospital for 1926. 
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reported that experiments were conducted in the use of Luminal and Borax on epileptics as 

rneasure to control seizures. Also mentiooed were the use of mercury and neo-aneph- 

enamine for the t rament  of syphilis." 

The late 1920s witnessed slow, incremental growth in the medical staff  Stuart 

Schultz was appointed in 1925, bringing the complement of physicians to five. Two more 

were added in 1928. In 1929, although the total number of physicians remained unchangeci, 

there were two appointments of note. One former attendant was replaced with another on 

the medical staff George Davidson had k e n  a physician at the hospital and before that an 

intem and an attendant He was replaced by Mary McKenzie, who had served as acting lab 

technician in 1927 while a medicd intern, and was among the graduates of the Di ploma of 

Mental Nming class of 1 9Xa8 In the same year, Donald (Ewen) Cameron was appointed 

to the hospital." The appointment of Cameron, a prodigious researcher and publisher of 

academic papers, was intended to place the hospital "on the map" as far as research was 

concemed. Cameron was a graduate of Glasgow, and he had completed pst-graduate 

midies lmder both Adolph Meyer and Hans Meier, arguably the two most prestigious figures 

in psychiatry of the &y. Cameron was a "rising star1' and he was later ?O gain international 

recognition as an expert witness at the Nuremberg TraiIs and as the founding President of 

"BMHCA SB23a F3, Annual Report ofthe Receptzon Hospital for 1925. 

URG1 8 B2 Box 3, Baragar to Mathen, 1 December 1924. 

'~BMHCA SB6 F2, "Retum to the House 40,l and 402: Staff'Lists." [undated - Ca. 
19291. 



the International Congress on Mental Health? Under Cameron's supervision and with 

Baragar's encouragement the medical staff placed a greater emphasis on experimental 

practices. In 1929, for example, Cameron supeMsed experiments in the use of dehydration 

for the treatment of epilepsy and the use of induced malarial fevers to treat neurosyphilis. " 

Changes such as these demanded higher skills of the ward staff, and one of the 

signifiant innovations of the 1920s was the presence of general hospital îrained nunes on 

the wards. In 1920, there was no graduate nurse on staff at the Brandon Hospital for Mental 

Diseases. The fint graduate nurse was appoint& surgical nurse in that year. 92 By 1925, this 

number had grown to three, and for the fint tirne, fernale nurses were placed on the male 

wards. Baragar reports on this innovation in his Annual Report of 1924, which was 

submitted in May of 1925 d e r  the Unit had opened: 

An important fonvard step has been taken in the nursing service during the 
year. Women nurses have been placed in charge of the Men's Infirmw and 
of the men's wards in the Reception Hospital. The Minister approved the 
appointment of Miss Marion McCauley, Reg. N., graduate mental and 
general nurse, in charge of the men's infïrmary on Dec. 10, 1924. Later she 
was transferred to the Male Reception SeMce. So far a properly qualified 
mental and general nurse has not been found to take charge of the Men's 

vame turned to notoriety in the 1960s with the public disclosure of the nature of 
human subject research conducted under his supmision at McGill University's Allen 
Mernorial InSntute. Cameron has been the subject of several biographies. Although 
wncemed with events of his Iater life, several contain usefixi introductions which deal 
with his experiences at the Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases. See especially Anne 
Collins, In the Sleep Roorn: The story of the CIA bruinwoshing experiments in Canada, 
(Toronto: Lester and Orphen Demys, 1988), and Don Gillmoin, I Swem &y Apollo: Dr. 
Ewen Cameron and the CIA brainwashing experiments, (Montréal: Eden Ress, 1987). 

9'BMHC~ SB3c F9, File: "Papen Published at the Brandon Mental Health Centre. " 

 AM RG18 B2 BOX 4, Suggested text for Order in Council to appoint Miss Grace 
Cox-Smith as Surgical Nurse, 28 September, 1920. 



Infi~nnary, but our own mental graduate nurses have been carrying out the 
work. The presence of good women on the men's wards of acute and 
infinnary services has a splendid influence on the patients, and reacts to the 
benefit of the nurses themselves and is signincant to the public of the change 
h m  Asylum to Hospita. This does not reflect on our male attendants in any 
way, for no more faithful or loyal a group of men could be found in any 
institution in 

At fïrst, female nurses were seen only on the mfirmary wards and on the acute wards in the 

Unit, and only graduate nurses were used in this capacity. By the following year, however, 

female nurses were employed throughout the acute services, and, owing to the lack of a 

sufficient number of Registered Nunes, Graduate Mental Nurses also began to appear in 

Few details have sunived about the day to &y life of the Hospital in the 1920s. 

Nurses worked seven days a weelq with one half &y off every three weeks. Severai efforts 

were made over the course of the 1920s to reduce the hours of work and to irnplement an 

eight hour &y, but these were generally h t r a t ed  by lack of staff, and nurses spent many 

of their waking houn with their patients. Ward routines were established on a weekly 

rotation. Patients were washed on one &y, on another the wards were Scrubbed and washed, 

etc. Medical rounds happened daily on the acute wards and weekly on the chronic wards. 

93BMHC~ SB23a F2, Annual Report for 1924. 

February of 1925, Baragar sought permission to place a mental graduate in charge 
of the main building infirmary to replace Miss Marion McCauley, who had k e n  
promoted to head nurse for al1 d e  wards in the Unit. This is the first recorded instance 
of such a promotion, and they became frequent thereafter. Nurses receiving such 
promotions were wmpensated at a rate of pay halfway between that offered to a mental 
graduate in a Supervisor's capacity and that of a graduate nurse. Such promotions were 
not made by Order in Council, but by the Superintendent, and they could be rescinded at 
any time. PAM RG18 B2 Box 4, Baragar to McLean, 6 Febniary, 1925. 



Lnterviewed in 1973, one nune recalled tbat before rounds, female patients were given 

starched white aprons and male patients were fitted with wllars, wtiich were collected and 

stored immediately afkr the physician left the ward. Rounds closely replicated the ritual of 

the general hospitai. The physician was wnducted through the ward by the senior nurse, and 

al1 other ward staff stood silently at attention until the physician had left the ~ a r d . ~ '  

Occupations for patients included the care of their own ward, where linens, walls, and 

fiinuture were washed and flwn washed and waxed on a weekly rotation. Other activities 

uicluded Occupational Therapy and "outside work," or industrial work. Disturbed patients 

were confined to single rooms, and were often placed in sîraitjackets or muffs, remained 

in bed, or given paraldehyde to subdue hem.% After the cornpletion of the Unit, there is 

evidence that the continuous tubs were used increasingly as a means of coping with 

disruptive patients. " 
Lectures and exams for nurses were held outside of the working day. Generally each 

lecture was delivered twice, once in the aftemoon for the night &and again in the evening 

for the day staff. Any assigned ward duty that was missed when the nurse aîtended a lecture 

was to be made up at a later date.98 In addition to their lectures, n u e s  were to make 

95BMHC~ SB2 F3, Margaret (Halley) Carter, interview with Valerie Heppner, 
Brandon 8 March 1973 

%id., and BMHCA SB2 F28. Jack Seymour, i n t e ~ e w  with Valerie Heppner, 
Brandon, 29 January, 1973. 

91BMHC~ SB2 FIS, William Halley, Inteniew with Valene Heppner, Brandon, 19 
March 1973. 

-1 (Moffatt) Wright, InteMew with the author, Brandon 19 October, 1995. 



ttiemselves avdable to the hospital on a variety of other occasions for "volunteer" service. 

Nurses were to remain in d o m  in the evenings six days a week, ready to be called to the 

wards in the event of an emergency or elopement Only on their "night-off' were they 

permitted to be out of uniform or away fkom the hospital? 

The Hospital Rulebook wntained a section on "extra duty" which read: 

AU nurses and employees must be ready to perfonn temporarily, on holidays, 
or when called upon by the Superintendent, any extra duty that may be 
assigned them, and without extra remuneration. 

This clause was invoked fiequently. Often., this extra duty consiaed of attending patients' 

dances, film screenings or religious observances. When such activities were planned by the 

hospital, patients were supervised not by the onduty staff, who remained on the wards to 

look afier patients who were unable to attend, but raîher by off- staff who were 

informed, generally by way of a notice appearing on the bulletin board in the nurses' home, 

that they were to appear at the event. Nurses were intended to involve themselves in these 

activities, and were instructed, for example, that they were never to refuse a dance with a 

patient.lO' m e r  "spare time" activities that went without compensation included relief 

' ~ u l e s  and Regdations of the Manitoba Hospitafs for Mental Diseases. (Winnipeg: 
King's Printm, 1924), 10-32, passim and BMHCA SB2 F26, Mrs. Frank Roberts, 
InteMew with Valene Heppner, Brandon, 19 February, 1973. 

'"ORdes und Regulaiiom of the Manitoba Hospitulls fur Mentai Diseases, 29. 

10'Ibid, 16. The Rulebook specified that "Al1 nurses shall attend patients' dances 
unless special permission to be absent has been obtained. Nurses shall assist patients to 
get partners and see that misuitable patients do not dance together. " Mrs. Kate (Oakett) 
Clarke recalled in 1973 that even laundresses and housekeeping staff were required to 
attend the dances, and that a patient was never to be refuseci a dance. BMHCA SB2 F5, 
Kate (Oakett) Clarke, Interview with Valerie Heppner, Brandon, 7 March 1973. 



nursing on the wards and operating the telephone switchboard l m  

Despite the apparent absence of fixe t h e ,  nurses did have some time at their own 

discretion. Even when "on-call" at the hospital in the evenings, there were recreational 

opportunities, and nurses took part in games, picnicked on the grounds and often held their 

own dances &er the patients' dames. At these times, the hierarchical divisions that 

segregated the staff through their daily routines seemed to break down in the face of the 

needs of a mail community, and employees fiom al1 quarten of the hospital seem to have 

participated.lo3 An area of parhcular interest was sports. The Hospital offered a variety of 

recreaiiond sporting opportunities iike skating, curling, baseball, badminton and tennis, and 

male and female tearns played in the Commercial Leagues for curling* soccer, softball and 

baseball.L'Y Nurses were also afEorded occasional opportunities to go to the City of Brandon, 

although these were limited by the walking distance to town and the absence of fiordable 

transportation. Until 1932, there was no public transportation system, and although there 

were private taxis, the cost of such a s e ~ c e  was 51.50 each way, prohibitively expensive 

on a salary of as linle as $24 a month, before deductions and breakages. The hospital did 

provide a bus to the city twice a day on Sundays so that both shifts could attend church 

services, and by the mid-1920s, sent the "rig" to town on Wednesdays, the night of the week 

'"%MHCA SB2 F4, Margaret Hall, Interview with Valene Heppner, Brandon, 28 
March 1973. 

l o 3 k l  Wright InteMew. 

104 BMHCA SB2 F 19. Evelyn McKenzie, Interview with Valerie Heppner, Brandon, 7 
May 1973. 



that the Brandon movie theatres were opedos The staff  received a mixed welcome in 

Brandon Even on their modest salaries, they often had more disposable income than many 

of the other residents of the wmmunity, and they were welwmed at local establishments for 

the custom that they represented At the same tirne, they reponed that they were ostracised 

by the general wmmwiity of Brandon because of the stigma that was attached to them for 

their work with the mentally ill. 

That their trainhg àid not confer upon them any positive change in status in the 

broader community may have infiuenced nurses' perception of the value attached to the 

coune. It seems that not al1 nurses approached the courses that were offered them with the 

gravity that the Medical Superintendent would have desired, and in 1924, he posted a 

bulletin in the nurses residence, reprimanding the "number of nurses that are not perfonning 

satisfactonly" and complaining that lectures "are not taken sufficiently senously." The 

notice went on to Say that any nurse failing in more than one subject would be asked to 

withdraw fiom the program and "will not be regarded as worthy of king retained on the 

staff as likely to be a satisfactory or efficient nurse ..." '" This initial message was not 

heeded to the satisfaction of the suprintendent, and bulletins went up twice in the auhuM 

of the same year threatening nurses who were absent fiom lectures or who failed to submit 

their lecture notes to the Superintendent of Nursing within one day of the physician's 

1 0 5 ~ ~ ~ C ~  SB2 F26. Interview with Mrs. Frank Roberts. 

'%MHCA SB 6 Pl, Memo dated 24 March, 1924, "Bulletins and Memos posted on 
Bulletin Boards for Nurses - Return to the House No. 30,2." 



lecture. 'O7 

Hospital staff were closely controlled even outside their hours of duty. S ~ a  curfews 

were impose& and nurses were expected to be in their rwms at 10:00 or 1 O:3O PM. Late 

leaves could ùe applied for and were granted at the discretion of the superintendent of 

nursing, but were not Freely given.lo8 The Hospital guarded its reputation closely by 

monitoring the activities of the nurses while they were off the hospital grounds, and nurses 

were not infiequently reprimanded or punished for their activities outside the hospitai. 

Although dismissals for moral misconduct are not specifically recorded in the hospital 

record, several individual cases appear in the Ministerial correspondence. For example, 

there is the case of one nurse who was disrnissed for "disregard for the d e s "  which 

"reflected most seriously on the nuning service of this Hospital." The breach in question 

was staying out until 5:30 AM in a motorcar. Although the nurse in questior. was given 

another chance, this was conchional upon giving the Superintendent an undated signed letter 

of resignation, which was later invoked after another episode of rehiming home late fiom 

1eave.l" This dismissal was seen to have been unduly harsh in light of the fact that the nurse 

was only a few weeks h m  her graduation at the time. The nurse's father made a cornplaint 

agamst the Hospital to the Minister. "O In defence of his actions, Baragar claimeci that it was 

important in this instance to make an example of the offending nune for the sake of the 

'"lbid, 30 Septernber, L 924 and 2 1 November, 1924 

' 0 8 ~ ~ ~ C ~  SB2 F26. Interview with Mn. Frank Roberts. 

'?AM RG18 B2 Box 4, Baragar to McL- 19 September, 1925. 

"OPAM RG 18 B2 Box 4, Cowie to McLean, 10 September, 1925. 
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Hospital's reputation: 

Looked at from the standpoint of the majonty of nurses who are taking full 
advantage of their opportunity, and with regard to the nuning profession in 
general it would be a mistake to gant a diploma to one who had a record 
such as Den]. 

Baragar asserted his right to act as arbiter of a mident's success or failure and as judge of her 

moral character and suitability to work: 

A training in nursing consists not only of lectures and exarninations, but, 
what is of more imporiance, of pmctical ward work, ski11 and consideration 
in the care of patients and the development of a sense of high personal 
responsibility and trustworthiness.. . . In the interest of the public in general, 
and the nursing profession in particular it would be highly desirable that, 
regardless of acadernic standing, if it appeared even as late as the last day of 
her course, that a nune was inconsiderate and not dependable, the diploma 
should be withheld. " ' ' ' 

This exercise of paternaiism must be seen pnmanly to have originated with the desire of the 

hospital to safeguard its own reputation, but may be seen also to have had practical 

dimensions. The rigid control that the hospital exercised over offduty houn was j ustified 

in the m e  of maintaining the health of the nunes. Che of the daily realities that nunes 

faced was the threat of disease. Although the institutional records do not generally break 

down the number of days lost to illness or injury in any detailed way, in moa years in the 

1920s, there were more than one thousand days lost to illness or injury across the Hospital. 

In 1926,70% of lost days were in the fernale service, and 54% of these, accounting for 43% 

of the total lost days, were due to respiratory illness."' Lmplicit in these figures is the 

suggestion thai the nunes were far more suscepti'ble to tubercdosis than the male attendants. 

" 'PAM RG18 B2 Box 4, Baragar to McLean 19 Sept 1925. 

"BMHCA SB23a F4, Annual Reportfor 1926. 
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This was attriiutable to several factors. The most obvious was that it was female nurses that 

were responsible for the infimiary wards, and therefore most likely be in direct contact with 

tubercular patients. Several other factors might also have contributed. These include the 

chronic overcrowding on the female wards, which, due to the absence of an equivalent 

structure to the Colony, was much more acute, and the indoor conditions under which 

female attendants and nurses alike l a b o d  While male patients tended to work outdoon 

moving coal or on the farm, female patients were employed in the laundry and the sewing 

rmms The encloseci, humid surroundings, especially in the laundry, would no doubt have 

been more conducive to the transmission of disease than the outdoor work sites of the male 

service. ' l3 

The presence of the general hospital graduates complicated relations hips within the 

nursing cornmunity and between nurses and other memben of the hospital staff. With the 

completion of the nurses' home in 1923, al1 female staff, ùicluding housekeepers, resided 

there, and this situation was to prevail until the completion of the Women's Pavilion in 1 932, 

when the support staffwere removed to the attics there. Recollections of life in the nuning 

community in the 1920s often include mernories of what was referred to as "class 

distinction." The primary unit of identification for nurses was their year in the pro- of 

instruction. Hierarchy was cornmunicated in the language of architecture, and the nurses' 

home i ~ l f  reserved a difFerent floor or a different wing for every class of nurses or female 

1'3Baragar acknowledges this in part Ln 1929, the hospital started administering 
regular chest x-rays on firsr enroling at the hospital and at regular intervals thereafter. 
BMHCA SB23a F4. Annual Report for 1926 and F7, A m 1  Report for 1929. 



staff114 Housekeeping staffslept in two or four bed rooms, while probationer and f k t  year 

nurses shared a roorn. By her second year, a mident nwse received a private room, which 

was in keeping with the practices of the larger hospitals. '15 Rituals of deference in domestic 

Me reuiforced class distinctions. Classes were seated separately at meals and were served 

according to rank. Junior nurses were expected to defer to their seniors by opening doon, 

proceeding second into elevaton, and standing when a senior nune entered the rwm. '16 

The appearance of more and more general hospital graduates at the hospital created 

a new stratum within this hierarchy. Initially, the only general hospital graduates were in 

executive positions within the hospital, such as the superintendent or the i n ~ c t r e s s ,  or 

practiced a specific specialty, such as the surgical nurse. As the number of staff nurses 

increased after 1925, however, the availability of the general hospital graduates served also 

to consirain the upward mobility of the mental hospital graduates. As a generai d e ,  mental 

graduates could progress as far as the position of supervisor, but were not generally eligible 

to become Head Nurses."' Some exceptions were made to this d e  when no suitable 

registered nurse was available, but in al1 instance, such promotions were deemed 

14Hazel Wright InteMew. 

"SOvercrowding resulted in the discontinuance of ths practice sometirne in the mid- 
1920s. Although senior students were required to share a room, graduate nurses and 
pst-graduate students al ways had private rooms. BMHCA SB3 F 1 0, Charlie Duguid, 
Interview with Valerie Heppner, Brandon, 8 Februaxy 1973. 

"6Hazel Wright Interview. 



temporary. "* 

Relationships between the locaily trained nurses and the graduate nurses trained 

elsewhere were sometimes strained Ing i rg  C m ,  a graduate of Winnipeg General, recalls 

that when she came to the hospital in the late 1920s as SupeMsor for Male Hospital, she 

found that the locally d e d  nunes "bad no technique at alln and although she had high 

praise for the Chief Attendant, she found much of h s  staff to be "incompetent" She recalled 

that she was met with resistance when she atternpted to irnplement the quarantine techniques 

tbat she had leamed during a scarlet fever epidemic, and that she required the intervention 

of not ody Baragar, bbut of David Stewart fiom Ninette to impose what she considered to be 

an appropriate régime for the isolation of communicable diseases. 'lg In the labour dispute 

of 1926, one of the prirnary grievances cited by the Union was that graduate nunes were 

king hired to s u p e ~ s e  local graduates, and that local graduates were not being promoted 

to supervisoq positions. " The Superintendent of the Hospital had littie sympathy with this 

particular grievance, and wrote to the Civil Service Commissioner: 

Mental Nurses, if they were wisely interested in their own welfare will 
welwme the opportunities which in this way increases the prestige of their 
hospital and secure more extensive training. l2 

118~his precedent was established in 1925 and seems to have prevailed throughout the 
second half of the decade. PAM RG18 B2 Box 4, Baragar to McLean, 6 Febniary, 1935. 

"?AM C 922-4 1988-2 1 1, Ingiborg Cross, Intewiew with Kathryn McPhenon, 
Richmond, 20 JuIy 1988. 

' ~ M H C A  SB3 1, Mental Hospital Worken Feded Union to Baragar, 1 8 September, 
1926. 

L 2 1 ~ ~ ~ ~  SB3 1 "Notes of the Meeting of the Mental Hospital Employees on 
Tuesday Sept. 17th, 1926, At BMH with the Civil Service Commissioner, to Hear 



That the Iocdly trained graduates were less than willing to see the appointment of better 

trained staff in positions superior to them as an oppomuiity is not surprising. 

Staff hierarchies were codined through coshime, and the statu of a nune at BHMD 

could be discerned through uniform. It is not clear when attendants at the hospiral fim 

began to wear a u n i f o ~  but in 19 13 the üNform for female attendants was changed to more 

closely resemble a hospital nurse's uniform. Prior to 1913, al1 female staff, both attendants 

and housekeepers, wore a dress of either solid or striped grey material, while the matrons 

wore dark blue. In 19 13, this unifonn was changed for one white in colour. It consisted of 

a dress with separate starched collar and cuffs and was covered with a separate apron and 

bib. Also in this period, a pleated nurse's cap was added to the uniform. Lz After the nurses' 

training program began, the Hospital modified this uniforni to match the convention 

followed by generai hospital ouning schools and to m e r  si@@ a nurse's credentials. 

Robationer nurses, under this tradition, did not Wear caps until they were promoted to junior 

nurse. Al1 students wore black shoes and stockings as a badge of their apprentice statu. On 

graduation, mental nursing graduates were presented with a pin bearing the insignia of the 

School of Nursing, which was wom on the bib. Graduate nurses also received a black band 

for their cap and changed their shoes and stockuigs for white. Graduate nurses, according 

Complaints. " 

"One nurse fiom the 1920s recalled that many of the nurses found it very difficult to 
make their caps, and that they employed one of the patients, a former n u .  to make them. 
She recalls that it was the ody tirne a female patient was ever pemitted to operate an 
iron. 
BMHCA SB3 F 19. InteMew with Marilyn McKenzie; and Jessie Little [Curator, BMHC 
Museum], P.C. 



to the tradition of the time, always wore the cap and pin of their home institution, as did 

graduate nunes taking the post-graduate course. " Non-nursing staff, like the housekeepers, 

retained the original grey pin-striped dress, and were thus clearly differentiated from the 

nursing staEm in this way, a nune's statu was immediately obvious to any other nurse or 

employee of the hospital, and reinforced "class distinction" as a dominant constnict by 

which life at the hospitai was organized. 

Despite Baragar's protestation that the presence of graduate nurses on the male wards 

"does not reflect on our male attendants in any way," the introduction of graduate nurses 

altered the relationship between the nursing staff and the male attendant staff. Histoncafly, 

women in the employ of the BHMD had been more transient than men, and had generaily 

been employed at about half the salary.lU Consequently, they enjoyed a statu which was 

inferior to the male aîtendants. While fernale nursing students continued to earn only about 

half the salary of the male attendants, increasingly in the 1920s they began to perform 

functions that were not available to men. Like their cornterparts in the general hospitals, 

these nurses possessed a distinctive body of knowledge which differentiated them from the 

other s ta f f  on the wards, dthough the general lack of therapeutic régimes limited the 

potential for this body of knowledge to significantly change relationships. 

The growing authority of the graduate nursing staff was evident in the dismissal of 

David Graham in May of 1925. Graham's reason for termination was aven as "Insolence 

lU~essie Little, P.C. 

u4BMHC~ SB2 FS, I n t e ~ e w  with Kate (Oakett) Clarke. 

m ~ ~ ~ C ~  SB23a F3, A n n d  Report for 1925. 
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towards a head nurse." In a leiter to the Deputy Minister, Baragar reports that Graham 

refused an instruction to clean a patient's rwm "and was insolent to a head nurse in this 

connection. "'" This is the first indication in the correspondence of the hospitai of the 

hierarchy that was king established that put female nurses in charge of male attendants. 

Although she was not named, the nurse in question was almost certainly Marion McCauley, 

formeriy head nurse in the men's infmary ward, who was placed in full charge of al1 male 

wards in the Receiving Unit early in 1925. ln 

The notion of a head, or a charge nune was one which Baragar imported from the 

general hospitals with some fanfare in 1923. Under this system, a graduate nurse was made 

responsible for her ward or wards twenty-four hours a &y, whether she was in attendance 

or not. This expedient created administrative eficiencies for the hospital, but it also 

enhanced the power of the head nurses, generally al1 general hospital graduates, over the 

Supenison, who were usually Diploma Graduates. 12* The SupeMson in this relationship 

aune to find îhemselves directly responsible not to the Superintendent of Nursing, but rather 

to another nurse, and the interposition of a new level on the hierarchy for which they were 

not eligïble had the same effect as knocking them down one rung of the ladder. 

Despite the emphasis that the Hospital placed on the recniitment of trained nurses, 

these efforts were not aiways successful. Frequently, graduate nurses who came to the 

'?AM RGl8 B2 Box 2, Baragar to Mckan, 9 May 1925. 

 in^^^ RG18 B2 Box 2, Baragar to McLean, 6 February, 1925. 

128~AM RG18 A4 Box 12, Baragar to Fleming, 1 1 September, 1926, and RG 18 B2 
Box 2, Baragar to Mathen, 25 May, 1925. 



hospital did not remain on the staff long. For example, in 1926, the Hospital lost its entire 

staff of graduate nurses at one point.'" It does not seem that any of the registered nurses 

who left the hospital in the spiing of 1926 did so because their resignations were reguested, 

but rather lefi to seek more attractive work elsewhere. Marion McCauiey lefi to take up 

private duty work in Montréai, Del1 Cannon to work at the Bigelow C h i c  in Brandon, and 

Ingebjorg J o b n  also to take up private duty. 13* These positions were not soon fille4 and 

Baragar complained to the Deputy Minister that "there is a great shortage of general hospital 

graduates who have the personality, ability and special training to satisfactorily fil1 such 

positions.""' Although the departmes in this year were probably attributable to the un- 

favoirrable working condition created by the labour problems - Baragar prefaced his report 

on the resignations with, "Owing to the imsettling and disturbing uifluences that arose during 

the year, the number of changes among nursing staff have been greater than has been the 

case in several years" - it underscores the reality that mental work was one of the least 

atîractive options available to a graduate nurse 13* 

No doubt the unique conditions which prevailed at a mental hospital were alien to 

most and very stressful. In 1923, for example, Miss L.R. Ailonan lasted only two months 

as Superintendent, with the implied reason for leaving king job stress. Certainly the 

'% fact, the Lab Technician, who was a graduate nurse, was briefly compelled to 
leave her position to becorne acting Superintendent of Nurses in 1926. 

'?AM RG18 A4 Box 12, Baragar to Clubb, 26 March, 1926. 

"'BMHcA SB23a F4, Annual Report for 1926. 



resigaation was not requested and Baragar wrote to the Deputy Minister that he withheld the 

resignation for two weeks in the hope that it would be rescinded: 

The duties of the superintendent of nurses at this hospital, especially during 
periods ofreorganirahon are exceedhgly a c d t  and the work is often very 
discouraging. Miss Aikman perhaps took her work and its problems too 
seriously for her own good She felt that she bad not the ability to carry the 
work through to a satisfactory conclusion under the circumstances and hence 
desired to be relieved of the responsibility. '" 

That Aikrnan was a seasoned mental nursing administrator may suggest that the conditions 

at BMHC were extniordinary. eLizabeth [sic] Ramsay Aikman, R.N., R.A.M.C., who was 

so overwhelmed by the position, had pst-graduate specialty training in Mental Nursing from 

Craig House, one of Great Britain's most respected Mental Hospitals, where she had also 

served as Deputy Superintendent of Nursing. She was recommended by Craig's 

Superintendent, Sir Thomas Clouston, whom Baragar described to the Deputy Minister as 

"one of the foremost psychiatrists of his &y." She had completed her General Training at 

Winnipeg General in 19 12, and prior to the War, she served as Head Operating Nurse at 

Winnipeg General and the Superintendent of Nursing at a small pnvate hospital. She had 

five years of War SeMce, including active s e ~ c e  in the clearing hospitals of France. '" 
The language employed by Ekagar in the letter cited above shows the credentiaiism 

that characterized his approach to M n g  his hospital and the eamestness with which he 

approached his job. His enthusiasm for the formal course of training, however, was not 

always matched by the nurses enroled in it. The superintendent fiequentiy complained to 

"'PAM RG 1 8 B2 Box 4, Baragar to McLean, 1 1 July 1923. 

IYPLih4 RG 18 B2 Box 4, Baragar to McLean, 17 May, 1923. 
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his political masters that the nunes did not take the courses seriously enough and some of 

these complaints suggest a collision of values and social class. In Febrwy of 1922, two 

nurses were dimiissed for breaches of discipline which reflected "a general lack of interest 

in [their] work." This disinterest was evidenced by the failure to attend a class, and by a 

subsequent failure to subrnit a report to the superintendent explaining the reason for the 

absence. At the time when they were to have reported to the medical superintendent, the 

two nurses were in Brandon "for purely recreational purposes." Baragar closed the letter 

with one of his fiequent complaints about on the lack of respnsibility and the dificuity in 

recniiting "suitable young woman. 

To understand why the mental nurses of the 1 920s did not embrace with enthusiasm 

the possibilities offered by the training school, it is important to look a? both the intellechial 

and economic foundations of the training school. Scholars have argued that central to the 

identity of nurses was identification wi th technique. Nurses se parated thernselves fiom the 

untrained attendants with whorn they worked and laid daim to professional sbtus on the 

basis of their mastery of a proprietary howledge base. Such a claim in the mental hospitals 

of the 1920s was much weaker than in the general hospital. h the general hospital the 

rituais that formed nming technique were deeply rooted in a scientinc understanding of the 

aetiology of disease, specifically in an rmderstanding of the importance of aseptic technique 

and of maintaining a "sterile field" In the mental hospital, many of these rituals were 

replicated, particuiariy in the realm of maintaining ward discipline and cleaniiness, but other 

rituais Iost some of their meaning. 

"'PAM RG 1 8 B2 Box 2, Baragar to Oxton, 13 Feb 1922. 



While there were in the mentai hospitals of the 1920s many deteriorated patients and 

patients of unclean habit who were more susceptible to iliness, and while Baragar rightly 

boasted on several occasions that the BHMD contained within its walls one of the province's 

Iargest general hospitals, the greater part of the mentai hospital population were afflicted 

with conditions the cause of which was neither obvious nor understood Unlike the patients 

in an acute care facility whose illness generally had immediate physicai manifestations that 

required attention, the vast majority of the patients in the mental hospital were in good 

physical health with few outwaxd manifestations of their illness. 

To be fair, the= were specific therapies available in the treatment of mental illness. 

The hospital record 60m the 1920s shows evidence of a number of aggressive or intnisive 

medical procedures employed in the narne of cure. M e r  the opening of the Unit in 1925, 

the Hospital experimented with a nurnber of fonns of chemotherapy, for example. I M  On 

other occasions, experiments were done on the efficacy of x-rays and heat cabinets in the 

treatment of mental illness. Various forms of shock therapy, including the use of 

hypothermia and faradic shock are also alluded to in the record."' Such treatments 

dernanded a level of nursing SM, but they were applied only in the acute Gare wards of the 

Unit, and therefore involved only a small portion of the nursing staff. In fact, from 192 1, 

the hospital employed a graduate nurse in the capacity of Surgical Nurse, and this penon 

was designated to assist on most such activities. 13* 

'?AM SB23a F3, AnnuaI Report ofthe Reception Unit for 1925. 

13'P~M SB23a F4, A n n d  Report of the Reception Unit for 1926. 

I3%Gl 8 B2 Box 4, Text of Order in Council, 28 September 1920. 
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The dominant form of therapy available to patients on the acute and chronic wards 

aWre was the continuous bath, although due to a shortage of tubs, these too were most ofken 

employed in the treatment of patients on the acute wards. Contemporary scholan generdly 

classi@ the continuous tubs as a form of restraint rather than as a forrn of therapy. Such 

analyses tend to ignore the role that the b a h  occupied in the minds of those who applied 

them. Nurses who applied the bath and other forms of hydrotherapy, like hot and cold 

wraps and packs, recdled the precise procedures that needed to be followed and the regular 

monitoring of the patients' body temperature and pulse rate. 139 Notwithstanding, some staff 

rem@ that the b a h  and packs did constitute a form of restraint, if a more hurnane one. 

Baragar made the distinction in his report for 1925 when he reported that the tubs were in 

almost continuous use, and that as a consequence, restraint had been almost entirely 

eliminated. '" Jack Seymour, an attendant f?om the 1920s, was more sanguine. He recalled 

in 1973 that one purpose of the therapies was to "subdue violent behaviourt' and that the 

bath and packs "tended to weaken the patients and thus served to calm or subdue them." 14' 

Nurses were provided with instruction in the rudiments of psychology, and were 

advised in their wriaen job description that theû role was to açsia in the diagnostic activities 

of the psychiatrists. 

Nurses are expected to take an especial interest in the study and observation 
of patients under their care, and to report any new feature which may arise. 

l 3 ~ l  Wright interview. 

'%MHCA SB23a F3, Annuul Repr î  for 1925. 

"~BMHCA SB2 F28, Jack Seymour, Interview with Valene Heppner, Brandon, 29 
January 1973. 



Symptorns and peculiarities are often manifested before nunes which the 
patients would carefully conceal in the presence of the doctor. '" 

This aspect of the job description undencores the relationship of dependence that existed 

on the part of psychiatnsts. British historian Mick Carpenter comments on the thesis that 

a nurse's power was enhanceci by the relative dependence of the medical community on the 

nurses to vaiidate their activities and to secure the saféty of theû patients. He posits that this 

relationship was even more pronounced in the case of psychiatrie nurses. The absence of 

outward manifestations of disease and the ability of patients to "conceal" their illness in the 

typically bnef encounters with the psychiatrist, Carpenter writes, made the psychiatrist even 

more reliant than the physician on the diagnostic services of the nurse. This dependence was 

further enhanced by the greater dependence on the presence of the nurse to validate the 

wor k. '43 

Severai factors limitai the potential for the mental graduates to identiQ themselves 

as nurses. Within the confines of the hospital, it is reported that they were sometimes 

treated with condescension md disdain by the general hospital graduates. lJ4 Their infenor 

position with respect to these nurses reuiforced the inferior quality of their credential. 

Outside of the hospital, they discovered that their credential had even less value. There is 

I4 *Rules and ReguZatiom of the Mmitoba Hospitds for Mental Diseases, 22. 

'"This argument is made by Mick Carpenter, "Asylum Nursing Before 19 14, a 
Chapter in the History of Labour," in Celia Davies, Ed. Rewriting Nursing H i s t o ~ .  
&ondon: Croom Helm, 1980). See also Thomas E. Brown, "The Origins of the Asylum 
in Upper Canada, 1 830- 1939," C a d i u n  Bulletins in Medzcai History. 5 :2 (Winter 
1988), 167-88. 

lUHazel Wright interview. 



some record of the graduates of the Dipioma program finding work in other mental 

hospitals, and certdy  the ambition of some graduates to go on to general nuning suggests 

that it might have k e n  Mewed as an appropriate stepping-stone, but in general, their 

credential was without value outside of the hospital. '"' The M e r  absence of an f i l i a te  

program limited their range of opportunities after 1 927. 

One of the realities that the graduates of the Diploma prognun in the 1920s must 

have faced was the incipient closure of the nursing community to new entrants. Toward the 

end of the 1920s, a crisis of ovenupply of labour in the nursing community was becoming 

apparent. The establishment of the nursing comrnunity reacted by attempting to restrict 

entrance into the occupation In this effort, they largely targeted smaller schools of nursing, 

especidy those in d e r  hospitals, but the Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases was not 

unaffected. 

In 1928, Baragar emphasised in his report to the Minister the importance of mental 

training for nurses and the importance of general training for mental nurses: 

It is interesting and important fiom a nursing standpoint that within the walls 
of this institution there exists a moderately large general hospital, one that 
&considerably larger than many of those giving a course iu general nuning. 

14'The North Star, a newsletter interna1 to the hospital listed "to go on to general 
nursingn as the ambition of one nurse in the g r a d h g  class of 1927. It is not known if 
this woman ever obtained her RN, but two other members of this class went on to general 
training, and (Dora Muir) later became Superintendent of Nursing. This, however, 
should be seen as exceptional, and before 1932, only five graduates had gone on to do 
hospital trainuig. PAM RG18 A4 Box 12, The North Star, 1 2  (July 1927); and BMHCA, 
Unsorted Materials, Pincock to Hoey, 1 8 May, 193 1. 



In the following year, these words were repeated almost verbatim: 

As within the walls of this institution there is a moderately large general 
hospital, the importance of mental nurses receiving an adequate grounding 
in general nuning is obvious. '" 

These ambitions, however, were at odds with those of the graduate nuning 

community. By the late 1920s. the first effects of what was to becorne what Kathenne 

McPherson called "the crisis in private duty nursing," a cnsis of under-employment created 

by the concumnt over-supply of trained nurses and the reduced use of private duty nurses 

by middle class families, were k i n g  felt. This "overcrowding" of the nursing profession 

strengthened the desire of the nursing élites to restrict entry into the profession by raising 

the standards of training. This was done in such a way that consolidated the power of the 

general hospital-based superintendents as the arbiten of who was and was not a nurse. 

No better illustration of the agenda of the general hospital based élite of the nursing 

community exists than the Act Respecting the Manitoba Association of Graduate Nurses 

introduced in 1927. The proposed new Act substituted the words "general hospital" for 

"recognized hospital" in naming institutions suitable to the training of Registered Nurses. 

The objective was specifically to exclude institutions like sanatoria and mental hospitals 

fiom the provision of training for nurses leading to registration. The Act went on 

specifically to exclude any but general hospitals: 

Any hospital giving training in special branches of nuning such as mental 
diseases, obstetxics. tubercdosis or contagious diseases must before its 
students will be considered eligible for Registration provide them with 

'"BMHCA SB23a F7, A m d  Reporr for 1929. 

lUSee Chapter 2. 
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eighteen rnonths affiliation in a general hospital. 

Baragar made m u e n t  references to the fact that were its infinnary considered, 

BHMD was the largest hospital in the province outside of the three urban centres of 

Winnipeg, Brandon and Portage la Prairie, and no doubt he wished to reserve the possibility 

tbat failing an affiliation, nurses might be prepared for registration in-house. He reacted to 

the legislation with hostility, and in Febniary of 1927, he wrote a letter of protest to Mathen 

in which he interpreted the possible consequence of this legislation: 

In other words, it makes the special hospital absolutely dependent on the 
favour and gwd will of the general hospitals. In other words, the general 
hospitals could corne to a muhial understanding and absolutely bar any or al1 
special hospitals without reason. 

Baragar went on to make the case for amendments to the Act wtiich would recognize the role 

of an institution such as  his in the provision of training: 

[This legislation] limits recognition of training in the special hospital to a 
branch of nursing that the parent hospital was instituted to give, the inference 
being that children's diseases or Paediatrics only couid be taught and 
recognized at a c hildren's hospital, tubercuiosis in a sanatorium, and 
psychiatry in a mental hospital, and obstetrics in a maternity hospital, 
whereas as a matter of fact much of the nursing in the children's hospital, in 
the sanatorium and maternity hospital is general nursing and exactiy the 
same as nming on the wards of a general hospital, and in the Hospital here, 
as you know, we usudly have more beds occupied by individuals physically 
il1 and requiring general nuning care than in any other hospital in the 
Province outside the cities of Winnipeg, Brandon and Portage la m e .  
That means that our nurses, provided they took full advantage of the 
opportunities, would receive a fair degree of training in general nursing. 
That means that while they receive unusuai training in psychiatxy they do 
receive some îraining in geneml nming, and that some allowance should be 
made for that too. As the academic side of the nurses' training is more or less 
stressed at the present tirne, tbat also should be taken into consideration, but 

l4%Gl8 8 2  Box 3, "[Draft] Act to Amend the Act Respecting the Manitoba 
Association for Graduate Nurses. " 



undoubtedly here our nurses receive academic training that is equivalent to 
the greater part of the nurses' curriculum to that of any general hospital in the 
Province .... 1 have no doubt in the world that our nurses, may at the end of 
three years training here, be better qualifieci to do general nursing than some 
of the nurses graduating nom the smaller hospitals. 

Aware of the potentially damaging nature of this last statement, he asked that the last 

argument not be made publicly. IM 

The emotion evident in this letter gave sign to the Milnerable position that such 

legislation put the BHMD prograrns in. if the Hospital were fînally unable to operate a 

school of nursing except at the pleasure of the general hospital-based élite of the nursing 

community, who often regarded its training school with disdain and perhaps as a competitor, 

then it faced an immediate crisis. Ody with the promise of training had BHMD been able 

to operate with an adequate complement of nurses, and only by the employment of 

apprentices to do the majority of the ward work could it afEord to retain an adequate staff. 

Furthemore, Baragar must have viewed the training school as the primaiy source of prestige 

for the Institution, prestige that was comrnunicated by the presence of trained nurses. 

Baragar must also bave been aware that the legislation had powerfûl patrons, and that 

he was unlikely to be able to compel sweeping changes to it. In the event that special 

hospitals were excludeci, he sought to improve his position slightly. He solicited the aid of 

the Provincial Psychiatrist in pressing for amenciments that would enshrine the importance 

of psychiatrie training. He argued: 

Certainiy a generai hospital in the province is not in the position to fully train 
nunes. Through the general hospitals, ody a minority of nunes receive 
adequate training in infectious diseases, a few in tuberculosis, also a few in 

'?AM RG18 B2 Box 3, Baragar to Mathen, 15 Februaxy, 1927. 
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mental diseases, three health problems that are of far greater importance 
from a nuning standpoint than operating room training. For example, the 
nurse in private duty is rarely called upon to prepare for a major operation, 
but she is almcst certady in constant contact with inféctious, tubercular and 
mental conditions. 

On this basis, Baragafs recommended amendments would make the relationship of 

dependency created by the new Act muhial. He proposai that the general hospitals be 

compelled to provide as a requirement for registration, some expenence in al1 three of a 

mental or psychopathie hospital, a sanatorium and an infectious diseases hospital if these 

three did not exist adequately within the walls of the hospital in which the training was 

received He further recommended the introduction of an amendment by which hospitals 

with more than fi@ beds were compelled to accept affiliate students fiom specialty 

hospitals as a condition for the receipt of public fiinds. 15' 

Throughout the 1920s, the mental nurses trained at BHMD existed on the margins 

of the general nursing cornrnunity. The dissolution of the affiliate program at St. Boniface 

Geneml Hospital and the introduction of the new Act Respecting the Manitoba Assoczatbn 

of Graduate Nurses, signified setbacks in the campaign for the recognition of the medical 

statu of the Hospital. Even before these doors closed, however, there were indications that 

mental nurses identified dinerently with their career prospects than generai nurses. Unlike 

hospital trainees, who generally left their home institution when they graduateci, the larger 

part of the mental nurses remained in the Provincial Mental Hospital system. The lack of 

upward rnobility and portability conveyed by a Diploma of 

assumeci to have caused the Mental Nursing students to identifi 

Mental Nursing might be 

differently with their work 



and their training than their hospitd cornterpans, and indeed there was evidence even 

before 1927 that the nurses were willing to take risks to ensure that working conditions at 

the hospital were improved for the long term. 

Although the correspondence between Baragar and his political masters ofien 

complained of the material deficiencies of the hospital and staff shortages, references to the 

nursing staff were generally suffiised with a sense of optlmism and progress. This changed 

in the spring of 1926. In that year, even the Annual Report refiected that not al1 was well 

with the nursing service. Baragar commented in the report: 

In the development of such a nursing service, progress has been more or less 
steady since 192 1 though in some respects at a standstill in the last two 
years. This last summer, a senous setback was sustained Lost ground is 
however king rapidly recovered and it is confidently anticipated that within 
the next few years mental nursing in evev respect will have attained the 
same high professionai standard as general nursing. '" 

Baragar's optirnism was perhaps not well placed. The "setback" to which he referred was 

a serious breakdom in the labour relations at the hospital. These troubles were to 1s t  three 

years, and in the course of time, a number of staff and nuning students were dismissed, 

nearly d l  of the graduate nursing staff resigned, and the labour conditions of the Hospital 

were the subject of a Royal Commission. The troubles of this p e n d  were almost certainly 

also dominant factors in B@s resignation in 1929 and the collapse of the Aniliate 

Program in Mental and General Nursing with the St. Boniface Hospital after 1927. The 

event that triggered the troubles was the formation of a Union which signed up a large 

majonty of the Hospiral's employees, including memben of the fernale nuning service, male 

''%MHCA SB23a F5, Annual Report for 1927. 
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atkndants, support naff, and perhaps mon significantly, midents at the School of Nuning. 

This attempt to fom a union was not the first at the hospital, but it was the moa disruptive 

and it is significant in that it involved the greatest proportion of the staff, male and female 

dike. lS3 

In the early 1 %?Os, the hospital made genuine efforts to secure for its employees an 

eight hour day. This was a daunting task given the labour shortages that plagued it. In 

correspondence with the Minister, Baragar revealed in 1920 that to implement such a 

reduction of working hours would necessitate the h m g  of more than twelve male and thirty 

female attendants. '' In the context of the pst-war slump and econornic retrenchment, such 

an increase in the payroll was out of the question, and even if fun& were available, there 

were insuficient naff beds to accommodate any increase in staff. h tead,  a complex 

systern of split shifts was devised for the male service in an attempt to create a fifty-six hour 

week, aithough this was predicated on such things as considerable unpaid overtime (such 

as  volunteering to supervise patient dances and movie screenings). In the female s e ~ c e ,  

so desperate was the staffing situation that no real attempt was made to implement the eight 

Is3A previous attempt had been made in 19 19 to fom a union at the hospital, and this 
union significantly also involved female staff. The events in Winnipeg and Brandon in 
the spring and summer of that year eclipsed these organinng efforts, and the Union 
dissolved in the s u e r  of 19 19 when the govemment promised an eight hour &y. 
Union fiin& were largely given over the Winnipeg Gened Strike Leaders' Defense Fund. 
BMHCA SB3 1 F1 and F2, passim. See also Doug Smith et al. LNes in the Public 
Service: A History of the Manitoba Governent Employees Union, (Winnipeg: MGEU, 
1993). 

l Y P ~ M  RG18 B2 Box 4, Baragar to Oxton, 12 May, 1920. 



hour &y, and twelve hour shifts remained the nom. lS5 

The labour relations problems occasioned by the failure to meet the promise of a 

forty hour week were compounded after 1923 when wages began to decline. The Bracken 

govemment, reluctant to run the deficits of its predecessor, demanded economy frorn the 

civil service, and wages and benefits were clawed back Those most penalized were the 

male attendants who Lived off-ste. In 1920, provision was made for a "Living-out allowance" 

for mamed male employees, but in 1923 the economy-rninded government rescinded the 

aliowance and fioze the incremental wage increases for long s e ~ c e  that had been promised 

in 1920. Two years later, a M e r  wage reduction was imposed on al1 staff.'" 

By 1925, increases in the number of resignations indicated a worsening labour 

situation Resignations on the female service doubled in that year, with many nurses leaving 

after their first year in the senice. lS8 In the spring of 1 926, discontent had occasioned the 

formation of a Union, the Mental Hospital Workers' Federated Labour Union, Local 33. The 

list of demands that the Union presented to Baragar that sumrner was bnef. The Union 

demanded that the living-out allowance be re-instated, that the long-promised eight hou &y 

be implemented without split shifts, and that the wage sa le  established in 1923 (after the 

"'There is a great deal of institutional cornespondence conceming hours of work. See 
PAM RG18 A4 Box 12; see dso BMHCA SB3b F5, File: "Hours of Work." 

'%PM RG 18 A4 Box 12, McLean to Clubb, 16 May, 1923 

"'Revening this second cut was at the heart of the demands of the Union in 1926. 
PAM RG18 B2 Box 3, Mental Hospital Worken' Federal Labour Union N0.33 to Baragar, 
17 September, 1926. 

"*PAM RG18 A4 Box 12, [Return to the House] 26 March, 1926, "Changes in 
Nursing Staff. " 



nrçt wage cut, but before the second) be reinstated. Their only other significant demand was 

that a book of d e s  goveming the conduct of employees be p ~ t e d  and circulated to every 

employee. '" This last demand was probably signifiant, in that it revealed something about 

the culture and discipline of the Hospital, and perhaps even the character of its 

superintendent, who was known to be a man of rigid, military disposition. 

On iostnictions nom the Deputy Minister, Baragar did not recognize the Union, but 

it persisted in its demands and petitions16'. This created a difficult situation for Baragar. 

The Union claimed 134 of the 160 members of the staff, and with this strength, was hard to 

ignore.'" Baragar was himself in a relatively helpless position, having no means at his 

disposa1 to meet what he grudgingly aclmowledged were legitimate demaods for reduced 

hom and better compensation. In a letter to Mathers, he betrayed his ambivalence: 

I am not in favour of unions in Govemment SeMces, especially in hospitals. 
It shouldn't be necessary. It should be possible to expect from men and 
wornen in this hospital the highest form of senice, to elirninate promptly al1 
who fded to measure up to a high standard, but it should also be possible for 
them to secure ready consideration of al1 reasonable demands. '63 

This ambivalence did not extend to the parîicipation of apprentice nurses in a union. 

Baragar's correspondence on this issue is full of venorn and condernnation For h m ,  such 

'?PAM RG18 B2 Box 3, Mental Hospital Worken' Federal Labour Union No.33 to 
Baragar, 17 September, 1926. 

'?BMHCA SB2 F1 Interview with Emie Bunch; and Thomas Pincock, f?om a private 
memoir written for his children. Joan (Phcock) Friesen, P.C. 

'?PAM RG18 A4 BOX 12, Baragar to Clubb, 18 September, 1926. 

'"BMHCA SB3 1,  Baragar to Fleming, 10 Febniary, 1927. 



an affiliation was inappropriate for a professional woman, and its suspect nature was only 

compounded by the secret manner in which the union was organized Baragar reacted with 

M e r  indignation to the nurses' demand that lectures be compensateci, rather than k ing  

considered part of nunes' "free time" activity: 

1 can scarcely believe that any nurse had so littie interest in her work as not 
to fhd the lectures added inducement As a matter of fact, this Hospital has 
a far greater number of applicants and more desirable applicants since the 
lecture program was commenceci. 16< 

Baragar was keenly aware of the incompatibility of unionism with the prevailing 

models of nursing care and nming instruction. He must have therefore been aware that the 

formation of a union involving apprentice nurses wodd significantly diminish the reputation 

of the school in the eyes of the nursing cornmunity and put into great penl his existing 

affiliate prognun and his prospects for a pst-graduate program. CeTtaùily, the union activity 

would have been noted by the élites withm the general nursing community, and although 

there is no firm evidentiary base, there is reason to suspect that the discontinuation of the 

affiliate program in mental and general nming was at least in part due to the discornfort that 

the presence of nurses with a hown affuiity for unions would have created for the 

superintendents of the general hospitals. This may have been Baragar's anxiety when he 

wrote of Labour MLA William Ivens, who had taken up the attendans' cause: 

He has lost sight of the fact that we are trying to develop a training schwl 
not only for the sake of the patients, but to actually improve the statu 
socially and econornically of those who are caring for mental patients ... 16' 

'%id. 

' 6 5 P ~ ~  RG18 B2 Box 3, Baragar to McLean, 26 March 1927. 
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M a t h  expressed similar concems in a lengthy letter to the Deputy Minister in March of 

1927, wherein he railed againsr the possibility of allowing unions in health care facilities. 

This letter was accompanied by a clipping of an editorial from the Manitoba Free Press 

beginning "NO Govemment in Manitoba has ever given its Civil Servants the right to form 

a union which is SUbject to outside domination and control.. ." M e r s  stated that while he 

was generally favourable to collective bargaining in the industrial sector, it was death to a 

hospital: 

The primary aim of any hospital must always be the care of sick people and 
in every phase of hospital activity the patients' welfare must have the fint 
cal1 of consideration. The w e  of sick people - certainly of mentally sick 
people - is not a thing which can be made to confonn to any set of principles 
or actions. Life and dise= are very uncertain, unpredictable things, and 
where there is this uncertainty, where it is impossible to fore- firme 
happening accurately, where emergencies of greater or lesser magnitude are 
constantly arising, it is impossible to lay d o m  a fixed and realistic schedule 
of goveming work or responsibility .... Principles that apply excellingly in 
factoiy or workshop where materials worked with are ine rt... could not be 
expected to apply in work with human lives. A Union among nurses and 
attendants wouid inevitably bring into antipathy the welfare of patients and 
the welfare of employees to the detriment of the former sooner or later. 

Even more perilous was the probable consequence of union affiliation for the trained nurses' 

For five years strenuous efforts have ken made to have the training of 
Nurses in mental hospitals recognized by authorities of the Nursing 
p r o f d o n  This recognition is going to be based upon a system of affiliation 
with the training sch001s of the General Hospitals with interchange of pupils 
with the prirpose of instruction. At the present moment, the long looked for 
anangements are at the point of king satisfactorily concluded. AI1 this work 
will be lost and the mental hospital nurses refused the recognition so long 
sought for if the principles of Trade Unions are allowed to play a part in the 
wo- of Mental Hospital Training Schools. These principles are looked 
upon by General Hospitals as subversive influences and they will not receive 
for training, nurses coming from unionizd hospitals nor will they allow their 



own pupil nurses to go on to such hospitals and for special training. l" 

Perhaps in part for those reasons, and certainly because they were the most vulnerable 

members of Local 33, it was the female nurses who were singled out as the point for 

breaking the union. On the instruction of the Deputy Mùiister, Baragar called severai 

assemblies of the nurses at which he condemned them for their actions, impugned their 

motives and appealed to their sense of duty with regard to the welfare of their patients. 16' ~t 

the end of the meetings, each nurse was asked to sign a pledge indicating that she would 

dissociate herself fiom any union activities. The text of this undertaking is transcribed as 

follows: 

Medical Superintendent, 

Brandon Hospital 

Sir: 

for Mental Diseases. 

I beg to inform you that 1 have dissociated myself entirely fiom the 
Trade Union and promise not to join ths  or any other unapproved 
organization of a similar nature while I am a nurse in training. 

1 M e r  promise to faithfully comply with al1 the d e s  of the 
Hospital and the Tmining School. 

Signature: 168 

The hospital's mmp card in its eEort to break the nurses was the trainhg school. As 

historian Michel Rosenberg has observeci, both hospitals and nursing students were cash 

166PAM RG18 A4 BOX 12, Minister's Carbon Copy of letter fiom Mathers to McLean, 
1 7 March 1927. 

' 6 7 ~ ~ M  RG18 A4 BOX 12, Baragar to McLean, March 1926 

' ~ M H C A  SB3 1, passim. 
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P r ,  and their relationship was founded on barter - diplornas for work. 16' AS apprentices, 

the reward for their years of senrice to the school was the certificate with which they 

graduated and the credibility and mobility that it bestowed upon them. The rneaning of 

B@s threat that the medical staff of the hospital might not "give of their own fiee tirne 

to the iamuction of nurses who had thought so little of the oppominities they had" was not 

Iost on the nurses, and most signed the pledge and withdrew fiom the union."0 Of the 

mident nurses, those who refused to sign, although they were not dismissed, were debarred 

fiom attending classes. The tactic was successfd, and in the end, al1 the nurses withdrew 

fiom the union. 

Contmry to later claims by hospital officiais, union membership did not always go 

unpunished Although Baragar denied that any nurse was demoted or otherwise prejudicially 

affected because of membership in the union, later testimony revealed that this was not 

entirely the case: 

The qualifications and character of the individual are the factors taken into 
consideration when promotions are being made ... The participation in a 
union secretly formed, not recognlle& and based on grievances largely 
selfish in character and ignoring the welfare of the patients and not for the 
mere purpose of organization ... indicates a senous flaw in character of 
viewpoint or the person concemed.. . IP 171 

One such case was that of Miss H.J. Scott, a graduate mental nurse d o  was demoted from 

Supervisor to Ward Nurse, for her union activities. Baragar's version, as recounted to the 

lWSee Chapter 2 

17('PAM RG18 B2 Box 3, Baragar to McLean, 24 September, 1926. 

"'PM RG18 B2 Box 3, "Return to the House," 26 March, 1927. 
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Civil Service Commissioner, was that Scott's position was a two month tem, and that at the 

end of the term, finding her work satisfactory, he of5ered her the job on a permanent basis. 

In the course of this interview, Baragar reporte4 Scott "answered in the m a t i v e  when 

asked if she could loyally perform her duties." Subsequently, Baragar leamed that Scott was 

a "leader in the Union., and m therefore deemed her loyalty was compromised." In the eyes 

of the medical superintendent, her union afiliation amounted to evidence of punishable 

dishonesty : 

... she was lying when she said that she was satisfied with the ternis of 
employrnent, and she was therefore sent back to her customary ward. '" 

After the withdrawal of the nurses, the union continued to press its demands, and 

although it was never officially recognizd, representatives were permitted to meet with the 

Civil Senice Commissioner. Fleming acquiesced to some of the demands of the staff, 

including the issuance of d e  books and a small pay increase. On the issue of the eight hour 

day, however, the Commissioner found that "The present plan was as good as could be 

worked out," and cited the primacy of the practical needs of the hospital: "Hom must be 

arranged to suit institutional necessity." ln 

Fleming praised Baragar for his general handling of the affair, and he made special 

note of his handling of the nurses. In his general summary he encouraged the superintendent 

to take this course of action to its iogical conclusion: 

'%MHCA SB3 1, Baragar to Fleming, 10 Feb 1927. 

I n p ~ M  RG18 B2 Box 3, Fleming to Clubb, 21 February, 1927. Fleming's behaviour 
in this instance is unusual, and m u t  certainly have seemed contdictory to Baragar, 
whose authority he cornpromised when he permitted a meeting between himself and the 
leaders of an unrecognized union. 



1 believe taking everythmg into consideration., the employees of the mental 
hospital are exceedingi y well treated, well paid and comfortabl y housed.. . 1 
cannot understand the reason for the agitation that has taken place, except 
that it may be the work of a few agitators. Ifthis is so and these agitaton are 
members of the staff their senrices should be dispensed with. 17' 

The Superintendent dismissed several employees in the coune of "cleaning-up" afier the 

ugly affair. At least one of these employees, AG. Anderson, was blacklisted by Baragar, 

who sent a letter to at least the five other mental hospitds in Western Canada labelhg h m  

as an "undesirable ernpl~yee.""~ Anderson took his grievance over his dismissal to 

William Ivens, a Labour MLA, and between 1926 and 1928 Ivens pressed hard for an 

investigation into the labour situation at BHMD. Ivens' charges were eventually answered 

in the spMg of 1928, shortiy after the Hospital was placed under the authority of the newly 

created Deparbnent of Health, when Mimster Montgomery narned Justice Gregory Barrett 

of Carberry, former Winnipeg Mayor Thomas Sharpe and former Labour M.P. Arthur Puttee 

to a Royal Commission of Enquiry into the affairs at the Hospital. in May and June of 1928, 

the Barrett Commission toured Manitoba's custodial hospitds and heard testimony about the 

wnditions of work at the Brandon and Selkirk Mental Hospitals. 

Baragar did not fare well in the testimony presented to the Royal Commission. Even 

Bangais supporters, like Thomas Pincock, then Deputy Minister of Health, recognized that 

his disposition was sometimes wld and authoritarian. Pincock wrote in his memoirs: 

His demands on the staff to live up to his enthusiasm for reform brought him 
into conflict with some of the old t h e  rnembers of the staff who took the 

I7'cited in KurtIand Refik, A History ofthe Brandon Mental Heulth Centre, 1891- 
1991, (Brandon: Brandon Mental H d t h  Centre, 1991), 69. 



opportmity to over-react and exaggerate some justifiable compiainîs into 
open hostility and unjustifiable charges againn Dr. Baragar who was less 
tolerant of them than a man of weaker personality rnight be. '" 

This opinion was mirrored by David Willey, an attendant at the hospitai between 1926 and 

1930 who wrote in 1978: "Dr. Baragar was in some respects a proud man. .. His ego mongly 

minored bis desire for success, and tempered with better hurnan relations, he could easily 

have made it  " ln Willey commended the work that Baragar did between 1920 and 1925, and 

suggested that in this period he was largely respected by the staff?78 He posited that the 

sour relations were in part a product of a stmggie between Baragar and the Department of 

Public Works over staffing. Willey recounted that Baragar ignored an Order in Council 

issued in 1926 that extended paid holiday time at a time &en the hospital could linle afford 

to grant i t  Employees of the hospital became aware of the Order, and went "over the head" 

of Baragar, who was drawn into open conflict with the Deputy Minister. Willey concludes: 

"Dr. Baragar strongly resented the action by Winnipeg, and laid his fus. on the staff 

pmcularly, by changing hours of duty, and generally making things miserable for the staff." 

179 

In the end, the Commission's report was only six pages long and found entirely in 

favour of the Hospital and its administrator. Baragar was found to be highly competent in 

'76Thomas Pincock Mernoir. 

'"BMHCA, Unsorted Materials, David Willey, Notes appended to fiont of copy of 
Report of Barrett Commissioq 20 November, 1978. 

'nAIthough Willey was not in the employ of the hospital in the early 1920s, three of 
his siblings were. BMHCA SB2 F3 1, Interview with David Willey. 

"%otes appended to fkont of copy of Report of Barrett Commission 



the discharge of his duties: 

We consider that it is an institution of which the ProMnce of Manitoba can 
be justly proud and in our opinion a great deal of the credit for its present 
successfbi condition should be given to Dr. Baragar We also feel that much 
of the success of the administration of the institution is owing the kindly, 
toleranf and humane character of Dr. Baragar. lm 

The Commission conclude. that Ivens had been "deceived by the parties that had led hm 

to rnake his charges, and that the whole incident was not attributable to the end of the living- 

out ailowance and the failure to implement the principle of one day's rest in seven."' On 

this count, the Commission expressed sympathy for the situation in which the hospital 

administration found itself, acknowledging the under-staffing at the hospital and the lack of 

fun& either to employ more staff or to find accommodation for new staff should they be 

employed. '" 
Although he was not only exonerated, but in fact praised by the Royal Commission, 

Baragar was darnaged by the two and a half years of labour strife. Relations at the Hospital 

'%W.. Report of the Royal Commission of Equiry  znro the Conditions of the 
Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases. (24 August, 1 92 8). 6 

'"Even d e r  the report of the Commission, Ivens did not let the issue go, accusing the 
Commission of partiaiity and "edogizing" about the benefits of the institution He 
charged that the testimony rendered at the Commission had been the cause of "wholesale 
dismissals. He accused the Commission of neglecting the reai cause of his complaints, 
and of using their investigation instead as a means of weeding out undesirable 
employees: 

When the [Commission's] report is filed upon matten 1 had not 
complained of, this is used as ground for dismissing of employees d o s e  
complaints seern very largely substantiated. 

PAM RG18 A4 Box 12, Ivens to Montgomery, 2 1 Sept 1928. 

'%EL, Report of the Royal Commission o f E n q u i ~  into the Conditions of the 
Brundon Hospitaifor Mental Diseases. 2. 



continued to be poisoned, and at least three employees were dismissed as a result of the 

testimony that they gave before the Barrett Commission, which offered no protection to its 

witnes~es.'~ In what was seen to be a punitive move the training course was extended fiom 

two years to three. '" This had the eEect of delaying by one year the pay increase which 

accompanied the cornpletion of the course. Shortly after the Report was released, Baragar 

requested and received a one year leave of absence at half pay to do pst-graduate research 

in England He was not to return. In April of 1 929, a meeting of offduty attendants, no 

longer calling themselves a union, voted eighty percent in favour of sending a petition to the 

Muiister requesting that Baragar not be permitted to rehim. The remaining twenty percent 

favoured a petition requesting that his retum be probati~nary.'~~ In September of 1930, 

Baragar gave notice of his resignation to take up the position of Commissioner of Mental 

HeaIth for the Province of Alberta. 

The events of 1926-9 provide some insight into the occupational culture of the fint 

generation of trained mental nurses. The affiliation with and the rapid withdrawal of most 

of the apprentices from the union in 1926 is best understood with reference to a rational 

actor model. Their credential was of little value outside of the Manitoba mental hospitals, 

and the evidence is that many of the nurses remained on staff with the hospital indefinitely 

lUDoug Smith et al., LNes in the Public Service. 42. 

'"Notes appended to fiont of copy of Report of Barrett Commission. In fact this 
charge is probably not well founded, and the motivation for the extension of the course 
was probably to bring it more closely in line with the courses offered at general hospitals, 
and in the case of the male attendants, with similar courses offered in Ontario and the 
United States. 

'g5Doug Smith et al., Lives in the Public SeTvice, 43. 



after graduation. When their initial effort to improve the conditions of their labour failed, 

they withdrew to ensure that their diploma, the key to upward mobility within the closed 

system of the mental hospital community, was not threatened This strongly suggests an 

instrumental, as opposed to a professional, identification with the work. 

This episode also clarified the position of the nurses within the power structure of 

the institution î h e  relationship between the Hospital and its shident nunes was one of 

reciprocal dependence, but it was the nurses who had the most to lose. The hospital was the 

final arbiter of whether a nune would receive her diploma or not, and the threat of being 

debarred fiom courses represented not only a loss of upward mobility, but of one of the few 

tangible (and marginally merchantable) rewards for the work performed at the training 

school. 

It can be argued on this basis that the mental nurses of the 1920s occupied an 

intemediate position, identifjmg neither fully as nunes nor fully as wage workers. Unlike 

their hospital trained counterparts, mental nurses found it dificult to Iay daim to a 

proprietary knowledge base or a set of defining skills that permitted them to differentiate 

themselves either fiom their untrained predecessors or fiom other worken at the hospital, 

including the male attendants. This intermediate position was reinforced by the gradua1 

introduction of general hospiral trained nurses onto the wards of the mental hospitals in the 

1920s. The promotion of these nunes into supervisory positions that were unavailable to 

Diplorna Graduates provided imrnediate and obvious evidence of these nurses' inferior 

position and the lesser value of their credential. 

Historian Kathryn McPhenon has argued that nurse training cunsisted of two parailel 



and equal processes. The first was the imparting of scientific language and skill, and the 

second was communicatïng an appreciation for the "system" or ideology of nursing as a 

profession '" The BHMD School of Nursing of the 1920s ody marginally met these tests. 

With respect to the fmt, there was a weak link at best between the practical and the 

theoretical dimensions of the apprenticeship. With respect to the second, because the 

"system" promised no fûture rewards, nurses were reluctant to support it. The 

apprenticeship system suwived because it was supported by a fundamental economic logic. 

Nurses endured the rigorous, often restrictive life of the training school and tolerated the 

hard and often dirty work not for its own rewards, but because it promised economic security 

and admission into a privileged community. Because the psychiatric community codd not 

compel the recognition of its nunes by the broader medical community, this logic broke 

down. The mental nunes of the 1920s evolved a culture of resistance precisely because that 

basic economic rationality did not underlie the ritual of the training school. With no real 

prospects for advancement, the nurses of the 1920s sought to rneliorate their imrnediate 

situation, even if they did so at the peril of their institution's reputation. 

In the end, the establishment of the trainmg school mut be seen primarily to have 

served the ambitions of the psychiatric community to have their practices vaiidated by the 

broader medical community. The existence of a trained nursing seMce was the hallmark 

of the hospital, and thus it should be no surprise that the establishment of a training school 

should be centrai to the strategy of the psychiaûic community to improve their standing. To 

'%s is a central contention of Kathryn Mae McPhenon, "Nurses and Nuning in 
Early Twentieth Century Halifax," (Unpublished MA Thesis, Dalhousie, 1982). 
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be fair, the presence of nurses on the wards was not adomment. The psychiatrists' 

understanding of the aetiology of mental illwss called for ngorous, interventionist and 

decidedly medicai treatment. The absence of a range of effective therapeutic devices, 

however, limited the extent to which medicine was practiced, and with the persistence of 

paradigms of custodial care, it may be argued that the mentai nurses at Brandon in the 1920s 

may have had as much in u>mmon with the asylum attendant of the previous cenhiry as with 

the general hospitd nurse. 



Chapter 4 - "When Love and Skiii Work Together, Expect A Masterpiece" 
- Motto of the BHMD School of Nursing 
Therapeutic and Demograpbic Change, 1930 - 1939 

The 1 930s represented at once a continuity and a disjuncture from the preceding 

decade for the Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases. The hospitai continued to be plagued 

by problems of overcrowding and under-fiinding, but the decade, on the whole, was a period 

of growth and development Mode% capital improvements, including the erection of a third 

primary structure, the Women's Pavilion, continued through the decade. The most 

significant changes however, were not manifest in bricks and mortar. Numerous progressive 

refoms were made, including the institution of a parole system, the opening of an outpatient 

department, and the abolition of visibly fenced airing couris. Significant advances were 

made in occupational therapy, and although no "cure" was forthcoming, the psychopathie 

Unit became the locus of increasingly ambitious programs, with new therapies and 

interventions king introduced. 

One of the ironies of this growth was that it took place in the global context of the 

Depression and in the regional context of drought and hi& unemployment. The economic 

coilapse of 1929 devastated the international economy, leading to poor market demand for 

the products of the prairie and causing the failure of numerous businesses. The global 

effects of the Depression were compounded at a regionai level by the large-scale failure of 

agriculture. As a provincially finided institution, the hospital was wmpelled to endure sharp 

declines in funding. The Bracken govemment, which had been parsimonious during the 

1920s, b e o ~ e  even more tight-£ïsted in the 1930s when faced with declining revenues and 



growing demands for new expenditures on relief projects. Nonetheless, the beginning of the 

1930s si@& the beginning of a new era for the hospital. Changes in staff demographics 

and the introduction of new therapeutic régime helped to create the cuitural context - a sense 

of a modem therapeutic idtut ion - that had been so elusive in the Banigar yean. 

The beginning of this new era was marked by a change at the helm. in 1930, Thomas 

Pincock left his position as the Assistant Deputy Minister of Hedth and Public Welfare to 

assume the superintendency that had been vacated a year before by Charles Baragar. Like 

his predecessor, Pincock took control of an institution that was facing a crisis of public 

confidence. By his own account, the hospital which he inherited "couid not be said to 

measure up to desuable standards." ' Although the hospital was much tramformed in the ten 

y m  after the first report of the Canadian National Council for Mental ~ y g i e n e ~ ,  the results 

of another institutional audit by the same organization in 1929 were no less darnning. The 

second repori generally bean the name of its author, D.M. LeBourdais, but the hospital visit 

was conducted by Clarence Hincks hiinself, who was accompanied by social work activist 

(and his soon-to-be wife) Mqorie Keyes, Dr. Grant Spalding of McGill University and a 

Mr. Spalding of the [Amencan] National Cornmittee for Mental Hygiene. This investigation 

had been sparked by a j o d  article written by LeBourdais, a fieelance writer and Hincks' 

persohal assistant, f i e r  a visit to the hospital at an undisclosed date earlier in the year. 

LeBoUrdais described the hospital as filthy and overcrowded: 

' B M H C ~  Unsorted materials, Thomas Pincock, Unpublished Memoir Written for 
his Children, unpaginated. 



The beds were so close together that the patients could not fdl  out of them. 
Many patients slept on straw mattresses made of rough ticking filled with 
straw, which were burned when soiled ..."3 

While, unlike the 19 19 report, this one was unsolicited, its effect was similar. Pincock 

recorded that in the end he welcomed the political resonances of the LeBoudais Report, 

even if they made for "not a very auspiciou sta~''  of his term as director of the hospital. By 

1930, the Bracken govemment's reluctance to spend on public institutions was deepening 

and the LeBowdais report gave Pincock the political clout that he needed to make demands 

of the govemrnent. He recalled: 

In the end it was a good thing as it alerted the goverment to the need for 
changes to improve the plant and the service, and ths made rny way less 
difficult than it otherwise would have ken .  This public expected change 
and were willing to suppn reforrn even if it did cost them something.' 

Pincock's invocation of public sentiment was reminiscent of Baragar, and indeed he shared 

with his predecessor the same public passion for hospital based mental health care refom. 

As in the previous decade, it would be the passion and penonality of a psychiatrist that 

would be the primary engine of change at the institution. Pincock was a former medical 

missionary and, in the years immediately before his appointment, Manitoba's h t  Deputy 

Mininer of Health and Public Welfare. Like Baragar, Mathers and Barnes, Pincock traced 

his entry into psychiatry to his expiences d u ~ g  the First World War. Although not yet 

a doctor, Pincock was stretcher bearer, and according to h s  personal mernoir, was greatly 

inf luend by his "almost daily contact with psychoneurotic and psychotic soldiers.. . in the 

- - 

'BMHCA SB4 F9, Unpaghated photocopy of the LeBoudais Report. 

'Pincock Memoir, 73. 
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form of malingering, self-inflicted wounds, phobias, hysterics, amnesia ... and an array of 

psychosomatic complaintsn5 

As the LeBourdais report identified, one of the fundamental continuities nom the 

1920s was overcrowding, and the 1930s witnessed a steady increase in the daily patient 

population The number of patients grew fiom just over 1,000 in 1930 to nearly 1,300 in 

1935. By 1940, there were on average about 1,500 patients in the in~tinition.~ Although 

LeBourcia~s doubtless tmk some liberty when he claimed that patients7 beds were placed so 

close together that they could not fa11 out of them, Pincock's recollectiow bear out the 

substance of this accusation. The domitones of the main building were filled well beyond 

capacity throughout the decade, and large numbers of patients were housed in basicdly 

windowless rooms originaily consmicted as nuok rooms. Pincock recalled that "a gwd 

many" patients were obliged to sleep on corridor floon and in day rooms, and that at the 

height of the overcrowding crisis, some patients even slept in stair landings. ' 
The opening of the Colony in the rnid-1920s had alleviated some of the population 

pfessure on the male wards, and in the early 1930s, it was the female side that was in crisis. 

The nrst years of the decade witnessed a dramatic decliw in the general heaith of the female 

'Pincock Memoir. Thomas Pincock " A Half Century of Psychiatry in Manitoba," 
Canada's Mental Health, (Department of National Health and Welfare, May-August, 
1970), in which Pincock briefly assesses the impact of the War on institutional psychiatry 
in Manitoba. 

6BMHCA SB23a F8, Annual Report for 1930. and SB23b F4 and F8, A m d  Reports 
for 1935 und 1940. 

'~incock Memoir. 



populatio~ both of patients and the staff who cared for them. ' This situation was remedied 

in part by the erection of the Women's Pavilion, started in 193 1 as an employrnent creation 

project9 Descnbed as "a building suitable for the care of chronic dishirbed female patients," 

the Pavilion was designed to accommodate 140 women In addition to its other amenities 

the Pavilion was to contain eight prolonged baths for therapeutic use, and a number of 

ceIl-like single rooms for violent or destructive patients. '" 
Besides alleviating the pressure on the female wards of the Main Building, the 

Pavilion was intended to reduce the pressures of overcrowding in the Nurses1 Residence. On 

its completion in the fa11 of 1933, al1 of the two dozen kitchen, laundry and sewing room 

staff were removed fiom the Residence to the top floor of the Pavilion, as were about a 

dozen male attendants who had previously been compelled to sleep on the wards with the 

patients." This is significant on several countç. From a praaical standpoint, the simple 

creation of twenty-five new beds fieed-up additional acwmmodation in the Nurses 

Residence, which pemiitted the hiring of additional staE Without these additional beds not 

only would the hospital have faced acute shortages of female staff, but the re-instatement 

BMHCA SB23a F8, Annuol Reportfor 1930; BMHCA SB23a F8 Annual Reportfor 
1931; and SB 23bF1 A m d  Report for 1932. See especially section on staffillness and 
respiratory disease. The death of a student nurse of tuberculosis in 1932 had a galvanic 
effect on Pincock who lobbied tirelessly for better conditions in the female service. 

Pfincock memoir. 

'?AM GR 164 Box 33, MacNamara to McGillivary, 4 July 193 1. 

"BMHCA SB23b FI, Annual Report for 1932. and BMHCA SB4 F15, File: 
"Construction and Maintenance, Women's Pavilion, 193 1-33. " passim 



of the pst-graduate program would have been improbable. l2 At the level of institutional 

culture, it dso had the function of creating a division between the nursing and the support 

staff which had not been previously so strongly signified The rooms in the Pavilion were 

definitely of an rnfenor type. Far from the stately home environment provided in the Nurses' 

Residence, Pavilion roorns were utilitarian and sparely finished The residents were 

provided with neither a parlour nor a dining room: they entertained in their rooms, and 

conhnued to dine in the Nurses Residence which, being an uncomected building, required 

that they traverse the grolmds to take their rneds. Even the beds were narrower, the docton 

and the nurses king given full-sized fully sprung beds, while male attendans and female 

support staff received only a cot-width bed.I3 

The removal of the support staff not only created a more homogeneous social 

environment within the Nurses' Residence, but it facilitated at lem in the short terni, a slight 

re-configuration of the accomrno&tions. Although probationer and first year nurses 

continued to share rooms or to live four to a rom, the opening-up of a whole wing 

facilitated the creation of more single rooms for senior midents, s u p e ~ s o n  and graduate 

nurses. Single rooms were more in keeping with contemporary notions of respectable 

8~~0mmodation, and were thought to be more consistent with the standard generally offered 

in a large urban g e n d  hospital. They were also more in keeping with the original design 

'%MHCA SB23b F1, Annual R e m  for 1932. The pst-graduate program was re- 
established in the fa11 of 1932, just over a year before the Pavilion was occupied, but it is 
improbable that without the promise of further accommodation that the hospital would 
have attempted to attract graduate nurses. 

1 3 ~ ~ ~  GR 164 Box 33, Pincock to MacNamara, 4 October 1933; Margarie (Johnson) 
Anderson, InteMew with the author, Brandon, 2 Apnl 1995. 



of the Residence, which had been wnstructed with a much smaller staff in mind and was 

originally to have provided single rooms for al1 nurses, regardless of senionty. l4 

Relief was only temporaq and the steady increase in patient numben quickly 

compelled the hospital to increase its staff again beyond the capacity of the Residence. In 

1937, the total number of nurses, students and staff accomrnodated in the Residence had 

risen to 113, more than half again as many as it was designed for. That year, Pincock 

reported: "ûur Nurses' Home has long since failed to provide sufficient pnvacy and cornfort, 

especially for mident nurses in their senior years, and graduates who are obliged to occupy 

double rooms designed for one person."" Pincock was less circumspect in a letter to the 

Minister of Public Works earlier the same year. Here he venhued that the hospital was 

jeopardin'ng the "physical and mental health" of nurses who were "living under conditions 

that cannot be defended." l6 Pincock shared his predecessor's emphasis on nurse training 

based on the general hospital apprenticeship system. Early in his career at the hospitai, he 

wrote to the Minister of Education of the need for the Training School to be recogmzed as 

on par with those in the general hospitals: 

Public and professional recognition of such a nursing seMce is necessary for 
its full development In Great Britain this has, 1 believe, been already 
grauted There the psychiatrie nurse has taken her place beside the general 
nurse. In the more achanced parts of the United States the same recognition 

"The importance of "respectable" single roorn accommodation in the nurses' home is 
extensively justified in a letter fiom the Deputy Minister of Public Works to hts superior 
at the time of construction. PAM GR 34 Box 33, "Memorandum for the Minister" 
[ m o n  to McPherson], 7 December 192 1. See also chapter 3. 

"BMHCA SB23b F6, Annual Repon for 1937. 

'~BMHCA SB4 F 1 1, Pincock to McGillivary. 



has been granted when her training includes a supplementary course at an 
afiliated hospital. 

In the same letter, Pincock revealed his ambition to fom such an affiliate course to make 

up for the deficiencies in the training offered locally: 

In Manitoba we fàvour the latter method of training rsupplementary courses 
at a general hospitall. Mental patients are even more prone to s a e r  fiom 
physicd disease than normal people, and require the same care during bodily 
illness. In the best interest of humanity she should in every sense be able to 
take her place beside her sister, the general nurse. With this object in view 
the course at this hospital has been designed to dovetail into a M e r  course 
of training at an affiliated general hospital. '' 

In the absence of any such program, Pincock achowledged the need to continue to offer a 

course leading to a mental nursing diplorna, and it was this situation that was to prevail for 

the duration of bis tenure at the hospital. While Baragar had been consistent1 y mistrated by 

his inability to attract to service at the hospital the wornen of the respectable middle classes 

that he deemed necessary to build the nuning senice he envisioned, his successor was not 

faced with the sarne problem. 

The onset of the Depression and the scarcity of employment both in Brandon and in 

the d communities of southern Manitoba altered the composition of the nuning service. 

Long deemed an employer of 1s t  resort, the Hospital had for most of its existence drawn 

fiom the econornically disadvantaged classes, and a large proportion of the early ward 

attendants and the fist generation of trained mentai nurses were recent immigrants from 

ireland and Scotland. During the Depression, widespread uaemployrnent forced a wider 

cross section of the public to consider employment at the mental hospital, and Pincock 

"BMHCA, Unsorted materials, Pincock to Hoey, 18 May 193 1. 
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recdls in his memoin that "the recruitment of staff in dl categories, professional, trained 

and untrained, was a comparatively easy rnatter."18 As the decade progmsed and the 

economic crisis deepened, the hospitai was able to exercise a preference for hiring native 

bom women, many of whom came fiom intran rniddle class and tdes  backgrounds, or from 

agrïcultural communities. lg 

For many of these women nursing was not a career of first choice, but rather it was 

a decision bom of economic necessity. For Eleanor (Greene) Noakes, for example, nursing 

represented nothing more than a stable job that offered tiee room and board to someone who 

was "scared to death" of the prospect of unemployment. For Madeline (Ballard) Whyte: 

1 thought, well, 1 can start there, and at least we are paid our board and room 
and unifonns and twenty-five dollars a month, which was a fortune at that 
time.20 

Othen entered after an earlier career path proved impossible to follow. In the graduating 

class of 1937, for example, Mly one half of the graduates had a normal school certificate, 

and some had taught school before &liating with the hospital. 2' For these women, teaching 

was simply not economically feasible. -one (Johnson) Anderson put it most succinctly 

when she repeated, "The pay was pitiful." Anderson recounted that she and several other 

fiends fiom Brandon Normal School applied together in the fa11 of 1934 d e n  faced with 

'8Pincock Memoir. 

'%MHCA SB45 F3, Nursing Register, 1925- 1942. 

'OMadeline (Ballard) Whyte, Interview with the author, Seikirk, 5 January 1996; 
Eleanor (Greene) Noakes, Interview with the author, Brandon, 12 F e b q  1996. 

''Marjorie (Johnson) Anderson, Interview with the author, Brandon, 2 April 1996. 



another season of teaching at a base rate of pay of thirS, dollars per month, exclusive of 

m m  and personal maintenance. Compared to kachers' pay, the twenty-five dollars 

paid monthly to nurses, who received fiee room and board and uniforms, was a "princely" 

LiUian (Goodman) McLennan, who was attracted ta the hospital in 1934 by her sister 

who went to work there after king laid off as a public health nurse, put it similarly: 

It was al1 econornics. Teaching you got forty dollars per month for ten 
mon& and had to pay your way, and nuning you got twenty-five dollars a 
month and your board and uniforms. So you got more money as a student 
nurse than as a rural teacher, and a roof over your head twelve months a 
year. 23 

Mental nursing was even able to attract those who had not yet entered teaching. One 

nurse recalled that she had had ambitions to teach, but that they were fnisaated by her 

family's inability to pay her tuition and support her at home for the duration of her training. 

Affiliation with the mental hospital training school was the only form of work preparation 

that was avaiIable to her.24 

Even for those who had ambitions to pursue a career in nuning, there were 

Unpediments. For most, the main impediment was financial. Some historians have argued 

that nurse training offered an acceptable means to financial independence for women of 

limiteci means because, rmlike nonnal school or business coliege, apprentice nurses were not 

%id This situation was prevalent across the province. Mable Lytle recalled that 
when she was doing apprenticeship at Winnipeg General in the mid-1930s, a large 
proportion of the domestic and serving staff were unemployed teachers. PAM Oral 
History Collection, C 9 10 - 9 12. Mable Lytie, Interview with Kathryn McPhenon, 
Winnipeg, June 1987. 

U~i l l ian  (Goodman) McLennan, InteMew with the author, Winnipeg, 11 Apd 1996. 

24Anonymous nurse, i n t e ~ e w  with the author, Winnipeg, 16 November 1995. 



required to pay tuition? Even so, with its poor compensation and its requirernent that the 

pupil nune supply her own unifoms, general training rernained prohibitively expensive. 

Jean Young, in her intemiew with Ka* McPhenon in 1990, commented that nursing at 

BHMD offered her the only entrance into nuning that wodd allow her to be financially 

independent of her family. As the oldest sibling in a large family, she could not count on 

the financial support of her family to help her with the expenses of general training.26 

MadeLine Whyte expressed exacdy the same view. '' MarJorie Anderson noted that the rate 

of pay for a pupil nurse at Brandon General Hospital was a mere four dollars a month, and 

that out of that, n u e s  were expected to pay for their own unifonns and to contribute to a 

%reakages" funda. Employment at BHMD, with its comparatively generow salary created 

for those pupils a context in which they wuld Save the money that would permit them to go 

on to a coune of general training. 29 

For those women intent on primiing their generai traUling, BHMD offered an interim 

career in another way. With an over-supply of suitable candidates in the 1930s, hospitals 

became very partxular about whom they accepteci. The fàvourable labour market pemitted 

nursing superintendents to exclude younger women, who were judged to be a potential 

%harles Rosenberg The Care of Strangers: The Rise of the Amerzcan Hospital, 
(New York: Science History Publications, 1979). 

"PAM C- 1769-98. Jean Young, InteMew with Kattuyn McPhenon, Winnipeg, 8 
May 1990. 

27~.del ine  Whyte interview. 

"MarJorie Anderson interview. 

BAnonymous Nurse, InteMew with the author, Brandon, 14 February 1996. 
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liability to the hospital because of their immaturiw and because they were thought to be 

more suscqh'ble to tuberculosis and other diseases. " Kay Dennis, for example, recalled that 

as an eighteen year old applicant to Brandon General, she was advised that she would not 

be accepted before the age of twenty-one, and the Superintendent of Nursing fiankl y told her 

that if the she had the option, she would employ no nune under the age of twenty-five." 

A three year coune at a mental hospital with the option to continue with the service 

indehtely, Wled the years between Grade XI and the age of twentyane, providing practical 

work experience, economic independence, and skills that would make a women a more 

atiractive candidate in the highly cornpetitive bid for a place in a general hospital training 

The prevalence of ambitions to go into general nursing may be seen in part to have 

reflected the changing dernographic of the second generation of trained nurses. This change 

may also be seen in their prior educationai attainment. Although al1 that was required for 

entrance into Training School was Grade X, most of the nurses that entered in the 1930s had 

completed Grade XI.32 Some had completed grade XII, and one nurse recalled that at least 

three nurses in her immediate group had completed univenity degrees. 33 For many of these 

MSee Chapter 2. 

''Catherine Dennis, Interview with the author, Brandon, 1 1 December 1995. 

'%or educational attainment, as well as parental occupation were recorded in the 
Nuning Register. No careful analysis of this document has been cornpleted, owing 
largely to its disappearance or loss fkom the BMHCA a r c h e s  in the winter of 1996. 
BMHCA SB45 F3, Nuning Register, 1925- 1942. 

33~i~l ian McLennan interview. 



women, mental nursing was no more than an interim position to be occlipid m i l  they couid 

find the means to advance into somethuig more in keeping with their level of education. 

The sense that many of these women were working below their station seems to have been 

shared by the senior nurses at the hospital. One nurse who began her training in 1940 

d e d  thaî the assistant superinterident, Miss Wilkes (Kathenne Weiermann), had told her 

at the time of her initial interview: "With grade XIi, you should be l o o b g  for something 

else." Wilkes advised her at that time that she should pursue affiliation with a general 

hospital after she completed her mental training. "Because 1 had Grade W (along with 

many othen), it sparked them that this was not a place for my life's ~ o r k . " ~  

The demographic change occasioned by the entry of these women into mental 

training was reinforced by the arrivai at the hospital of a large cohort of graduate nurses. 

These were recniited fiom three main sources. First, in 1932, the Hospital re-established its 

pst-graduate training program. This took the f o m  of an intensive three month course of 

lectures and theoretical training, with a lesser requirement for ward work than the standard 

diplorna program.'' Many of the nurses who enroled did so due to the lack of available work 

in the general nursing community, and for the same reason, many of them remained beyond 

their penod of training as staff nurses and supervison. 

One of the feames of the 1930s was what has been called the "crisis of general 

nming'', the crisis of over-supply in the private duty nming market that coincided with the 

Y~ean Young interview. 

'%MHCA, Unsorted materials, "Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases School of 
Nursing Cprospectus for the pst-graduate program, 19321; Katherine (Wilkes) Weier- 
mann, interview with the author, Winnipeg, 1 1 December 1995. 



rise of the modem hospital. Widespread unemployment among graduate nurses prompted 

a growing number to seek employment in the more secure world of institutional nursing. 

Katherine (Wiikes) Weiemiann was one such nurse. M e r  a bnef career as a school teacher 

in the 1920s, Weiemann, who had k e n  strongly influenced by her aimt, a public heaith 

nurse, q d e d  at Winnipeg General. Weiennann d e d  that at the time of her graduation 

in 1932, "nurses were simply starving to death," and that institutional employment was her 

best prospect She bnefly considered staying on at Winnipeg GeneraI, which was by then 

hiring back its graduates on a short term basis to aileviate the worst effects of the 

Depression, but concludeci that there was no long term future in general nursing and did not 

foresee that she could make a career in hospital nuning. She chose the Brandon Hospital 

for Mental Diseases, largely on the ba i s  that it provided long terni employment and free 

accommodation: 

If I went to Brandon 1 would get my room and board and a littie bit of pay.. . . 
1 figiired that diey [mentally iîî penons] would always be with us, and better 
I get settled in something uiat was going to carry oneJ6 

The second source of general hospital trahed nurses on the wards was the Neepawa 

General Hospital, which in 1929 stmck an affiliate relationship with the hospital whereby 

apprentices were required to complete a tIiree month rotation on the wards of BHMD." 

Again, with dïminishing opportunities for employment elsewhere, severai of the nurses 

gravitated back to the s e ~ c e  of the hospital. These were joined in 1930 by graduate nurses 

from the public health nushg senice, who were al1 given a short course in nuning mental 

%therine Weiemann interview. 

37BMHC~ SB23a F7, Amml Report for 1929. 
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disorciers. This course, which consisteci of one week at each of Winnipeg Psychopathie and 

BHMD was probably too short to have made much impact on the institutional culture but 

it alerted a number of women to the potential for affiliation, and a number of registered 

nurses who came to work for the hospital in the mid- and late-1930s had a public health 

bac kground." 

A third source of graduate nunes took the form of a one-time infusion of former 

public health nurses who came into the more or less permanent employ of the hospitai in 

1932. In that year, the province laid off more than half of its public health nursing senice. 

These women were given preference for alternative employment at public ùistitutions, 

including the two mental hospitals, the Portage School for Mental Defectives, and the 

Ninene Sanatorium. In dl,  six nunes took up with BHMD, roughiy doubling the number 

of graduate nurses on the ~ a r d s . ~ ~  

By the mid-1930s, therefore, the warcis at the BHMD were populateù by a significant 

and growing number of graduate nurses. This presence could oniy have strengthened the 

position of the hospital with respect to the generai nuning community. Not only did the 

presence of a large cohort of Registered Nurses signie to the public at large the medical 

legitimaçy of the hospital, but these women themselves, many of whom had corne from the 

élite sector of public health nursing, m u t  have connected their own reputation to that of the 

hospital. Although no hard evidence of graduate nurses w o r b g  for the recognition of their 

hospital remains, throughout the 1930s, the Nurses' Resisidence was the meeting place of the 

UBMHC~ SB23a F8, Annual Report for 1930. 

'%MHCA SB23b F2, Annual Reporr for 1933.; and Lillian M c L e m  interview. 
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Brandon and District Graduate Nurses' Association, and several of the graduate nurses at 

the hospital participated in these activities." 

The same factors which persuaded more women to seek employment at the hospitai 

in the 1930s also compelled them to stay for longer periods of time after graduation. While 

it is tnie that tmsiency remained very hi&, with as much as a third of the femaie staff 

tuming over in any given year, the number of graduates on staff grew through the decade. 

In 1934, the number of mental graduates for the first time surpasseci the numbers of pupil 

nurses." This situation prevaiied for the rest of the decade, and two years later the numbers 

showed an even greater persistence of trained staff, with only twenty-two pupil n u e s  on 

staff as compared with fifty mentai graduates. eight general graduates and twelve general 

graduates with pst-graduate certificates in mental nursing. 42 In the Annual report for 1937, 

Pincock repeated: "With few exceptions al1 our pupil nurses stay for an indefinite period 

after receiving their diplomas. Some leave to take general training and are encouraged to 

do so. We regret the loss of some recently to other mental institutions o f f e ~ g  greater 

monetary inducernents."" This last statement doubtless referred to the four recent graduates 

*'In July of 1935, when the Annual Report for 1934 was filed, there were forty-one 
ment.  graduates on staff and only thuty-nine pupil ourses, excluding the eight who were 
either probationen or summer relief nurses. In addition to the above named, there were 
six registered nurses on general staff. The enrolment for the pst-graduate program in 
193415 is unavailable, but Pincock noted that without exception, each of the staf f  nurses 
employed at the hospitai had aiso completed the pst-graduate program. BMHCA SB23b 
F2, Amd Report for 1934. 

SB23b F5, Annual Report for 1936. 

43BMHC~ SB23 b F6, Annual Report for 19.3 7. 



who lefl in the spring of 1938 to go the Alberta provincial mental hospital at Ponoka. This 

probiem was not isolated and the following year, Pincock made a similar statement: "We 

bave lost -y valuable txained nurses due to inducements from other mental institutions." 45 

The meanhg of these demographic changes was not lost on the hospital administra- 

tion. Pincock recorded in his memoir: 

The mnomic depression was actudly a blessing in disguise, at Ieast for the 
Mental Health Services. As an economy mesure, the Provincial Govem- 
ment reduced the Public Health Nursing Staff by 50% and a score or more 
of their well trained nurses with wmmunity expenence, were recruited to 
post-graduate training in psychiatry and conhued to serve the hospital as 
head nurses, surgical nurses and supervison. Six of them succeeded to the 
posts of nursing superintendents and instnictresses of nursing education." 

In his hrst annual report, Pincock echoed this sentiment when he referred to the improving 

labour market fiom the hospitai's point of view: 

Applications are k ing  received fkom a sufficiently large number of young 
women with good persoual and cultural qualifications to meet our require- 
ments except that the policy of accepting only when a vacancy occun is a 
handicap in selection and in teaching." 

The same assertion was made about the doctors who came to the hospital after 1929: 

"Mable (Davies) Mills. Interview with the author, Winnipeg, 26 October 1995. 
BHMD was not unusual in employing large numben of graduate mental nunes. Ln fact, 
Ponoka was staffed entirely by graduates. Many of these were recmited nom Brandon, 
probably due to the close ties between BHMD and Ponoka. In the early 1930s. former 
superintendent Charles Baragar was superintendent at Ponoka and foxmer matron 
Catherine Lynch was rnatron By 1938. Baragar was dead and Lynch was at Winnipeg 
General, but the ties remained strong. 

4 6 P i n ~ ~ k  memoir. 

47BMHC~ SB23a F7, Annual Report for 1929. 



There was linle incentive for the medical graduates to start practice in rurai 
Manitoba at the time and many of them came to us, fiesh fkom their 
internship, full of ambition, and receptive to the new methods and ideas 
which occurred in rapid sequence during the thuties? 

Ln this marner the Depression worked to the advantage of the institution, which in a more 

favourable ewnomic climate would have k e n  unable to a m c t  the desired type of 

employee. It will be argued that this demographic shift, coupled with the changing 

orientation to work occasioned by the introduction of new clinical and therapeutic régimes, 

created for the second generation of trained mental nurses a culturai context which set them 

apart f?om the nurses of the 1920s. New therapies and interventions facilitated at least for 

a few years the realization of the longstanding ambitions of the psychiatrie community to 

"medicalize" their care, but more importantly for the present purpose, placed technical and 

clinical demands on nunes which fonned the basis for the c l a h  to a proprietary ski11 set, 

and thus an occupational identity as knowledge worken. 

Ln 1930, the two year course for female nurses was eliminated and replaced with a 

three year program. The intention behnd this change was to provide sufXcient grounding 

in theory and practical nursing to permit the entry of the Hospital's nunes into a program of 

general training at the second year level, although no affiliate program was to appear for 

more than a decade. The requirement of an additional year was imposed upon those nurses 

who had already commenceci their program, and the fint of the "three year nurses" graduated 

in 193 Ld9 h 1932, the three month post-graduate wurse for general hospital graduates, 

48Pincock mernoir. 

'%MHCA SB23a F8, Annunl Report for 1930. 
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dormant since the labour troubles of the 1920s, was re-inmtuted, with fourteen students 

graduating Filled by graduate nunes from the deteriorating labour market, this program 

was met with consistently hi@ enrolment. Its capacity was determined by the availability 

of suitable accommodation in the Nurses' Residence more than any other factor. In 1933, 

the pst-graduate course was extended to a Ml year, and while the fïrst course had been 

largely academic in content, the new course included longer rotations of ward work that 

were intended m expose the students to a variety of conditions, disorden and treatments (and 

perhaps to meet the emerging need of the hospital for a larger complement of skilled generai 

practitioners). 

Nurses were taken into training only in September of their fint year at the hospital. 

Moa nurses were hired during the summer to replace those who had gradwted the previous 

spring or as relief nurses to fil1 the gaps left by vacationing nurses, but probationen could 

be taken on at any time of the year." It was even theoretically possible for a nurse to be at 

the hospital for eleven months before attending a single lecture if she was taken on in the 

fa11 d e r  lectures were started. Lillian (Goodman) McLennan, for example, recailed that 

when she was pemiitted to attend lectures immediately, havhg been taken on more than a 

month after her class had commenced, this was regarded as an exceptional precedent. 52 

For most nunes, therefore, ûahbg started well into their terni of employment. 

Nurses who were accepted in the middie of the year or who were hired as sumrner relief 

%MHCA SB23a F9 and SB23b F1. Annuaf Reports for 193 1 and 1932. 

''Magorie Andenon interview. 

5%illian McLennan interview. 



reported that they were sent on the wu& fiom the £ïrst day, often without so much as an 

orientation So muiimal was the guidance given that several recounted that they got lost on 

the way to the wards or required assistance in applying the collars and tuf% to their 

d o n n s . "  Although the nursing superintendent apparently made an effort to place nunes 

on the smailer wards like the "hospital" (infirmary) wards at first, or on one of the Unit 

wards where there were only fifteen or twenty patients, there was no strict policy. MarJorie 

Anderson, for example recailed that her first day on the job earned her a black eye on "West 

B Special," the single room isolation ward for violent fernale patients in the Pavilion. Even 

experienced nurses recounted that they never overcame their fear of this ward, and no doubt 

this would have k e n  a baptism by fire? 

Fonnal training, in the shape of lechires in medicine and psychiatry, and demonstra- 

tion classes in nursing technique and pathology, occupied a significant portion of apprentice 

nurses' time for eight months of the year. Lectures were generally ofTered during the 

aftemoon "time-off," the window between 1:00 and 4:ûû PM when the main &y shift were 

off duty (nearly a i l  hospital employees worked Split shik in the 1930s). Some lectures were 

offered in the evenings, especially those conducted by Brandon physicians like Sydney 

Pierce, a close personal friend of Baragar's who maintaineci an association with the hospital. 

S3Until the late 1930s. when a more contemporary white uniform was adopted, the 
nurses' uniform consisted of a blue dress with a separate white starched collar and cufEs. 
Typical of a nurse's uniform, it was yean out of date, and several women reported that 
they had difficulty figuring out how to put it on Kay Demis Inte~ew, and Jessie 
(Muison) Little (curator of BMHC Museum and class of '47), personal comspondence. 

YLillian McLennaa i n t e ~ e w ;  Mable Mills interview; and Mqorie Anderson 
interview. 



Beginning in 1935, obstetncs and gynaecology were also taught in the evening, offered to 

third year mental nurses in common with the second year class fÎom Brandon General." 

The utility of these courses varied according to the nune interviewed. Few were 

willing to cnticize them ouîright, and some described them as an essentiai part of their 

experience. m e r s  suggested that they were of comparatively little importance to mastering 

the day to &y fiuictions of the ward. One nurse went so far as to almost entirely dissociate 

the lectures from the learning process: 

The experience of a probationer cm only be understood by those who 
e x p i e n d  it. There were not the formal classes of planned clinicd practice 
that makes up today's educationai system ... Buddy system with the most 
junior mident on the ward: we suon learned to bathe, feed, clothe and 
protect. We did have classes from September to April and exams, and in 
certain areas we had to have experience, but we certainly learned by the 
apprenticeship system. % 

The same nurse also emphasised the importance to the leaming process of informa1 

networks. She cited, for example, two locuses of learning outside of the lecture room. 

[I remember] the jam sessions on probie lane where we exchanged the events 
of the &y. We knew by reputation the patients on a new ward before we got 
to it.. . [and] 
the courtyard where the patients milled about and we kept watch leaming 
more about human behaviour than any psychiatric textbook ever revealed. " 

It is not clear how intellechlaly dem~~~lding the lectures were, but available evidence 

wggests that they did not reach the standard of general hospital training. Kay Weiermann 

"BMHCA SB23b F4. Annual Report for 1935; and Mary (Churcher) Smeltz, 
Interview with the author, Brandon, 14 Febniary 1996. 

J~BMHCA SB2 [un-numbcred file]. "Recollections of Kathleen (Christie) Wood, 
CIass of '4 11. " 



recalled that when she f h t  arrived at the hospital as a registered nune in 1932, she found 

herself providing uiformal tuition in clinical practice to mental graduates, whom she 

descnbed as lacking experience. In her min& there was little question of the inferiority of 

the training at BHMD. When asked to descrii the program she superintendeci, she replied: 

"We taught the same things at BMH as at WGK although at a different le~el."~'  Similar 

sentiments were echoed by Mable Mills, who recalled that the coune of lectures was much 

less demariding than her grade twelve year at Brandon College had k e n ,  and Jean Young, 

who recalled that it was rare for a nurse to fail an e x a ~ n . ~ ~  

It is also unclear the extent to which the lectures prepared nurses to understand the 

theoretical bases for the procedures that they perfomed Some answered quite definitively 

that they understood the basis for the therapies, while othen of the same generation felt that 

they were equipped only with the practicai knowledge of how the therapies were executed. 

The contradictory nature of these responses suggests that while the theoretical basis for 

techniques may have been explained, as it was in severai of the selections from the nuning 

library kom that period and in the suMving lecture notes of a nurse, such expianations did 

not occupy a significant place in the minds of the nurses administering the treatments. 

%Katherine Weiermann Interview. Note that Brandon Mental Hospital was the name 
in general use in the 1930s. The formal name of the institution remained the Brandon 
Hospital for Mental Diseases, but even the nursing unifoxnu were embroidereû with a 
"BMH" insignia. Samples of unifomis are found in the Brandon Mental Health Centre 
Museum. 

'9Mable Mills interview, Jean Young interview. 

Wallace, Phyllis, "Second Year Lecture Notes, 1938-39" Collection of BMHC 
Museum. Three surviving works in the library at BMHC that were aquired in the 1930s 
and that provide detailed descriptions of afflictions and their treamients are: Hondbaok 



Oldside of the lecture room, nurses continued to provide basic persona1 seMces to 

patients on the wards. For the vast majority of the patients at the hospitai, the inter-war 

years were decades of continuity rather than change. Aithough clinical advancements were 

made in the 1930s, the new procedures were generally tried only on a smdl nurnber of 

recent admissions, and custodial care remained the dominant paradigm. Within this 

fiamework, however, there were several i~ovations which made the institution more 

hospitable. One of the most heralded advances was the implementation of parole policy for 

the third floor wards on the Unit, the wards reserved for patients for whom discharge was 

imminent. Beginning in 1932, these wards were unlocked during the &y, and patients were 

pedtted to corne and go with considerable &dom. This privilege was later extended to 

some of the patients on the chronic wards and at the C~lony.~ '  This parole program was 

accompanied by an increase in patients being placed in respnsible positions, and the 

Annual Report for 1932 listed the operation of the telephone switchboard and indexing of 

periodicals in the medical library among the tasks routinely performed by patientsg 

for Mental Nurses. Seventh Edition ( London: The Royal Medical-Psychologicai 
Society, 1 923 [adopted as the textbook for the nurses' coune in 19261; Irving J. Sands. 
Neuropsychiahy for Nurses. Third Edition (Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders Company, 
1 93 7); and Nicholas Gotten and Letitia Wilson. Ne~ologzc Nursing. (Toronto: The 
Ryerson Press, 1940) 

"BMHCA SB23a F9, Annual Report for 1931; and SB23b F1, A n n d  Report for 
1932. It should be noted also that the third floor wards contained a number of patients 
who were not mentally il1 but were housed at the hospital for lack of any better 
accommodation. These included persons whose conditions demanded close supervision 
or regular medical care, like epileptics or insulin dependent diabetics. Kay Dermis 
interview. 

"~BMHCA SB23b F 1, Annual Report for 1932. 



Similarly, effom were made to reduce the number of patients subject to the confines of the 

airing courts by the institution of walking parties, some of which would include hundreds 

of patients waking the ground in the charge of no more then a handful of nurses." These 

parties were reported to take place twice daily "during ail seasons in clement weather" and 

to have taken maximum advantage of the new recreation park (built by patients), which was 

said to have provided "adequate space, pleasant shade and surroundings." For those patients 

who were not suited to the wallcing parties, the cosmetics of the  cou^ were improved by 

tearing down the high board fences that had surrounded the court and replacing them with 

a wire fence concealed inside a caragana hedge." Of this innovation, Pincock recailed in 

his memoir that the board fences were "hideous" and "emphasise[d] the custodial and 

punitive atmosphere:" 

It was a pitiable site to see rows of poorly dressed dements standing or sitting 
in complete idleness against these walls in an area from which al1 the grass 
had become denuded by the continuous relentless marching of hundreds of 
patients which [sic] had nothing useful to do.. . The so called 'bu11 pen'; 
openly refemed to, as such, in the presence of patients, was an enclosure 
between two wings of the building. This was surrounded by a high wall and 
situated on the north side, receiving no direct sunlight and offering no view, 
and consequently summarily abolished despite some dissenting voices and 
resistance on the part of some of the attendants who predicted that many 
escapes would res~lt .~ '  

These dissenthg voices may have had a slightly different perception of this issue, as 

evidenced by an anonymous letter to Pincock fiom a group of male attendants in 193 1 : 

63Marjone Anderson i n t e ~ e w .  

"BMHC SB23b FI, A m d  R e p  for 1932. 

65~incock memoir. 



Airing court for the patients is we feel a very poor place. The attendant there 
is a custodian He has to sit on the benches and watches [sic] the patients so 
that they do not ruri away. We feel that this is contrary to the principles of 
occupationai therapy. Airing court should be a place where the patients can 
play games, enjoy themselves, and where attendants can carry out their 
knowledge of tme psychiatric nursing. If a fence were ereaed around it 
whch would not permit the patients to run away then iastead of Airing Court 
being a c a v e  where patients wander up and down listlessly it could be a 
centre where some attempt towards their recovery can be made.' 

In this document one fin& evidence of an increasingly self-aware s t a f f  of male attendants 

asserting their skills in the face of a doctor driven mode1 of care. The terms of the debate 

introducesi in this letter reflect another key feanire of the 1930s - the growing manuity of the 

hospital as a locus of care delivery. 

Another such indicaior was the library. An examination of the shelf lists reveals that 

the collection of books expanded the 1930s. " In 1929, Baragar described the libraq and its 

collections as "a profit to the medical staff and indirectiy through them to the institution as 

a whole. Its presence is a constant stimulus to good scientific work on the part of the 

medical staff.."" That the library of the 1920s was Limited to serving the interests of medical 

research is evident from even the most cmory examination of the shelf lists, as the vast 

majority of titles from this p e n d  were clearly medical in their intended use and audience. 69 

66BMHC~ SB3a F3, "From a Group of Attendants [to Pincock], 193 1 " 

6 7 B ~ H C ~  SB5 5 F2, "Accession of books printedhcquired. " 

-BMHCA SB23a F7, A m u d  Report for 1929. 

6PTo be fair, the number of medical books fkom this penod is skewed by the addition 
of Baragar's personal library to the collection. One hundred and eighty four volumes 
nom this collection were bequeathed to the hospital and were accessioned into the 
medical libraq after Baragar's death in 1937. BMHCA SB23b F6, Annual Report for 
193 7. 



Beginaing in the 1930s, however efforts were made to diveni@ the holdings of the library, 

and new titles included a number of works on psychiatric nursing and nuning administra- 

tion. To some extent, this must be seen to reflecr the maturïty of the field of psychiatric 

nursing and the development of a North Amencan field literature. At the sarne time the 

prevalence of texts on general nuning, and especially the appearance of books on "mannen 

and mords," signified a library which was increasingly providing materials preparatory to 

entry hto hospital nming or which entertained the possibility of advancement into private 

duty. Titles such as Srdies in Ethzcs for Nurses and Social Cwtom unà rhe Art of Gracrous 

Munners, for example, can be seen as nothing other than preparatory texts for aspiring 

private duty nunes.'O 

Another indicator of the increasing complexity of the work that was conducted by 

nurses at the hospitai and of the growing maturity of the institution in the 1930s was the 

profusion of interna1 publications. Pnor to 1934, the only item in the staffs personal 

reference library was the Rulebook, first published in 1 92 1 for both the Brandon and Selkirk 

mental hospitals. in 1934, Stuart Schultz and Gerald Creasy CO-pubiished a Hundbook 

which was designed to standardize the administration of dnigs and therapies. Within its 

pages were fomulae for the dozens of rimes, douches, washes, poultices and plasters used 

at the hospitai, details and definitions of special die& that rnight be prescnbed for patients, 

as weli as brief accounts of the procedures for the collection of laboratory specimens and 

70~harlotte A. Aikins, RN.  Sidies in Ethics for Nurses. (Philadelphia: W .B. Sanden 
and Company, 1937) and Theodosia Crosse, RN. Social Custom and the Art of 
Graciow Munners. (Philadelphia, SB. Lippincott Company, 193 8). 
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the adminishaaion of hydrotherapy. The scope of this manual enwmpassed the activities 

that a nurse rnight conduct on her own, without the s u p e ~ s i o n  of a physician. Activities 

that would take place under the supervision of a doctor or a psychiatrist were not included. 

At about the same tirne, George Little authored a separate Manuol of Routine for the 

Reception Hospital. Uniike the Handbook the emphasis of this volume was the role of the 

nurse as assistant to the physician in surgery or in administering any of the dnig-based 

therapies of the latter 1930s.~ Finally, a third publication, this one called Nursing 

Procedures, was provided to al1 nursing midents after 1935. It was identical, except in the 

sections dealing with admissions procedures, to the publication Nursing Arts produced by 

and for the staff at Winnipeg General Hospital, perhaps suggesting a desire to standardize 

nuning procedures to the general hospital standard." This volume consisted of precise 

and detailed descriptions of hundreds of bedside nursing procedures. Without any 

information on specific surgical or medical procedures it stretched to over two hundred 

pages, delineating every procedure in precise detail. For example, the section on making an 

unoccupied bed was four pages long. This book's dual status as manual and textbook is 

indicated by page references to standard nursing textbooks at the head of every section. The 

presence of these publications suggests the growùig maturity of the nuning service and an 

"BMHcA, Unsorted materials. Stuart S c h u l ~  MD and Gerald Creasy, MD. 
Hundbook: Brandon Hospital for Mental Dzseases, (Brandon Mental Hospital Press, 
1934). Note that most interna1 publications were printed on the hospital's own press, 
which was operateci by patients in the male occupational therapy department. 

n George Little, MD, Manual of Rouîine. Reception Unit. Brandon Mental Hospital, 
(Brandon: Brandon Mental Hospital Press, 1 942 [ 1 9361). 

"Nilrsing Procedures. ([Brandon: BHMD] : 1 942 (1 93 7)). 



uicreased emphasis on technique and standardkation of m e .  It also suggests that the range 

of sMIs and techniques required of a nurse was, by the mid 1930s, becorning sufficiently 

broad that it could not be mastered without reference to standardized texts. Both factors 

point to the increasing rnedicaiization of care at the Hospital as the decade progressed 

Another area of development which b t h  reflected the growing mahirity of the 

institution and placed new dernands on the nursing staff was medical research. Although 

the treatment of mental disorder was the primary goal of the hospital, original research 

constituted an important part of the work of the medical staff of the Reception Hospital. Not 

surprisuigly, therefore. the records of the hospiral show not just the application of "proven" 

therapies, but other activities of the psychiatrists, ùicluding experimentation and the 

publication of journal articles and conference Papen. Without question, Donald Ewen 

Cameron was the mon prolific in this regard, reflecting both the advantage coderred by his 

position as superintendent of the Unit and his ambition to build a career beyond Brandon as 

a research scientist. m e r  doctors were not without healthy publication records, and the 

archives of the hospital record more than a dozen referenced publications by docton at the 

hospital dating to the 1930s." 

This research is important not just for the technical demands that it placed on nurses, 

but occasionally for the moral or ethical dilemmas that it created Of Cameron's research, 

Pincock vennired forty years later that: 

His personal ambitions overrode any scruples that he rnight have had in 
using subordinate staff to aid him in achieving his goal, and in some 

"BMHCA SB3lb F24, File: "Research Conducteù at BMHC, 1930 - 35" and SB48 F3, 
File: "Staff, Medical - Publications. " 



instances he appeared, to me, too indifferent to the welfare of the patients, 
upon whom he was carrying on his experiments; and this even to the point 
of risking their ~ U M v a l . ~ ~  

Several nurses expressed that they were disquieted by the apparent disregard for patients 

demonstrated in some of these exjxriments, and like their ambivalence about other therapies 

that they took part in, this underscoreci for them the question of power and authority in the 

hospital community. 

There were some thùigs I didn't like. There was a doctor there who didn't 
seern to much care for the patients.. .as people.. . but] you just suppressed it; 
that's the way it was." 

It may be argued that with respect to training that the substantive change in the 

training experience of the second generation of mentai nurses was not in the content of the 

training -- the lectures remained substantially the same - but in the degree to which the 

lectures could be related to the actuai work performed. One of the areas in which 

pronounced changes occurred in the latter half of the 1930s was in that of treatments and 

therapies administered. 

The fundamental continuity was in the administration of various foms of 

hydrotherapy, which included prolonged baths, offered in the Unit and the Pavilion," and 

"~incock mernoir. Some sections have been blocked out by the family. See also the 
early chapters of Anne Collins, In the Sleep Room: The Story of the CIA BrainwaFhing 
Experiments in Canado, (Toronto: Lester and Orphen Denny, 1988), and Don Gillman, I 
Swear by Apllo: Dr. Ewen Cameron and the CIA Brozmuashing Ekperiments, 
(Montréal: Eden Press, 1 987). 

"~ntenriew with anonymous nurse. 

" ~ h e n  the main building was consmicted in 19 1 1, prolonged baths were installed in 
both the male and the female wards there, but there is no record or recollection of them 
k ing  used after the completion of the Unit in 1925. 



a variety of wet packs, both hot and col4 that could be applied to patients on any ward. 

ïhese baths, while generafly remembered fàvourably by the nurses who administered them, 

required limited clinical skills. Once a patient was placed in the bath, the nurse was 

responsible to maintain the temperature of the water and to periodicaliy check the body 

temperature, hart rate and respiration of the patient Nunes reporteci tbat they could readily 

supenise three patients at a tirne, and that they often brought a book with hem, as bath duty 

usually represented a rare moment of down-time when on duty." 

The most notable therapeutic innovations came in the form of the introduction in 

1937 of Insuiin shock therapy for depressive and schirophrenic patients, and Metrazol shock 

therapy the following year. Prior to the introduction of these two forms of treatment, 

&rusive or aggressive therapeutic techniques were limited. Malarial feven had k e n  used 

since 1929 to kill syphilis, and several experiments bad k e n  done in the use of various 

dnigs, dehydration, x-rays, heat lamps and other things in the early 1930s but to limited 

effect." Few of these experiments were conducted on a large scale, and they involved only 

a very limited number of nurses and attendants. 

The use of the malaria organism merits special consideration because it posed a 

specific moral quandary which illustrated the relative powerlessness of the nursing staff 

when confronted with what they felt to be the inappropriate treatment of a patient. The 

malana senmi was very di5cult to sunain outside of a human host. In the large institutions 

"%leanor Noakes interview; Lillian McLennan interview. 

' m e  fragility of the malaria serum prompteci experiments with the use of heat larnps 
in place of malaria in 1933. BMHCA SB3 F6, Pincock to Mathen, 1 March, 1933. See 
also Chapter 3. 



in the United States where the therapy bad been developed, there was always enough syphilis 

to maintain the infection, but in Brandon this was not the case. As a consequence, in 

instances when the "supply" of syphilitics ran out, it was the practice of the hospitals to use 

"non-specik patients," usually catatonic schizophrenics as hosts. At one point in time, the 

use of patients fiom the Home for the Aged and the Mm in Portage la Praixie was even 

d i s c u s ~  but was not followed through on the basis of what the director there described as 

"The lack of a real basis to commit them [to BHhdD]."a Despite the ethical difficulties 

presented by this pattern of treatment, it penisted until 1950, by which time Syphilis was 

being succwfully treated with antibiotics. *' Former nurse Eleanor Noakes recalls one such 

patient, whom she was assigned to accompany fiom Winnipeg to Brandon as a malaria 

carrier: "1 felt that it was very, very, very improper ... You just did what you were told."" 

Insulin shock therapy is perhaps the most important therapy for the purposes of the 

present consideration because it was the largest and most ambitious program of the 1930s 

and involved the most nurses. uisulin placed considerable demand on the clinical shlls of 

the nurses, and will be treated below in the context of an examination of the clinical skills 

of the nurses. Metrazol shock therapy was a more limited program, and it involved fewer 

Qere are no fewer than two dozen letters îreating this issue passed back and forth 
between Pincock, Mathers, Goulden, Baragar (in Alberta) and Harry Atkinson, Director 
of the Home for the Aged in Portage la Prairie between August of 1930 and December of 
193 1. BMHCA SB3c F6, passim. 

''Kurtland Refvlk. Hïstory of the BMHC: 1891-1991, (Brandon Historical Society, 
199 1 ), 90. As late as April of 1950, Schultz was making arrangement for the acquisition 
of fiozen malaxia s e m  for a hospital in Verdun, Québec. SB3c F6, Schultz to 
Superintendent of Verdun Mental Hospital, 3 April 1950. 

'%leanor Noakes interview. 



nurses. Furthemore it was more limiteci in the demands that it placed upon the nurses, as 

the role of the attending nune was more or less limited to the application of restraint (ie. 

holding the convulsing patients dom)  and monitoring the patients after the convulsions 

appeared to have aopped to guard against the possibility of injury should an after-seinire 

take place. Metrazol was significant however, in that like malaria, it posed a moral and 

ethicd dilemma for a nurnber of the nurses involved in its ariministration. Some nurses were 

unequivocal in their support for the program, cithg the approximately one third of patients 

who s howed a noticeable, if ephemeral, irnprovernent following the treatment. Othen, 

however, were reluftant to discw the details of the administration of Metrazol, were openly 

critical, or reflected on the persona1 difficulty that participation in the program created. 

Metrazol therapy consisted of the injection of a patient with a camphor solution. 

This induced sudden and violent seinues, so violent in many cases that the patients broke 

bones, and indeed the written procedures for the administration of Metrazol called for the 

patient to receive a spinal x-ray to check for hctured vertebrae at the conclusion of each 

treatment" The M u n d  of Ruzizine noted that a patient was to be aven morphine prior to 

the injections as a relaxant, but several of the nurses interviewed recalled the terror that 

patients experienced during the treatment and the difficdty that they had in conducting a 

patient down to the treatment room? Such statements underscored the powerlessness of the 

83Madeline Whyte interview. 

uManual of Routine 'Rocdures for Insulin and Metrazol Shock Therapy," 
unpaginateci. 

'%ble (Davies) Mills, Interview with the author, 26 October 1995. Mills and othen 
noted that in later years, d e r  Metrazol had been supplanted with the generally safer 



nurse with respect to the hiexarchies of the hospital. When asked how she dealt with her 

ambivalence about Metrazol therapy and the employment of cold packs and hydrotherapy 

as restraint, two aspects of Iife in the Unit that made her very uncornfortable, one oune 

replied that "you just suppressed it? No nurses recalled having protested this form of 

treatment nor having any recourse but to comply with the administration of the treatment. 

The relative powerlessness of the nunes and their sense of solidanty with the 

patients also suggests a fundamental clifference between the mental hospital and the general 

hospital as far as power relations were concerned Scholars of general nursing have pointed 

to the existence of triads of power that included the medical practitioner the nurse and the 

patient." They have suggested that one of the means by which nurses have historically 

expressed resistance is by allying themselves with patients to control the conditions of their 

labour, their workload, and even the administration of therapies. In the mental hospital, 

however, the relative political power of the patient with respect to the doctor, and the 

potential of the patient as an ally for the nune, was significantly diminished. 

electroconvulsive shock therapy, patients were paralyzed with curare to guard against 
&tues. It was M e r  noted that ECT became the preferred treatment not oniy because 
it was cheaply adrninistered but because patients were more cornpliant: the electric 
shock had the side effect of erasing shon tem memory, so there was not the same fear 
reaction. 

84Eleanor Noakes interview. 

" ~ u c h  of ths scholarship has relied on the work of Susan Porter Benson and her 
examination of managerial relations in the service industry in the United States. Porter 
Benson asserted that retail clerks were able to create a "space" for herself on the jib by 
playing the manager and the client off one another. See Susan Porter Benson, Cornter 
Culrures: SaZeswomen, Managers and Customers in Amerzcmi Department Stores, 1890- 
1940 (Urbana: University of Chicago Press, 1986). 



This is not to suggest that the nurses were without resources in negotiating their 

position with respect to the psychiatrists. British bisturian Mick Carpenter, in his study of 

mental hospital attendants in late nineteenth century Great Britain, postuiated that in some 

circurnstances, mental hospital attend- might have enjoyed quite considerable influence 

over the psychiatrists precisely because of their closer relationship (and sometimes class 

solidanty) with the patients. For example, the psychiatrists might have relied on the nurses 

for the diagnosis and monitoring of patients. Carpenter pointed out that the contact between 

mental patients and psychiatrist was often more limited than that between patient and 

physiciaq quite simply becaw of the much lower doctor to patient ratios at a typical mental 

hospital. Diagnoses might have been fûrther complicated by resistance and deceit on the 

part of the patient, which could be effectively sustained over the short period of clinical 

i n t e ~ e w s  and rounds. That this deceit was more dificuit to maintain over the long term, 

and tbat nurses might often have been better able to assess the condition of a patient based 

upon sustained contact, Carpenter suggested, might have given them a source of political 

power.18 

May (Churc her ) Smel tz and Lillian (Goodman) McLennanf s recollections of staff 

conferences bear out Carpentei's theory, but shed littîe light on the extent to which any 

political achtantage accrued kom this dependence. Both recalled that attendance of student 

nurses at the medical conferences in the Unit where a patient was assessed was a 

fimdamental part of the pedagogy of the training school. Nurses were required to sit silent 

%iick Carpenter, "Asylum Nursing Before 19 14: A Chapter in the History of 
Labour," in Celia Davies, ed. Rewriting Nursing History (London: Croom Helm, 1980). 
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while the medical staff intervieweci the patient under assessrnent and, immediately after the 

patient was removed, the doctors interrogated the nurses about the patient's responses and 

wndua. Nurses were intended at that point to render observations and to venture diagnoses. 

While doubtless this represented a pedagogicai technique and was intended to have a 

didactic purpose, one cannot but question whether the interrogation of the nurses, prior to 

any diagnosis k ing  ventured by the medical M. might have reflected the psychiaûistsf 

desire to draw upon more than cunory observations, patient records and formal interviews 

in the diagnosis of patients. 

Another anecdote which rnay provide further evidence of this phenornenon was 

related by Eleanor (Greene) Noakes, who recalled that at one time when acting as head nune 

in the insulin room, she overheard one of the medical staff relating to a colleague verbattm 

a diagnostic observation that she had just made about a patient. Although intended as an 

observation about the remoteness of the medicd staff ("1 was surprised to discover that 

sometimes they do listen"), it served also to illustrate the extent to which the psychiatrist 

may in fact have depended upon the nurse as a source of diagnostic infomiati~n.~~ 

Whatever ambivalences and ambiguities rnay have been introduced by the adoption 

of more aggressive therapeutic régimes in the last half of the 1930s, these innovations had 

an appreciable impact upon the occupational culture of the second generation of trained 

mentai nurses. The occupational identity ofa knowledge worker is enfolded in the capacity 

to identify the work that one performs as requiring propnetary knowledge and skill, or to 

identiS, in one's work talents or skills that are unique or irreplaceable. By these standards 

%leanor Noakes interview. 



it has k e n  argued that the care that was delivered during the first decade of the Schwl of 

Mental Nuning did not place the nurses securely in this category and that the nurses of the 

1920s may have been more disposed to affiliate themselves with the Mental Hospital 

Workers Federai Union precisely because they did not possess the proprietary knowledge 

base akin to that claUned by general nurses.90 By 1940, demographic changes within the 

nmsing service and changing demands on the nurses created by new therapeutic régimes had 

created a context where the worker idenîity of the 1920s had been largely supplanted. Some 

of the difference must be seen to be rooted in the incipient notion that mental nurses were 

knowledge workers and that they felt themselves to have a set of skills that differentiated 

them nom the less-trained male attendants and female support staff. 

It has been argued above that occupationai culture comprises the ideology which 

govems workers' identification with their conditions and that it is their collective intellectual 

understanding of their work that is the arbiter of autonomy and control over production. 

Central to the emergence of the consensus that allowed the élite of the thirci generation of 

hospital trained nurses to define their exclusive privilege within the nursing world was the 

ability to define, by laying claim to "technique" and the science of asepsis, a proprietary ski11 

set and knowledge base that gave them sorne measure of personal wntrol over the rhythms 

and intellectual content of their work." 

%e Chapter 3. 

91 See Chapter 2. See also Susan Reverby, "The Search for the Hospital Yardstick: 
Nursing and the Rationalkation of Hospital Wo*" in Susan Reverby and David Rosner, 
eds., Health Cme in America: Essays in Social History (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 1974); Barbara Melosh, The Physicim's Ha&: Work Culture and 
Conflct in Americun Nwsing (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1982); and 



Some scholars have argued that there existed in the inter-war mental hospital an 

d o g u e  to technique and the understanding of asepsis in the fom of an understandmg of 

patient management, and that in fact "disciplinew constituted the defining skill of a mental 

nurse." The present work challenges this view. It argues tbat the understandmg of patient 

management was neither central enough nor was it suficiently intellectually based to 

constitute a basic identity. Nurses from the 1930s, when asked about patient management, 

seldom used the language of ski11 and knowledge, instead invoking notions of caring, 

understanding and sympathy to descni  how it was that they rnanaged difficult or truculent 

patients. It will be argued, however, that by the late 1930s, the nurses at BHMD anived at 

a collective understanding of their work that allowed them to cal1 themselves nurses, and 

that gave them some measure of intellecd mastery over the work they perfonned. The 

skills that constituted the basis for this identity can be roughly dwided into two categories. 

The fint is caring, and the second is technique. 

The motto of the training school - "When love and ski11 work together, expect a 

masterpiece", attributed to Ruskin - reflects a dichotomy that is at the veIy core of 

psychiatnc nuning, and indeed may be argued to be at the core of al1 nursing. It is 

instructive to note the relative weight that is placed by mental nurses on the provision of 

persona1 service, patient management, and understanding as compared to specific clinical 

Kathryn McPherson, " Skilled SeMce and Women's Work: Canadian Nursing, 1 920- 
1939." (Unpublished PhD Thesis: Simon Fraser University, 1989), Chapter 3. 

=This is a central contention of Mick Carpenter. "Asyium Nming Before 19 14. See 
also Peter Nolan, A History of Mental Health Nwsing, (London: Chapman and Hall, 
1993). 



skills. Several of the nurses interviewed for the present work showed a disposition to 

express the balance between personal service and skilled labour as a dichotorny, and to 

estabhh the work that diey performed on a continuum baween "personal caren and "nuning 

senice." 9, It is further instructive to note that some (but not ail) of those nurses in te~ewed 

who had received general training pnor to comuig to the hospital, or who had later gone on 

to perfonn nursing in an general hospital situated mental nurses veiy differently on this 

continuum, prefening to bolster their own identity as skilled practitioners by dùninishing 

the skills of mental nurses, classifymg the work performed by mental nurses as custodial 

a r e  with few elements of skill. 

Much has been written about the dichotomy between curing and caring that 

permitted general nurses to claim for themselves a sphere of work that was both distinct 

from that of the doctor and which conformed with notions of appropriate ferninine 

behaviour? This distinction was every bit as important for the mental nurses of the late 

1930s at the Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases, although the language in which it was 

articulated was slightly different. This can be amibuteci to the desire not only to create a 

sphere of endeavour that was sepamte from that of the docton, but to differentiate the caring 

93These distinctions are difficult to make, because neither group tended to classi@ or 
quantifi the personal service that they did as a skill, but saw it rather as an extension of 
their personality. Several, for exarnple, cited a sympathetic disposition as the prime 
requisite of a good nune, but were reluctant to identify the communication of sympathy 
as a skill. 

m e  role of the cure/care dichotomy in establishg the occupational culture of 
general nurses is central to the work of Susan Reverby. See Susan Reverby, ûrdered fo 
Cure: The Drlemmo ofArnericm Niusing, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
1987). 



performed at the mental hospital Eom that at the general, in essence making a skill of 

custodial m e .  This rnay be seen as a second level dichotomy, one wfüch separates the 

clinical functions of nurse from the persona1 ones. 

Understanding this dichotomy is fundamental to understanding the occupational 

identity of the mental nurse in the 1930s. Simply put, there was little in the daily routine of 

the mental hospitai that could be d l e d  curative or medical nursing care, except perhaps on 

the acute wards in the Unit and on the infirmary wards, where bed-care was prevalent. The 

absence of the requirement regularly to perform complex or highly ritualized procedures, 

the basis for what general nurses cailed "technique," was o h  employed by critics of mental 

nuning or those who wished to denigrate the skills of a mental nurse to illustrate that mental 

hospital nurses were not "real nurses." By separating the functions of clinicai nursing and 

perronal nursing caring for individuals without an expectation of cure, mental nurses were 

able to lay daim to a specific skill set that differentiated them from the general nurse and 

which they employed to validate their work. 

While much of the work at the hospital was very routine custodial care, it was not 

without perils that were foreign to the general hospital. MarJorie Anderson recalled that her 

nose was bloodied on the fint day on the wards. Others related that it was fomuiate that 

they were not required to pay for their uniforms, which were often rent, and that they al1 

camied men's pocket-watches inside their bibs, since the standard nune's wristwatch was not 

up to the demands of the mental hospital. 95 Katherine Weiennam related an incident which 

underscored the need for the nurses to be able to innovate and occasionaily to imperil 

''Jean Young interview. 
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themselves in the care of patients. She related that on one occasion the nurses were in the 

process of administering an inoculation to al1 of the patients in hospital. One women was 

paranoid about needles, and she managed to flee the ward to the rmm where the patients 

washed their personal laundry. There, she prepared to fend off the nunes with a washboard. 

Weiermann thought it highly inappropriate to ask a junior nurse to put herself in danger, and 

she took it upon henelf, despite her diminutive sire, to tackle the woman. She went to the 

nuning station where she removed her cap, her glasses and her watch and related what she 

told her nurses: 

Now corne on, girls, have you got the needle? What 1 want you to do: 1 am 
going to rush her and 1 will be under the wash board. It won't hit me in the 
head, rll see to that [indicating that it will strike her Bat on the back]. 
You've got to follow me immediately and give her [the needle] ... That's 
exactly what we did. No problem at dl. 

This anecdote reveals what many nunes identified to be a fundamental skill, and that was 

the capacity to adapt to changing situations and to take decisions rapidly. Of the above 

incident, Weiermann related what she felt to be the essence of working in the mental 

You just figure out what is going to Save your hide and you get it done. It 
was ail about practicality and common sense, and you did a lot of thinking 
on your feet and getting on with it? 

While general nurses were apt to be critical of the skills of the mental graduates, the 

mental graduates were in t u .  often critical of the general trainees, whose approach to 

patients they felt to be more prescriptive than adaptive. Of this distinction, Katherine 

Weierrnann wted that "Mental nursing required a lot more ingenuity and the ability to think 

%therine Weiennann interview. 



on the situation rather than the illness." 

This dichotomy became most apparent when nurses were asked to differentiate the 

work that they did in the mental hospital fiom that which was performed at a general 

hospital, or to compare the definmg s a 1  of a mental and a generai nurse. Typically, nurses 

used tems that reflected the value that they placed on the personal side of nursing, using 

words like "sympathy," "understanding," "sense of humourn and " empathy," to describe the 

most important ski11 they possessed In contrast, the same nurses often cited technical 

proficiency as the prime requisite of a good general nurse. Mable Mills, for example, when 

asked to make the Merentiation, named "a genuine interest in people" as a prime requisite 

for a mental nurse while gened nurses needed to possess "just book l~nowledge."~' Later 

she elaborated: 

In general nursing, everything was just cut and drîed. There were your 
instructions and you just followed the d e s .  in psychiatrie nursing, you 
diddt know what was going to corne up next and every patient was entirely 
different. When it came right down to if 1 enjoyed mental nursing more." 

This enjoyment came in part from the ability to separate the personal and the medical, and 

Mills, like many of the nurse inte~ewed, explicitly separated the two: 

You got more satisfaction seeing çomebody go out of a mental hospital than 
you did seeing them go out of a general hospital because in the general 
hospital you expected them to get well and be dischargeci In the mental 
hospital there was a little different feeling. There were a lot of patients you 
almost felt that you were a part of their getting better and being released? 

%able Mills interview. 
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Distinction between the personal and the medical is inextricably wrapped up in 

perceptions of hierarchically ordered values. Many mental nurses were hostile to the 

characterization of their work as custodiai care. Others, while they accepted this 

characterization, rejected the notion that custodial care had any less inherent value than 

clinical nursing m e .  One nune made the distinction: 

They [general nurses] gave their care, but we gave loving care.. . our care.. 
was something voluntary. It was caring m e .  lW 

These nurses were anxious to have the work that they performed valued on par with 

that perforrned by general nurses and to be seen as requiring a comparable level of ski11 and 

cornmitment They rejected the socially assigned hierarchy of value which placed custodial 

care at a lower echelon than medicd care, and indeed some of hem, like Mills, sought 

redress in the inversion of that relationship, arguing that her training in the mental hospital 

was achially superior to that at the general because it taught her to deal with patients on a 

personal rather than a clinicd level. 1°' 

Othen, generally speakmg those who went into general nursing afier they left 

Brandon, were more apt to accept a hienuchical ordering of skills which privileged their 

later training, and they could be vexy hard on the Brandon graduates. One nurse recalled that 

while she never Lacked confidence while she was at BHMD, she realized upon entering the 

general hospital that her skills were entirely dequate.  'O2 Madeline Whyte suggested that 

- -- -- 

'O°Catherine Dennis interview. 

'O 'Mable Milis interview. 

lmInterview with anonymous nurse. 



the nursing care that she provided while at Winnipeg General was "altogether different" 

from that which she provided at BHMD. While acknowledging the superior patient 

management skills that her years at Brandon offered her, she felt she was il1 prepared to 

deliver the " r d  nursing care" of the hospital, having been grounded only in the routines of 

the Mental Hospital, which she dis~guished as "just care. " 'O3 

This is not to say that clinical nming didn't occupy an important place in the min& 

of these nurses, and the second major area in which the mental nurses ofthe 1930s were able 

to claim some intellectual temtory was that of technique. The mental nurses of the 1920s 

had few technical procedures around which they could constmct an identity based on 

proprietary skills. Despite the bea efforts of the pst-War psychiatrists, there were few 

interventions and treatments, except for some limited foms of hydrotherapy, that had much 

effect. Given the chronic problems of under-resourcing facing the hospitals, even 

experirnental treatments were few. By the late 1930s, however the landscape had started to 

shift and mental nurses had a few more demands placed upon them to do "clinical nursing. " 

The introduction of interventions like insulin shock therapy and Metrazol therapy 

provided some of this contea Although these therapies were offered only to severai dozen 

patients at a time, they nonetheless formed an important part of the recollections of every 

nurse interviewed. Everyone who trained at the hospital was rotated every six to twelve 

weeks to a new ward, ensuring that over the course her career, each pupil had at least sorne 

exposure to every type of ward in the hospital. Every niirse did at least one rotation on "East 

103Madeline Whyte interview. 



2," the second floor of the Unit where these treatments were offered. '" 
The introduction of these therapies had a profound effect on the whole hospital, 

dowing a greater optimisrn about the curability of mental illnesses. For many nurses, the 

optimisrn that the new treatments created, even if their eficacy was Iimited or the effect 

transient, overrode any qualms that they might have had about their potentially damaging 

effects. More importantly, they provided nurses with a technique that "we could hang our 

hats on."'05 Madeline Whyte captured the way in which this sense of optimisrn overrode 

some of the concerns for patients' welfare: 

1 thought that it was wonderfûi that we W l y  had something besides 
pddehyde and choral hydrate.. . We were al1 pleased that we were finally 
geîting something. 1 know a Little bit of what Dr. Cameron did in Québec, 
bid nothhg was done d l  he started something. Maybe he didn't do things 
nght, but he was a clever man and he started a lot of these things ... and he 
was the one who reaily started some son of treatment for mental patients, 
and before that you just looked afler them; it was just custodial. '06 

Insulin therapy was at once the most promising and the most demanding of the new 

intewentions. Nurses were able to describe in great detail, even sixty yean later, the precise 

procedures that they had to follow in the administration of insulin shock therapy. They 

recalled that they were responsible to prepare the patients and to engage in active 

surveillance when the patients were in the coma. This included clinical procedures like the 

regular taking of pulses and temperatures, drawing blood samples for laboratory analysis, 

and caring for and monitoring patients after they emerged fiom their comas. Eleanor 

-- 

IMLill ian McLennan interview. 
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Noakes, who as a mental graduate kcame supervisor of the insulin rwm, recalled that by 

the end of the decade, nurses perfonned nearly d l  of the clinical procedures, including the 

injection of the insulin and the insertion of the nasal dimentary tubes through which the 

glucose solution which brought the patients out of the coma were given. 'O7 Several nurses 

related that the insulin room was the most satisfying work that they performed This 

satisfaction denved not just h m  its effect on the patients, but from the demands of the work 

itself One nurse d e s m i  work in the insulin room as "more challenging" and another said 

that "it required more slull." 'O8 Eleanor Noakes rwalled that she probably would not have 

stayed at the hospital &ter graduation, save for the fact that she was offered a permanent 

posting in the insulin room. '" 
In the late 1930s, nurses also assisted in the administration of Metrazol and malaria, 

attended at surgeries and autopsies and assisted with the medical research and experiments 

performed by the doctors. Pupil nurses also perfomed clinical outreach work like 

administering intelligence tests and assisting in mental hygiene clinics in the schools which 

may be seen as public displays of their SNI. This outreach was extended in 1938 to include 

work in public health The province had laid off half of its public heaith nurses in 1932 and 

by the late 1930s, after successive wage cuts had M e r  reduced the seMce and in light of 

the worsening social circumstances of the Depression , the province was unable to provide 

lo7Eleanor Noakes interview. 

lmMable Mills interview; Eleanor Noakes intervie W. 

'%leanor Noakes interview. 



adequate public health Services. "O To meet this need, pupil nurses at BHMD were employed 

as public health nunes, making house visits and delivering babies in Brandon and 

surrounding communities. Such "active" nuning, which required Brandon pupils to 

demonstrate that they possessed the basic ciinicai skills required to do home and obstetrical 

nursing, bolstered the sense on the pan of the Brandon pupils that they had a credible claim 

to the title of nune."' Thus by the latter 1930s, it may be argued that the nunes at the 

mental hospital were required to develop the technical skills that permitted them to cross the 

threshold fiom attendant to nurse in their own minds. 

This seme of a proprietary ski11 set rnay have k e n  strengthened or weakened by the 

perception of the relative sbils of the male attendants. As the decade progresse4 the second 

generation of trained mental nurses had a stronger basis on which to differentiate their work 

from that performed by the male attendants. To be sure, the work performed on the chronic 

wards was similar, and even on the acute wards male attendants discharged similar duties 

to the nurses. Notwithstanding, male attendants were not required to take the same training 

as female nurses, and the= was a general sense that their training was more rudimentary. 

More importantly, male attendants were excluded nom the performance of severai 

procedures that were reserved for senior students and graduate nurses, like the administra- 

tion of hypodermic needles, giving medications and performing catheterizations. This 

"'?incock recailed this as an "opportunity" for the pupil nurses to demonstrate their 
clinical skills. Pincock memoirs. 

l'lLillian McLennan recalled in great detail the first time she delivered a baby without 
a doctor attending. Lillian McLennan interview. 

"21nte~ew with anonymous nurse. 



placed the female nurses in a more secure position with respect to technique than the male 

attendants. One nurse recalled: 

Sometimes we were called onto the male wards if there was something that 
[they could not do] because the male nunes, they weren't r d l y  nurses at that 
time. '13 

A female nurse was placed in a supervisory position both on the Male Hospital and on the 

male wards of the Unit, and her authority was clearly established over the male attendants. 

Student nurses on these same wards controlled the administration of procedures, while the 

male attendants were relegated to the provision of basic persona1 care, like bathing and 

shaving. "' 

There is some evidence that not al1 male attendants were disposed to accept ths 

hierarchy of skill. Although nurses tended to describe relations as congenial, the increased 

presence of a privileged élite of female nurses may have been perceived by the male 

attendants to have diminished their relative worth and skill, and there are intimations 

scattered in the institutional correspondence of a desire to reclaim this lost ground. 

Evidence of this phenornenon came in 193 1, where an anonyrnous group of male attendants 

petitioned Puicock for a senes of reforms at the hospital. This iist is i n t e re s~g  on several 

counts. While most of the seven grievances dealt with details of improvùig the &y to day 

life of the male population, several reveal a disposition on the part of the authors to 

seif'-iden* as male nurses rather than as attendants. In the case cited earlier of the petition 

for a more secure male airing court, for example, it is the language of the requests that is 

"3Catherine Dennis interview. 

"4Mable Mills interview. 



most interesting: 

The attendant there is a custodian. He has to stand on the benches and watch 
the patients so that they do not run away. We feel that this is contrary to the 
primiples of ocapatiomi therapy. Ainng court should be a place where the 
patient can play games[,] enjoy themselves [sic], and where attendants can 
carry out their knowledge of m e  psychiarric nwszng [emphasis added]." 

Later in the same document, the attendants requested the appointment of a male 

clinical s u p e ~ s o r  . Again, the language and stipulation of the request betray a disposition 

to regard the work performed by male attendants as nursing: 

There must be a male dinical supervisor. Thar is a person wzth an RN.  
Degree. preferably with training in a mental hospital who will act as a liaison 
officer between the Nursing Office and the Attendant's [sic] office. and 
b) Will be able to supervise the male attendants so that they cm carry 

out their nursing art instructions to the bea of their abilities. 
This we feel is very important because as a d e  the female nursing 
arts m c t o r  cannot supervise the bathing of patients 
The nursing or rather clinical supe~sor  will be responsible for ail of 
the nuning arts procedure. [sic] '" (emphasis added) 

in a similar vein, an anonymous letter to Pincock, this one alleging misconduct by another 

attendant, was signed "Male Nune," implying the currency of this f om of appellation. 

These statements suggest that concurrent with the demographic change that was 

taking place in the nursing senice, the male seMce was changing too, albeit in a more 

limited way. If the female nuning senice at BHMD prior to the Depression had been an 

employer of last resort. the male service was even more so. Female nurses often spoke of 

the mord and i n t e l l e d  superiority of the f d e  service, and characterizations of the male 

attendants suggest that many wound up at the hospital because they were imable to fmd work 

''BMHCA SB3a F3, "From a Group of Attendants, 193 1. " 

'I6BMHC~ SB3a F3, Anonymous Male Nurse to Pincock, 4 November 1935. 
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elsewhere. "' Although no doubt overstated as a means of elevating one's own credentiai, 

evidence to some extent bean out this argument. Pincock ofien complained of the 

intransigeme and resistance to refomi of the "old-style" attendants. 'la In many instances, 

male employees were fann labourers who were out of work, or even harvest excmionists 

who remained in Brandon d e r  the work dned up. Dunng harvest tirne, when work was 

plentifid, there were often shortages in the male service. Furthemore, many male attendants 

effected transfers once they has been at the hospital for a while, and often it was "inside" 

attendants who applied to work "outside" as gang supervison on the fann or to work as 

maintenance or physical plant staff. '19 

By the early 1930s with the unemployment crisis in full swing, it appears that the 

male s e ~ c e  experienced a demographic shift sirnilar to that witnessed on the female 

service, although on a lesser scale, limited by the relative stability of the service. Several 

of the nurses interviewed recalled that a number of the attendants were in fact students at 

Brandon College who aîtended lectures during the day and s u p e ~ s e d  the ward at night. It 

was this group of attendants who in the second half of the decade would play a pivotal role 

in the agitation for better working conditions for employees and patients dike, and who 

' "Lillian M c L e ~ a n  interview. 

"'Pincock memoir. 

"%MHCA SB45a, File: "Correspondence Re: Staff," parsim. The memones of 
several attendants who effected this change are preserved in the archives at the hospital. 
See especially SB2 FIS, William Halley, InteMew with Vaierie Heppner, Brandon, 19 
March 1973. 



wodd be at the centre of a union or-g drive in 1937. '20 

Not all nunes defendeci their mastery of technique, and those with general training, 

received either before or after their mental aaining, were apt to be more circumspect in their 

evaluation of the clinical cornpetence of the mental graduates. Katherine Weiemann 

recalled that when she came to BHMD in 1932, she perceived that the nursing care she 

enwuntered was not up to the standards to which she had become accustomed at Winnipeg 

General. She recalled that even as a student in the pst-graduate program, before she 

becarne superintendent, she found herself giving a lot of informa1 instruction in the practical 

aspects of bedside nursing. As reported above, she recalled that the Brandon Graduates had 

very lirnited clinical experience, and that even in the training program "We taught the same 

things, although perhaps at a different l e ~ e l . " ~ ~ '  ûther nurses were less charitable. Jean 

Young recalled that when she lefi BHMD for Winnipeg General in 1943, she felt very 

confident in her nursing skills but realized after a short time at the General that she lmew 

very little. " hother nurse, who went on to take her general training recalled that dthough 

12*~t least two of the officers of the Association were Brandon College students. The 
correspondence of the Association shows a much higher level of Iiteracy than had been 
the nom in M e n  received fiom attendants in the pst. Of particuiar note was a brief 
presented to the Public Accounts Cornmittee in 1939 which containeci a detailed 
actuarial analysis of the staffing costs of the hospital as well as a proposai for the 
introduction of a new wage schedule. This almost certainiy represents the work of Harry 
(H. Clare) Pentland, Secretary of the Association, who later became a noted university 
economist. BMHCA SB3b F 1, "Brief Presented by Representatives of the Brandon 
Mental Hospital Attendants' Association Before the Public Accounts Cornmittee, 1 1 
April 1939." 
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she had felt that she had lefi Brandon with g d  clinical skills, she revised the opinion on 

her anival at the g e d  hospiral: "We called omelves psychiatrie nunes, but it was quite 

di fferent fkom having general training. " lu 

LilIian McLeman, who went on to become a certified lab technician, and therefore 

felt little need to lay claim to the other credential, was similarly cntical: 

We reaily shouldn? have k e n  called nunes, we should have been called 
caretalcea. You can't be giving nursing care when you have one hundred 
and thirgr patients. You are really a custodian ... The only nursing care you 
did outside of fernale hospital was bed making, bed panning and bathing and 
preventing bed sores. '" 
Just as there was a strong separation between fernale nurses and male attendants, 

there was also a strong separation between the graduate general nurses, the graduate mental 

nurses and the pupil nurses. Several nurses in te~ewed noted that it was the general 

hospital graduates that tended to be the most defensive of their position, both while on duty 

and off 

The grads were a bit different. They were more aloof and kept to them- 
selves, but 1 was £iiendIy enough with some of them too. 12' 

Another nurse obsewed that some general graduates often showed a great deal of respect for 

the patient management abilities of the mental nurses: 

Some of them felt they knew a lot more than we di4 although othen would 
react that they didn't know as much about mental hospital patients as we 

123 InteMew with anonymous nune. 
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This degree of stratification rnay have reflected the ambiguity and insecurity felt by nurses 

at dl levels about their skills. Nurses who went on to work in other hospitais commented 

on the fact that despite the more permissive environment and the apparent diminution of 

class distinctions ofFduty, Brandon was a much more hierarchical and stratified hospital 

than others they had experienced. One nurse noted that "you were never fhendly with your 

s u p e ~ s o r  in Brandon." 12' Another chaiacterked the relationship with the head nurses at 

Brandon as "distant" and "unsupportive, " "It was not a leaming situation." 12' This aioofhess 

rnay also bave had something to do with the occupatioaal solidarity of subsets of nurses in 

a context where other levels of ward attendam were not present. There were no nurse's 

aides or untrained ward attenhts at BHMD until after the Second World Wu,  and in the 

absence of any clearly infenor class of ward staff the senior staff, rnay have sought to 

reinforce to their advantage the levels of hierarchy that did exist. l B  

Hierarchy was reinforced by rinial. One nune recalled the importance of ritual 

respect: 

I2%terview with anonymous nurse. 

'%fable Mills interview. 

12'Jean Young interview. 

129~lthough untrained ward M, principally married women, were employed for 
three years after 1942 in response to the labour shortages at the hospital during the wu, 
permanent ward aides, called practical nurses, were not employed until 1947. The 
exceptions were what were called in the 1930s "dining rom nurses," whoçe oniy role 
was to s u p e ~ s e  the patients at meals while the ward staff took their own meals in the 
nurses residence. Madeline Whyte interview. 



in those &ys you were taught a lot of respect for senior staE For example 
we were supposed to stand when one of out seniors, even fiom the class 
above, entered the roorn. You were expected to open doors for doctors and 
you didn't go ahead of a doctor through a door?' 

Nurses were expected to leap nom their seats and stand at attention when a doctor 

or a senior nurses came on the ward, and they were never to precede a doctor or a senior 

through a dwr or onto an elevator. ïhese rituals were important to al1 levels, including the 

psychiatrists. One nurse recalled a patient who, prior to her admission, had been a nune at 

the Neepawa General Hospital and who used to stand rigidly at attention during rounds. She 

recalled Dr. Pincock pointedly observing, ''Now that is a nurse.. . she has lost a great deal, 

but she has not lost her courtesy to the docton.""' Another recalled that she was once 

severely repnmanded for having violated this code by the simple act of holding a door for 

a nurse who was her junior.'" 

As in the previous decade, many of the rituals that were practiced replicated those 

seen in general hospitals. Maqorie Anderson recalls that "capping day was a big day." A 

nurse's status was codified in her uniform. Pupil nurses were issued a blue uniform on 

enrolment. About six months after they commenced their lectures and upon passing their 

fbt round of exarns, nurses were promoted to "junior." With this label came a pleated cap, 

a bib and cuffs. The change of identity was significant, underscoring the class distinction 

that coloured al1 relationships at the hospital. Katherine Weiermann recalled that one of 

'%y Smeltz inteniew. 

"'Hazel Wright interview. 
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the most effective sanctions that could be applied to a pupil nune wes the loss of her cap, 

a symbolic demotion to probationer status. That such a sanction was effective reveals the 

strength of the aailiation that many women of this generation felt to the school, and it also 

revealed their lack of power in relation to the institution. It undencored the fact that a 

nurse's credential came oniy at the pleasure of the school. The removal of the cap was a 

reminder that the decision to withhold the credential could corne at any point in the nurse's 

training. "3 

One of the most important ritual events was medical rounds, which occurred daily 

on the Unit and less frequently, usually once or twice a week, on the chronic wards. On 

rounds, the psychiatrist was accornpanied by the s u p e ~ s o r  of the ward, or sometimes the 

nursing superintendent, and nurses stood at attention, speaking oniy when spoken to. "You 

practically broke the desk standing up when the doctor came on the ward," one nurse 

recalled Another remembered, " When Dr. Pincock and the superintendent were making 

rounds that was when you put your c e s  on."'-'' 

133<atherine Weiermann interview; See also Charles Rosenberg The Care of 
Strangers: The Rise of the American Hospital, (New York: Science History 
Publications, 1 979). 

'%terview with anonyrnous nune. 

"'The act of rolling down one's sleeves is imbued with an important double meaning. 
On the surf'ace, one is transforrning oneself from manual worker to something else, but at 
another level, one is crossing a thresbold between a male world of manual work and a 
more appropnately ferninine world of domestic orderliness. Scholars have long debated 
the contradictions that the nature of their work posed for nurses. There were many 
instances where their work challenged them to contemplate not only their relationship to 
work, but in a culture so deeply imbueci with symbols of respectable femininity, with the 
gendered dimensions of their work. It may be argued that this challenge was even more 



Privilege was apportioned in many ways. At the top of the hierarchy were the 

medical officen who were generally distinguished as the only staff who were both trained 

and male, and generally came from what one nurse described as "established families." I M  

The social separation that was presumed to exist between the doctors and the rest of the 

hospital was amply illustrated in a rather trivial incident wherein the wife of a doctor was 

refused cream for a coffee Party. The incident promptecl Pincock to write a memo to the 

medical staff in which the class privileges of the medical officen were clearly articulated: 

In order to avoid any embamissment, if you require extra supplies £kom the 
stores or kitchens, will you kindy send the messenger accompanied by a note 
to the dietician. .. 1 may say that there is every disposition on my part to 
recognize that physicians are entitled to extras for the purposes of entertain- 
ing their fiiends, as 1 know that in the past none of these privileges have been 
abuseà, but it will overcome petty annoyances and embarrassrnent if this 
method of requisition is followed. You will readily recognize that it is not 
dignified to have your wives subject to refusal of supplies from [sic] those 
in subordinate positions. 13' 

Hierarchy was also reflected in the privileges accordeci to nurses and docton which were not 

available to d e  attendants, like the wider beds mentioned above. One such privilege was 

that of a lunch break While the nurses, in oral testimony, referred frequently to the coffee 

breaks that they took while on the wards (and indeed the provision by the hospital of special 

utensils separate from those used by the patients for that purpose), attendants were not 

powemil for the nurses working at the mental hospital, both because they were required 
to do more manual work and because their job required îhem to participate often in the 
physical domination of a patient. Lillian McLennan interview. 

'%ay Smeltz interview. 

13'SB3 F11, Memo nom Pincock to Drs. Schultz, Little, Creasy and Stephens, nd. 



pemitted to take any food or drink while on duty. 13* ùi an unsigned letter to Pincock, one 

attendant aired his gnevance with the apparently discriminatory treatment: 

Do you think it justice to place that restriction on the male attendants only. 
How would you feel about it if you were an attendant who could enjoy a cup 
of hot tea when you came in nom airing court on a cold &y or a hot drink 
before facing a walk of two and a half miles home on a bitter night. Again 
1 ask how would you like it if you saw the nurses and the docton enjoying 
that privilege an [sic] you left out in the cold 1 believe that you would agree 
with me that you were king discriminated against. 13' 

A perhaps surprising and potent symbol of the existence of hierarchy and privilege 

within the hospital was the asparagus patch Asparagus was named by no less than half of 

the nurses inteniewed by the author. This delicacy was grow oniy in srna11 quantities and 

was served oniy in the doctors' and staff nurses' dining rooms. The nurses resented this 

privilege, and asparagus raids became a symbolic means of subverting the authority of the 

hospital hierarchy. Nurses recall that they routinely raided the asparagus garden and hosted 

"asparagus parties" in the nurses' home, cooking it on contraband hot-plates. So intense was 

the asparagus poaching, that in about 1936, a parole patient was placed in charge of 

guarding the asparagus patch against the nurses' raids. '" 
One of the places where hierarchy was reinforced was in the dining rwm, where 

class distincîion was the dominaut organinng constnict Nurses sat at assigned places, and 

138~adeline Whyte interview. Whyte recalled her disapproval of the fact that the 
nurses were required to eat with different utensils than those used by the patients: "It was 
like they were al1 infected or something." 

' 3 % ~ C ~  SB3 F3, " a Male Attendant" to Pincock, nd. 

'""Lilliau McLennan interview. Lillian McLennan used to recall that as Iab technician 
in the Iater 1930s, she was the designated thief, as she got off shifi an hour earlier than 
the nurses and could go down to the garden while "Mn. H." was at supper. 



each class was served in order of precedence?" The naff nunes, who included the 

superintendent and her a s s i ~ t ,  the surgicd nurse, the lab technician, head nurses and 

instructresses, as well as the persona1 secretary of the medical superintendent dined in a 

separate dùiing room and were served the same fare as the medical M. la2 This type of 

distinction, and especially the special menu was recalled with resenûnent by many of the 

nunes inteniewed, but for Kay Weiennann who was an assistant superintendent and 

superintendent of nursing for most of her career there, the separate dining room served an 

entirely different hinction. Weiermann acknowledged that student nurses at the hospital 

were under constant scrutiny, and îhaî this was a highly stressful environment. For her, the 

presence of the separate dining room offered her an opportunity to consciously and 

predictably separate henelf fiom the nurses. In doing so, she felt that she offered them 

fieedom fi-orn the sense of always k ing  watched and an opportunity to cultivate ties in a 

more relaxed and informa1 environment. ld3 

In other instances, strict observance of hierarchies was forsaken in the interest of 

keeping the hospital m g .  Katherine Weiemiann recalled that as superintendent, she waç 

iargely an administrator, but cautioned: 'Wot that you ever got to where you kept your hands 

clean and looked dom your nose." She wmmented th& in order for her to be able to expect 

that her nurses were to go "above and beyond," she had to earn their favour by allowing the 

141Harel Wright interview. 

'4%llian McLennan interview. 

Id3Kay Weiertnann interview. 



strict division of labour to break down sometimes. 14" She recalled that she would fkequentiy 

assist junior nurses, especially with complicated procedures, knowing that they would at 

times be called upon to do things that were not reasonable to expect of them, and that they 

were more likely to comply if they "had a sense they knew you." Of this technique, she 

reflected: 

It was amazing how much they liked me; 1 figured that better they liked me.. . 
perhaps they'd try to please me, which they usudly got around to. 

The same technique was employed by the female nurses on the male wards, who 

relied on the male attendants for assistance and çornetimes to secure their personal safety. 

Mable Mills, for example, recalled that as charge nurse on Male Hospital, she Frequently 

assisted with shaving patients when things were slow. In retum she came to be able to 

expect a greater degree of assistance and co-operation fiom the male attendants when she 

was perfonning her prescribed procedures. 14' 

Essential to the health and function of the nuning seMce was the existence of 

homosocial networks that pemiitted nurses close contact and support kom their peers. 

Indeed, this may be what Kay Weiennann was trying to create when she perpehüited the 

tradition of the segregated dining room and diswurageci her staf f  nurses fiom entering the 

students' dining room after the meal had started Many of the nurses who worked at the 

hospital cited the camaraderie and companionship that characterized life at the residence, 

144 For a refiection on the inter-dependence of levels of the nursing hienirchy and on 
the break-dom of the strict division of labour, see the introductory chapter of Sarah Jane 
Growe, Who Cures?, (Toronto: MacLeIlan and Stewart, 199 1). 



noting that one was seldom without companionship when it was desired. '& "If you were in 

your rwm alone, you were never there long before there were two or three others in." 14' 

This served several fiuictions. Not the least was that it contnbuted to the education of the 

nurses and assisted them in coping with the &y to &y travails of working at the hospital. 

Life in the nurses' home was sometimes more permissive than life without. Within 

the context of the homosocial relationships, seen from the outside as proper and safe, the 

hospiîals pennitted a degree of latitude and laxity. This relaxed environment contributed 

to the overall health of the institution and limited the impediments to the formation of 

strong, mutually supportive networks. One nurse, for example, recalled her first Hallowe'en 

at the hospital, where nurses were required to appear at the party clothed onl y in items fiom 

their rooms like curtains and sheets.14' Another nune recalled that Mrs Little, the house 

mother, always extended the courtesy of loudly rattling her keys before she came ont0 a 

dormitory so as  to permit the nurses sunicient time to hide their hot-plates, radios and other 

contraband'" In some instances, dus iaxity extended beyond the walls of the hospital, and 

some nurses recall that they enjoyed more freedorn and less often experienced the 

paternalistic "protection" of the hospital while at Brandon than in their general training. lM 

Sports and recreation played an important part in the life of the hospital. They 

laIbid. 

'4 '~id. 

148 Kay Dennis interview. 

"%y Smeltz interview. 

1 S t e ~ e w  with anonymous nurse. 



offered opportunities to transcend the rigid class distinctions that permeated everyday 

interaction on the wards, and the athletic field was one of the few places at the hospital 

where hierarchies seemed to be cast aside. Nurses recallexi, for example, playing tennis with 

psychiaûists, curling on mixed teams, and that the intramural softball league consisted of 

three teams, nominally an atteridana' tesm, a nurçes' twim and a doctors' team, but that these 

names indicated only the captain of the team, and that each included members of al1 three 

seNices. One nurse recalled that despite the pervasive presence of hierarchy and ritual that 

reinforced class distinction, even the superintendent's staff becme part of the community 

on the sporting field. When asked about their relationship with the senior nunes, Eleanor 

Noakes, who had commenteci critically on the depth of the class distinction commented: "It 

was 'speak when spoken to,' You did not initiate a conversation [with senior s t a ,  but off 

duty you could play tennis with them. " 151 

Time off also created oppominities go to Brandon, about two miles to the south. It 

is apparent that the BHMD was considerably more lax when it came to the free time of the 

nurses than Winnipeg General or any of the other general hospitals to which Brandon 

graduates went. In some respects, this may be taken as a sign, much like the higher wage 

paid to a mental nurse as compared to a general nurse, that the Hospital recognised the 

relatively low value of the parchment that the nurses received on graduation was to be 

compensated with a slightly more relaxed social environment. indeed, many of the nunes 

reported that in months when they did not have aftemwn lectures, they went to town on an 

almost d d y  basis, mostly to escape the food of the institution and to take a meal either at 

15'Eleanor Noakes interview. 



the home of îheir parents or with the family of a classrnate. 

In many respects the residents of the Mental Hospital, staff and pat~ents alike, existed 

on the periphery of the Brandon community, both socially and geographically. Pnor to the 

1930s, the women who worked at the hospital were isolated fiom the broader cornmunity 

of Brandon by the hythrns of their work, which pennitted only one &y off in three weeks, 

and by the restrictive d e s  of the institution, which required them to be on the grounds of 

the hospital even when offduty. Although the pnnciple of one-&y's-rest-in-seven was only 

implemented for the female s e ~ c e  in 1938, a relaxation ofthe stxingent d e s  about daytime 

Leave and the advent, in about 1931, of regular bus seMce between Brandon and the 

Hospital, broadened the xope of interaction between the nurses and the community. By the 

late 1930s, Brandon nurses used to go to town very regularly. Lillian McLeman's account 

tbat on payday most nunes used to buy two bus tickets, suffi~cient for twenty four round-trip 

rides to town, gives some sense of the frequency of these visits. lS2 

Recollections of the reception the nurses received in Brandon were mixed. They 

reveal both the ambivalence of the relatiooship the nurses enjoyed with the community of 

Brandon and the ambivalence that they themselves felt about their identity. There is no 

question that h m  an economic point of view, the nurses were vev welcome. The Mental 

Hospital remained one of the largest employen in the area and at the onset of the 

Depression, the twenty-five doIlan per month that a nursing student received was a 

considerable sum of money. That rmm and board were not deducted, and that there were 

no assessments for breakages or unifonns h m  this twenty-five dollars, meant that a great 



deal of this money could be discretionary. As a wnsequence, the nurses generated a fair bit 

of economic activity. One nurse acknowledged the primacy of the economic relationship 

when she observed, "there was a dress shop on 9' street that wouldn't have sunived the 

depression without us. "IS3 

Nevertheles, association with the hospital carried with it the stigma of association 

with the men?aUy ill, and for many in the community of Brandon, the Hospital was regarded 

as an employer of last resort. Kay Dennis recalled in 1983 that "opinion around town was 

tbat it was a temble place.. that people were really wild-. and that people who worked there 

didntt have a good reputation. They were considered second c l a ~ s . " ' ~  Lillian McLennan 

recalled that, "Some mothers were reluctant to let their sons corne up to the dances," and 

Mable Mills recalled that during her youth in Brandon, "1 never dreamed that it was a place 

where they were tryiag to help people."'" Dennis went on to recount that after she t w k  

employment at the hospital, she experienced a certain degree of shunning by her neighboun, 

and that although she attended regularly, she was no longer made to feel welcome at her 

church in town. She recdled one incident: 

...[ A] good fiend of rny mother told her not to let me go there - r d  just go to 
the dogs. Mer 1 went, when she came to visit my mother she would ask 
about the rest of the family, but I was a cast-out after that. lS6 

'"MarJone Anderson interview; Eleanor Noakes identified this as Mons's Dress Shop. 

l Y ~ ~ ~ C ~  SB2 F32. Kay [Catherine] Dennis, interview with Eveleyn McKenzie and 
Lloyd Henderson, Brandon, 26 Apnl 1983. 

1s5Lillian McLennan inteniew, Mable Mills inteniew. 



One of the typical responses to this kind of shunning was to invoke a sense of moral 

superiority over the previous generation, by which is meant the nurses of the 1920s. These 

women w m  variously d e s c r i i  as "lower class," as "untrairied scmb maids," and as having 

loose mords. Some nurses levelled these accusations against male attendants who were their 

contemporaries, praising their diligence and cornmitment while on the ward, but assigning 

them a lower class identity. Lillian McLennan invoked a "Sarah Garnpish" notion of the 

earlier generation of mental niirses when she attributed the reception that she got in Brandon 

to the loose mords of her predecesson: 

They had a poor reputation prior to us. Earlier nurses in mental hospitals had 
a reputation of king low class and fast women or something. .. 1 shouldn't say 
because they werenft educated, but they really were a poorer type ... 
We had a very good class. One of us had been to University and there were 
two B.As in the year a h d  We were very respectable, but apparently yean 
before they had fast women - which meant that they drank and smoked ... but 
none of our gang drank and smoked. lS7 

Scholan of nuning have pointed out that subsequent generations of nurses have 

defined themselves in relation to previous ones, and that the invocation of the moral and or 

disciplinary superiority of the present generation has often been a linchpin of occupational 

identity, whether it be Registered Nurses asserting their superiority over untrained ward 

attendants, or univenity trained nurses asserthg their superiority over hospital eained 

nurses. 158 

Thus by the end of the 1930s, one can see in the Mental Nuning Senice at BHMD 

many of the hallmarks of generd nuning culture. The last half of the 1930s were yean of 

'%llian McLennan interview. 

'"six Barbara Melosh, The Physician 's Hami, 177-82. 
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renewed hope and optmism in the mental heaith community. The development of new 

interventions and therapies finally carried the promise of a cure for mental illness. This shift 

to interventionkt treatments gave the nurses that worked in the mental hospitals of the late 

thirties a sense that they were delivering curative care, indeed that they were actually 

nursing. 

It is acknowledged that the administration of these new therapies constituted only 

a very small part of the mental nurses' actuai work and that the care remained largely 

custodial, but ths was not necessarily relevant to the formation of occupational identity. 

Susan Reverby's andysis of the content of nursing work bas demonstrated that indeed 

general nurses expended the larger proportion of their work t h e  engaged in unslulled 

domestic tasks, not in perforrning taslis which manifenly required the application of 

specific scientific Imowtedge. Kathryn McPherson has argued that the adoption of scientific 

management in the 1930s stripped nurses of much of the intellechial control that they had 

over their work Nursing superintendents tracleci this mntrol away to the medical profession 

in renirn for their own security as a managerial élite. What was lefi behind when many of 

the slcills were stripped away was ideology in the guise of science. While the language of 

nursing remained the language of science, it may be argued that science was largely 

supplanted by rituai and prescnptive procedure, and that the element of cohesion became 

identification with an ideologicai constnict and affiliation with an élite social group. lS9 Such 

an understanding makes it easier to understand the behaviour of the second generation of 

trained mental nurses. 

l?Kathryn McPherson, Bedside Matters, Chapter 3. 
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Thus whiie the introduction of new therapies and new technical demands on the 

mental nurses of the late 1930s was important to creating the perception of a set of 

proprietary SM for mental nurses, this factor was secondary to the arrival at the hospital of 

a cohort of worken disposed to affiliate to such an ideology. For this purpose, the key 

change fiom the 1920s to the 1930s was demographc. The pecdiar economic circurn- 

stances of the Depression brought into the seMce of the hospital a larger nurnber of better 

educated native bom women fiom more affluent backgrounds. Many of these women saw 

their affiliation with the hospital as inpermanent. Like general hospital nurses, who 

tolerated rigid discipline and hard work in r e m  for the promise of fûture social and 

economic security, they were able to project fonvard and to see that future benefits might 

accrue fiom their experience at the mental hospital. Udike the nurses of the late 1920s, 

therefore, who were disposed to take job action to improve their immediate circumstance, 

second generation mental nurses saw improvement in their circumstance in coqmation 

with, not resistance to the agenda of the psychiatrie cornrnunity. Union activity, for 

example, was anathema to these women. Jean Young, when asked whether she had ever 

considered affiliation with a union, retorted, "1 couldn't spell the word."16' 

Mental nurses still existed on the margins of the general nursing community, and 

eligibility to write the Registered Nurses' Exam eluded them until 1942, when an affiliate 

arrangement was f i d y  stnick with Winnipeg General Hospital. Nurses were reminded in 

their daily encounters with the residents of Brandon that by their association with the 

mentally ill, they remaineci on the margins of respectable society. At their obstetrics and 

'%an Young interview. 



gynaecology lectures at Brandon General, they were even more directly reminded of their 

rnarguial relatioaship with the registered nurses1 community : "They thought of us as glori fied 

scrub rnaid~."'~' This marginal relationship had another consequence, and that was the 

formation of a unique occupational identity apart fiom the general nursing community. 

Willing to affiliate with an ideology of nuning and to iden* themselves as skilled workers, 

mental nurses at Brandon compensated for their rebuff by the general nursing community 

by developing a sense of their own s u s  that were separate fiom those of the general nurse. 

In so doing they introduced a second level to the curekare dichotomy that separated nurses 

and doctoa. They asserted that the care they delivered was "caring care" in contrast to the 

prescriptive "curingIf, or clinical, care of general nunes (*ch was "jjust care" in the lexicon 

of one of the nurses inte~ewed).  Ironically, ths may have moved mental nurses M e r  

fiom the locus of power. If, as Susan Reverby has argued, general nurses were politically 

disabled by "the order to care in a society which refuses to value wing," then mental nurses 

were perhaps more disabled by their assertion that they delivered "more caring care" to 

people who were not valued by society.lg Nonetheless, personal senice, buttressed by a 

basic understandmg of clinical nming, became by 1940 the core of a discrete occupational 

identity . 

This identity was impenlled in the 1940s by the severance of the vast majority of the 

nurses of the second generation h m  the seMce of the hospital. One might argue, however, 

161Madeline Whyte interview. 

L6ZSusan Reverby, "A caring dilemma: Womanhd  and nursing in historie 
perspective," Nurszng Resemch 36: 1 (January/Februaxy, 1987): 5. 
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that it remained in those who stayed behind, and in those who retumed to the hospital as 

senior staff following general training, and that it was the existence of this unique identity 

which helped to shape the fuhire of mental nurse training in Western Canada. 



Chapter S - Cooclusion - Persistence and Change, 1939 - 1946 

It bas been argued in the precechg chapter that the conditions that prevailed in the 

latter balf of the 1930s contributed to the formation of an occupational identity for the 

second generation of trained mental nurses at the Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases that 

set them apart fiom the preceding generation. It has been argued that ths identity was 

created by a combination of specific economic circumstances and more general changes in 

the care of the mentally ill. While there was a basic continuity in the medicalization of 

mental health care, the econornic conditions of the 1930s were imperniment, and the 

hospital landscape changed drarnatically in the early 1940s. Specifically, the hospital 

experienced a staff exodus after 1939 as the end of the Depression and the transition to a 

wartirne economy re-configured the labour market in Brandon and surroundhg communi- 

ties. 

A large proportion of the women who had corne to work at the mental hospital in the 

1930s had aspirations to go on to other foms of paid work that carried a higher status and 

were more portable. Some certaidy felt that their social and economic backgrounds and 

their prior educational attainrnent made them betîer qualified for other foms of work, and 

indeed this sentiment was sometirnes shared by hospital adminisirators. The mental hospital 

was never regarded as a place of permanent employment by these women, but rather as a 

transitional workplace which would provide economic security through the worst of the 

Depression As the economy improved and other employment oppomuiities presented, the 

surplus labour supply that the hospitai administration had celebrated in the early 1930s 

evaporated. While the desk of the superintendent of the training school was "piled high" 



with applications for much of the 1930s- and while nurses who trained in that period 

reporteci long waiting lists to get in, the availability of other work in the early 1940s created 

critical iabur shortages at the hospital, indicating that in the eyes of the broder community, 

mental hospital work was not yet a vocation, but an employment of last resort. ' 
Nurses lefi the hospital to take up a variety of other activities. Many of the second 

generation nurses had always intended to pursue general hospital training, and for hem, 

mental ninsing had been a form of interim employment that would bolster their credentials 

and provide gainful employment with room and board until they reached the age of 

admission into a hospital training program. Canadian hospitals in the early 1940s were on 

the cusp of a period of renewed growth and development as the inter-war models of private 

duty nuning, charity institunons and home medicine were shed in favour of the large public 

institutions that were to become the hallmark of the modem welfare state. These women 

discovered that the new hospitals valued their patient management and administrative ski1 ls, 

and that placements were reacîily available to them. ' While no hospital was yet willing to 

make such concessions as reduced training tirne, the rewarck of general nursing, which 

inc 1 uded greater prestige and portabili ty , made an additional two to three y ears' training 

worthwhile. 

ûther women lefi the hospital for domestic Me. Severai former nurses reported that 

they were involved in long courtships or engagements through the 1930s. These couples had 

'Mary (Churçher) Smeltz InteMew with the author. Brandon, 14 Febniary, 1996. 

'Anonymous Nurse, Interview with the author, Winnipeg, 16 November 1995. 
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delayed h a g e  and family Iife pending the economic security of the fûture breadwinner. ' 
Und the late 1940s, married nurses were not employed by any major Canadian hospital or 

mental institution nius,  rnarriage was clearly proscn'bed for any mental nurses whose fiinire 

husband did not have secure employment. 

Some of the m m  for severance were specific to the Brandon Hospital for Mental 

Diseases, and these caused much discord not oniy at the hospital itself, but between the 

hospital and the govemment of the day. As early as his Annual Report for 1938, submitted 

in July of 1939, Pincock warned his political masters that the failure to restore cuts to the 

civil service wage schedule were having a very detrimental effect on the nursing service. 

He reported that many of the nurses were Ieaving the employ of the hospital to seek similar 

work at other mental hospitals in Canada and the United States: "We regret the loss of some 

of our nurses recently to other mental institutions offering greater monetary inducements. "' 

Over the course of the decade, the employees at the hospital had endured three successive 

pay cm, and by 1939, unadjusted salaries had been reduced to 1924 ~eve l s .~  Although the 

pay for pupil nunes remained well above the standard offered by other institutions, the 

mental graduates could do much better elsewhere. Chief among the "other mental 

institutions" mentioned by Pincock above was the one at Ponoka in Alberta. Ponoka had no 

training school of its own, and employed only graduate nunes and graduates of mental 

'Eleanor Noakes, for example, had been delaying marriage since before she 
commenced her training in 1 93 5. Eleanor Noakes, Interview with the author, Brandon, 
12 February, 1996. 

'BMHCA SB23b F7, Annuol Reportfor 1938. 



hospitd training programs. This institution had long historic ties with BHMD, having been 

superintended by Baragar until the thne of his death in 1937. The matron at Ponoka in the 

mid-1930s was Catherine Lynch, former superintendent of nuning at the Brandon Mental 

Hospital (who later went on to becorne superintendent of nurses at Winnipeg General), and 

it is not surpnsing that a number of Brandon graduates were recruited to work at P o n ~ k a . ~  

By no means did al1 of those who lefi go to Alberta though. Other nurses reported that they 

or their colleagues readily found work elsewhere, chiefly in New England, where the 

demand for trained mental nurses was high, and in Ontario, where they were able to find 

employment at private mental institutions such as the Homewood retreat in Guelph7 

By 1939, it was apparent that the failure of the hospital to keep Pace with economic 

change was having a detrimental effect on the institution's abili ty to retain its best staff and 

to maintain its programs. Mathers and Pincock sent a series of lettea to the Minister and 

to Bntcken himself protesting the govemment's failure to restore the pay cuts and wamuig 

tbat the hospitai's ability to continue to deliver modem scientific therapies Iike insulin were 

imperiled.' 

These losses were not confined to the fernale nuning service, and in 1939 the 

hospitai lost four of its staff docton, prompting Pincock to write to the Mimster 

A great deal of genuine dissatisfaction exists because of the present lack of 

%lable Mills, InteMew with the author, Winnipeg, 2 October, 1995. 

'Madeline Whyte went on to nurse at H o m e w d  Madeline (Ballard) Whyte. 
InteMew with the author, Selkirk, 5 January, 1996. See also Katherine (Wilkes) Weier- 
rnann, Interview with the author, 1 1 Decemkr, 1995. 

'BMHCA SB3a, passim 



security and guarantee of the futrrre and this is seriously affecting the morale 
of the staff and threatens the disintegration of a trained, experienced and 
conscientious group of men whose primary interest has been the develop 
ment of an efficient service.9 

Pincock went on to make the case for a reasonable schedule of remuneration of the medical 

a but apparently the c d  went unheeded, as two years later, his successor, Stuart Schultz 

made the same plea: 

One can endure losses to essential war senices with equanimity and even 
encourage enlistment for such purposes, but the loss of intelligent and 
experienced staff because of justifiable dissatisfaction over workmg 
conditions is difficult to condone. 'O 

The multiplication of options available to mental graduates was attested to by one 

nurse, who c o n f d  that at the time she left the hospital to be married in 1939, she would 

probably not have recornmended enrollment in the training school to a fiend as a career 

choice, "because there were so rnany more options then."" It should be noted that not al1 

of these options implied severance nom the hospital. Even at their home institution, mental 

nurses without general aauÿng were not eligible to become head nurses, and they could not 

be promoted above the level of supenisor, which despite the promising sound of the title, 

carried liale better salary and perquisites tban king a senior student. As a consequence, 

several mental graduates went into occupational therapy, where the lack of a credentiai did 

%MHCA SB23b F8. Annual R e m  for 1939. 

'QMHCA SB23c F1. Annual Repori for 1941. 

"Eleanor Noakes Interview. 
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not hamper their advancement in the same way. l2 In a sirnilar vein, Lillian McLennan., who 

was a mental graduate, went to work in the lab~ratory~ where she eventually obtained a 

credential as a lab technician. Like occupational therapy, this offered McLennan the 

o p p o d t y  for career advancement where the lack of a general nuning credential did not 

serve as an obstacle. l3  

Depopulation of the nursing service by 1940 had precisely the e f f i  that Rncock had 

earlier prediaed, and the shortage of trained stafTcompelled the hospital to discontinue its 

insulin therapy program. Although several attempts at reinstatement were made, this 

program remained substantially dormant for three yean. The closure of the treatment rooms 

in 1940 was but one indicator of what has been described as a generalized decline in the 

level of patient care and the quality of the m g .  The diversion of economic resources and 

the changing employment market created by the War intemipted the steady process of 

refom that had characterized the 1930s. The mental hospital fell even lower on the Bracken 

goveniment's list of priorities than it had k e n  in the previous decades, and there was a 

considerable regression in the quality of care offered '4 With a lesser trained and perpetuaily 

short-handed staff, Pincock reported in 1942 that "the liability to accidents shows a marked 

I2Two of the nurses interviewed in the preparation ofthe present work took this route. 
See K a t h e ~ e  Demis, Interview with the author, Brandon, 11 December, 1995; and 
*one Anderson, I n t e ~ e w  with the author, Brandon, 1 April1996. 

13~illian McLennan. Interview with the author, Winnipeg, 1 1 April 1996. 

I4BMHC~ SB l a F3. Robert McGarva, "From Prison to Community: The 
Development of Care and Treatment at the Brandon Mental Hospital, 19 18 to the late 
1950s. (Unpublished paper, 1986), 42. 



increase with willing but utraineci personnel. " l5 

In place of trained nurses, which since the middle of the previous decade had formed 

more than half of al1 the ward staff, the hospitd was forced to rely on untrained On 

the male wards these took the fonn of men on National Selective Service - conscientious 

objectors.16 The f d e  wards were M e d  pnmaniy with married women of varying skills 

fiom the City of Brandon. " Even the addition of these new nurses was insuficient, and in 

1 945, the superintendent of the hospital ( S m  S c h u t ~  as Pincock had left to assume the 

position of Provincial Psychiaûist in 1942), reporteci that there were twenty-seven vaûuicies 

on the fernale s e ~ c e  in a total staff of one hundred and seventeen. Of the ninety nurses on 

the service, forty three were nurse-attendants or part time workers. l8 

The "nurse-attendants" refened to in the above tally represented a new and 

subordmate class of fernale employee that was inîroduced in 1942 as an expedient to address 

some of the shortages. These women received the same course of lectures as the male 

attendants, and were eligible for the same Certificate in Mental Nursing. The purpose of ths 

coune was purely practical: women enroled in the shorter and less dernanding coune of 

'BMHCA SB23c F2. A n n d  Report for 1942. 

'6The mental hospitai was accorded low priority under the Selective SeMce program 
however, and the hospital was able to secure the service of only forty-four men, still short 
of the required complement. 

"Not d l  of these women were entirely without skills. Opening the door to married 
women allowed sorne former mental nurses, like Eleanor Noakes for example, to re-enter 
the hos pital workforce. Eleanor Noakes interview. Katherine Weiemann, who was 
Superintendent of Nming between 194 1 and 1946 offen some perspective on the impact 
of these women on the nursing service. Katherine Weiermam interview. 

l S ~ ~  SB23c FS. Annual Report for 1945. 



training were more available for ward work It had the ancillary effect of creating another 

level of hierarchy within the walls of the institution, and one which probably benefitted the 

mental graduates. 

1942 was a watershed year of the hospital nursing service. In that year the School 

of Nursing becarne afiliaied with the Winnipeg General Hospital. Much as was envisioned 

in 1929 wtien the three year training program was devised, the affiliate program provided 

that Brandon pupils who had successfully completed two years of training wodd be 

nrtrnitted into the Winnipeg General Training program at the second year level. At the end 

of a M e r  two years of training, successfid candidates would recrive a Diploma in Mental 

and General Nuning, and they would be recommended by Winnipeg General to write the 

Registered Nurses' Exam. l9 

Coincident with the opening of the affiliate program, the Diplorna of Mental Nursing 

course rwerted to a two year course, and considerable investment was made in the School 

of Nursing, with new instructresses k i n g  hired and the Nursing Library expanded 

significantly." Investment in the School of Nuning at a time of staff crisis is ben seen as 

a recruiting tactic, and indeed the hospitaf did expend considerable effort on recruiting new 

nurses, even to the point that nurses delivered testimonials about the benefits of affiliating 

with BHMD in radio ad dresse^.^' 

The establishment of the afnliate program c m  also be seen as the culmination at the 

- - 

'QMHCA SB23c F2. Annual Reporî for 1942. 

%id. 

'' Ibid. 



beginning of the 1940s of several pmceses that had been underway for twenty years. in the 

early yean of the cermny, and especially after the First World War, psychiatr i~ had existed 

on the margins of the medical profession, isolated both figuratively and literally by the 

nineteenth century emphasis on mord treatment and the asylum system. They sought to 

bring psychiatry and the treatment of mental illness back into the medical world by 

transforming their asylums into hospitals. As the case of the Brandon Hospital for Mental 

Diseases suggests, they were met with several fundamental obstacles in this quest. The first 

obstacle was medical. Despite the early atternpts at heroic intervention, the optimism of the 

early 1920s quickly evaporated as scientific medicine was neither able to deliver a cure for 

mental iiluess, nor even to provide an explanation for many of its cornmon manifestations. 

Through to the mid- l93Os, beneath the veneer of the hospital lay the old asylum, existing 

on the margins of society and warehousing the mentally il1 a m y  from the sight and mincis 

of the populace. For those who worked there, the title of nurse was insufliicient to disguise 

the fàct that the intellectual content of their work was limited, and in fact the vast majority 

of the effort they expended was in providing routine maintenance and custodial care. 

The second obstacle was cultural. This doctordriven mode1 of care was at odds with 

the ambitions of the increasingly influentid élite of the general nursing community, who 

were aggressively asserthg wnîrol over the discipline of nursing by propagating an ideology 

of professionalization. As scholar Eliot Friedson bas argued, the most important aspect of 

p r o f e s s i o ~ b o n  is neither the standarckation of work nor the intellectual control over 



its content but the establishment of the gatekeepers of the professionalised s y ~ e r n . ~  

Mar# within the medical community and f'nisbated by the general hospitai tradition 

of semi-autonomous nursing schools, the psychiaeists could not compel the recognition of 

their nurses, and mental nurses were shut out of general nuning. Given the resistance of 

the general nursing community, the questionable credentials and intangible rewards of 

mental nursing were mnifncient compensation for the low wages, poor working conditions 

and the lack of ecmomic mobility presented by mental hospital work It is no surprise that 

when the Mental Hospital Workers Federated Labour Union formed in 1926, women in the 

employ of the hospital were quick to sign up. 

The near collapse of the training school in 1926 undencores the fundamental failure 

of the doctor driven mode1 of nune aaullng of the 1920s. Nursing historias have observed 

that nurse training was far more about cementing an affiliation to an ideology than about 

imparting specific scientific howledge. In Rexerby's words, nurse training "was more work 

than leaming" reflecting what Christopher Maggs called "the political economy of the 

hospital apprenticeship system."= Nursing apprentices typically spent more tirne 

penomiing basic domestic tasks than taking lectures or engaging in active tutorial leaming. 

George Weir's exhaustive study of nursing education in Canada discovered that instruction 

was consistently given short shnft by nursing schools, and that nunes frequentiy skipped 

= ~ h i s  is the central contention of Eliot Friedson, Profesion of Medicine: A S f d y  of 
the Sociology ofApplid Knowledge, (New York: Harper and Row, 1970). 

%sari Reverby. Ordered to Care: the Dilemma of Arnerican Nursing. (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1987), xvii; and Chnstopher Maggs. The Orzgim of 
Generd Nwsing, (London: Croom Heim, 1986), passim. 



lectures to complete ward work and meet the basic economic needs of the hospital. He 

concluded that as much as 37% of a nurse's &y was spent engaged in unskilled domestic 

labour.24 

In ths context, the importance of ideology, reidorced by ritual, becornes clear. 

Nurses endured the ngorous restrictive life of the training school and tolerated the hard and 

often dirty work not for its own rewards, but for the intangible benefits of admission into a 

privileged comrnunity. To be successful, ths  mode1 of initiation had to be supported by a 

basic economic rationality: cornpliance with the demands of the nursing school and the 

embrace of its cultural noms had to lead ultirnately to financial independence and 

mernbenhip in a respectable sector of society. The mental nurses of the 1920s rejected the 

strictures of the training school and evolved a culture of resistance, which included 

affiliation with a trade union, precisely because that basic economic rationality did not 

underlie the rituals of the training school. By the end of the next decade, the context had 

shifted just enough that when another union organiring drive started in 1938, women were 

not involved. Certainly some of this absence can be attributed to the bstoric rnargin- 

alization of women within the Canadian Union movement, but this is insuficient." 

U George Weir, S w e y  of Nursing Education in Cam&-, Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1932), 193. Weir's definition of unskilled dornestic work was very 
oarrow, and "all work involving an elementary knowledge of the principles of hygiene 
and sanitation" was excluded, including disiafec tion and bechaking. Weir 
achowledges that were these duties also to be interpreted as domestic work, the 
percentage wodd be increased to over 75%. Ibid., 192. 

2 5 ~ h e  historie role of women in the Canadian labour movement is beyond the scope of 
the present work See Ruth Frager, "No Proper Deal: Union Worken and the Canadian 
Labour Movement, 1870 - 1940." in Union Sisters: Women in the Labour Movement. 
Linda Brisken and Lynda Yam, eds. (Toronto: Women's Educational Press, 1983); and 



The challenge is to locate the culnual change of the interceding ten years. Two 

sources of finidamentai change m u t  be identified. The first is demographic, and is rooted 

in the changuig employment patterns created by the Depression. The second relates to the 

growing technical demands imposed by the medicalization of care, which had the effect of 

creating for the nurses of the 1930s the perception of an identifiable skill-set and allowing 

them to differentiate themselves from the other employees of the hospital. 

To undentand the interplay of these two factors, it is useful return to Celia Davies' 

observations about the content of nune training.26 If nurse training is primarily about 

afiliating with a cultural nom, and if it is therefore partly independent of the work 

performed, the behaviour of the nurses of the 1930s is better undentood Despite the 

overwhelming persistence of custodial care, the beginning of new treatments in the 1930s 

created sufficient perception of a proprietary ski11 set that the nurses were able to set 

themselves apart fiom the rest of the hospital staff and to stake out some intellectual 

temtory of their own. 

This was in part because many of these nurses were disposed to seek out this 

temtory. They came fiom culturai backgrounds which were favourable to credentialism, 

end many of them had aspirations to go on to M e r  education or training. Mental nuning 

was an interlude or a stepping stone to something else. Most embraced 

optimism that things would get better, and that advancement was possible 

a fundamental 

By the end of 

Irene Goldstone, "The Ongins and Development of Collective Bargaining by Nurses in 
British Columbia, 19 12 - 1976." (Unpublished M A  Thesis, University of British 
Columbia, 198 1). 



the 1930s, this potential for advancement was already manifest in the multiplying 

oppominities to enrol in general training, to go into occupational therapy, to take a job 

elsewhere or to move into manied life. Unlike the nurses of the l92Os, whose imperative 

was the melioration of their immediate circumstance, these women saw their greatest 

personal profit in affiiliation with the ideology of the school. Quite simply, the hoped that 

the training would assin them in hding something better. 

While the affiliate program signified in some measure the ultimate legitimation of 

the project that began with the opening of the xhool of nursuig twenty-one years earlier, the 

first attempt at a prograrn was less than an unequivocal success, underscoring in part the 

persisteme of the desire on the part of the general nuning élite to marginalize the mental 

hospital nurses. Jean Young, a mident in the second class of the affiliate prograrn, recalled 

that the Brandon nurses were treated poorly at Winnipeg General. Her statu as a mental 

nurse was signified throughout her affiliation by the difference in her unifom. She recalled 

that the Brandon pupils arriveci and remained as a group, and that they "treaded lightly" and 

were treated as "foreigners" for the duration of their training." Perhaps the most dificult 

was that even though their m e s  appeared on the graduation 1011s of Winnipeg General, 

they were barred from attending the graduation ceremony at the Hospital, and they had to 

settle for a separate ceremony in Brandon where they were presented with a parchment and 

pin different fiom the rest of the graduates? 

2 7 P ~ M  G 1769-98. Jean Young. Interview with Kathryn McPherson, Winnipeg, 8 
May 1990. 



The afKliaîion with Winnipeg General was to last for only a few years, and in 1946, 

the affiliation was switched to Brandon General. Taking advamage of geographic proximity, 

the new course was more integrated and took only three years to complete? This new 

course was to chart the fuhue for psychiatric nursing in Western Canada. Whereas 

elsewhere in Canada and the United States, psychiatric nuning came to be more closely 

integrated into programs of general nursing, the Brandon program, as weI1 as cornpanion 

pmgrams elsewhere on the prairies, cootinued to be offered at fieestandhg mental hospital 

schools of nursing. This situation prevailed in Manitoba until 1996, when the last class of 

mental nurses completed their course of studies at the Brandon Mental Health Centre. 

The persinence of these models can be seen in part to reflect the ongoing influence 

of the second generation of mental hospital trained nurses. In spite of the fact that many of 

hem left the service of the hospital when other oppomuiities presented, they left a cultural 

legacy w-ithui the institution, and that was an occupational identity apart from that of general 

hospital nurses. By invoking their superior ability to care and their leamed capacity to 

function in the unpredictable environment of the mental hospitd, they elevated the custodial 

care that they gave to a higher echelon. In so doing, they created for themselves the 

intellectual basis for a distinct occupational identity. 

In 1948, the federal government intervened for the first time in mental health care 

by extending specid operating grants to mental hospitals. By 1952, mental hospitals were 

included iu the National Health Grants program that was to mark the emergence of the 

~ M H C A  SB23c F6, Amual Report for 1946. 
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modem welfare nate in Canada? At this time, the influence of the nurses of the second 

generation was sti l l  strongiy felt at the Bfandon Hospital for Mental Diseases. Some of these 

women Rmained in the seMce of the hospital as ward supe~sors  or occupational therapy 

iastnictors. Several others rehimed to the hospital as inmuctresses or administrators afler 

completing a course of general training at a general hospital, and still others retumed afler 

1945 as graduaies of an affiliate program. These graduate nurses brought with them an ethos 

which cornbineci the ideology of generai nursing with that of mental nursing. Although 

M e r  research is required, preliminary evidence, including oral testimonials from some of 

these nwing administrators themselves, suggests that this dual affiliation played a role in 

the adherence in Western Canada to the system of fkestanding training schools. 

%e special o p e h g  grants are mentioned in BMHCA SB23c F8, A m d  Report 
for 1948. See du> Anne Crichton. "The Shift fiom Entrepreneurid to Political Power in 
the Canadian Health System." Social Science and Medicine. 10,5946. 
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